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Abstract 
In this thesis, novel folded truncated pyramid structures and a bi-directional load-self-
cancelling square dome structure are proposed as the core of light-weight protective 
sandwich structures to resist blast and impact loads. Analytical derivations, numerical 
simulations, quasi-static and dynamic crushing tests are carried out to examine the 
dynamic crushing behaviours and energy absorption capacities of various designs for 
developing the best-performing core structures for blast and impact load resistance.  
The single-layer folded truncated pyramid structures with three different base shapes 
including triangle, square and pentagon are firstly proposed. The specimens with these 
single-layer truncated triangle, square, and pentagon pyramid (i.e. TTP, TSP and TPP) 
structures are folded from pre-cut aluminium thin sheets. Quasi-static crushing tests 
are carried out and numerical simulations are conducted using FEA software LS-
DYNA. Truncated square pyramid (TSP) folded structure shows superior crushing 
behaviour with low initial peak force and high crushing resistance as compared to TTP, 
TPP and Miura-type foldcore. The blast mitigation capacity of sacrificial cladding 
with single-layer TSP folded structure as core is then evaluated. Enhanced blast 
mitigation capacities are observed when compared to conventional claddings 
including honeycomb and aluminium foam. Analytical model is also developed for 
quick design based on blast loading scenarios and cladding properties. Rigid 
polyurethane (PU) foam and expanded polystyrene (EPS) foam infills are then 
considered for further improvement in blast mitigation and energy absorption 
capacities of sacrificial cladding with single-layer TSP folded structure as core.  
To experimentally verify the dynamic crushing behaviour of the proposed folded TSP 
folded structure and the feasibility of potential applications of such structure in real 
life, numerous experimental studies are carried out. Multi-layered TSP and TTP 
sandwich structures are proposed with reusable set-up where the number of layer could 
be adjusted according to the applied loading for better protection. Multi-layered folded 
structures with different configurations of foam infills and with graded foam infills are 
dynamically tested. The results demonstrate high energy absorption capability of 
multi-layer TSP and TTP folded structures and significant enhancement in energy 
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absorption with foam infills and graded foam configurations under dynamic loading, 
indicating great potential of these multi-layered folded structures as energy absorbers.  
Apart from the folded structure, a bi-directional load-self-cancelling blast resistant 
panel as a new structural form is also proposed and numerically investigated. Owing 
to the two-way symmetrical arch design, the reaction force at boundary along the out-
of-plane direction is greatly reduced. Blast loading transmitted along the arch is 
partially cancelled out at the intersection of the arches. This new panel design could 
be used as blast resistant door to greatly reduce the reaction force provided by the 
frame in the blast event.  
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1. Introduction 
1.1 Background 
Blast and impact protection for structure, equipment and personnel is becoming more 
and more important in recent years due to the increasing number of accidental 
explosion events as well as terrorist activities (1). Owing to their lightweight and high 
energy absorption capability, sandwich structures have been widely used as protective 
structure against dynamic loads such as blast and impact (2).  
Sandwich structures have been widely used as energy absorbers in applications such 
as impact attenuator (3), vehicle crash box (4), safety bumper (5), helmet (6) and 
sacrificial cladding (7-10). These types of energy absorbing structures usually consist 
of a cellular crushable core which is sandwiched between two plates and fixed in front 
of the protected structure. Under dynamic loading such as impact or blast, the 
crushable core undergoes large plastic deformation under a constant low stress 
absorbing a large amount of energy. The peak force transmitted to the structure is 
greatly reduced. Conventional crushable cores including honeycomb (11-17), 
polymeric (18-20) and aluminium foam (7, 21-30) have been extensively investigated. 
However, these conventional sandwich structures have their drawbacks for the 
purpose of energy absorption as discussed in chapter 2.3 and 2.4. 
1.2 Objectives 
The objective of this study is to develop new forms of sandwich structures with ideal 
crushing behaviours and high energy absorption capabilities under dynamic loads. To 
achieve effective blast and impact mitigation, the new forms of structures should yield 
a uniform crushing response throughout deformation, with low fluctuation in crushing 
resistance and low initial peak force. It is also ideal for the structure to have a high 
specific energy absorption and possibly a reusable set-up. For the development of this 
new panel, a thorough understanding of current structural forms used in sandwich 
structures is required, this includes the characteristics of dynamic crushing response 
of typical sandwich structure under dynamic loading and the contributing factors.  
Numerical analysis is firstly conducted for designing, parametric study, and evaluation 
of dynamic response under impact and blast loads. Experiments are carried out for 
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further verification and examination of the dynamic crushing behaviour of the 
proposed folded structures. Their crushing responses, energy absorption capacities and 
blast mitigation performance are evaluated and compared with the existing folded 
structures and common sandwich structures such as foam and honeycomb.  
To further improve the crushing resistance of the proposed folded structures, the 
alternatives such as adding foam fillers are considered in this study. As wall thickness 
is often limited by the folding process, to further increase the crushing resistance and 
energy absorption of folded structures, alternatives other than increasing the wall 
thickness shall be considered. The effects of material, shapes and graded configuration 
of the foam filler are also investigated in this study. 
1.3 Research Outline 
This thesis comprises eleven chapters. The contents of nine chapters following the 
induction and literature review are described as follows: 
Chapter 3 presents numerical analysis of the proposed truncated square pyramid 
structures. The aim of the study is to examine the crushing behaviour of the proposed 
TSP foldcore, as interconnected sidewalls of the foldcore lead to more constraints of 
the structure under crushing and result in higher crushing resistance. Single sheet 
fabrication can be also achieved for the proposed foldcore. The calibrated numerical 
model is used for conducting dynamic crushing analysis of the proposed TSP 
structures with different geometric configurations including slope angle, open/close 
top, and base size. The comparison with one of the best performing kirigami cube strip 
foldcore is also included.    
Chapter 4 presents experimental and numerical analysis of truncated pyramid 
structures with different base shapes, i.e. triangle, square and pentagon. The quasi-
static crushing tests of all three foldcores (TTP, TSP, TPP) are firstly carried out on 
the base plates with boundary constraints. Numerical models are developed and 
verified with test data. Dynamic crushing analysis is then carried out under two 
boundary conditions, i.e. simple supported and fixed boundary. The effects of base 
shapes, boundary conditions, crushing speeds on damage mode and load-displacement 
responses are compared among the proposed foldcores. Miura-type foldcore is also 
numerically simulated as benchmark for three proposed foldcores.   
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Chapter 5 presents numerical study of blast mitigation of sacrificial cladding with TSP 
folded structure as core. The blast mitigation capabilities of TSP foldcore are 
compared with two conventional cladding cores, honeycomb and aluminium foam, 
under various blast intensities. Parameters such as peak transmitted force, centre 
displacement and energy absorption are used as criteria for the evaluation of blast 
mitigation performance. Single degree of freedom analysis is also carried out based 
on the previous studies. Design formulae and charts are developed for designing the 
suitable cladding configurations based on mechanical properties of the cladding and 
the imposed blast load.  
Chapter 6 presents numerical study of blast mitigation performance of foam filled TSP 
folded structure. The quasi-static crushing tests of rigid polyurethane (PU) foam filled 
TSP foldcore are firstly conducted. Two different shapes of foam fillers are considered. 
The foam-wall interaction effect is also verified by comparing the crushing resistances 
of foam filled TSP foldcore and two components (foam and TSP core) crushed 
separately. The calibrated numerical model based on these crushing test results is then 
used for blast mitigation of TSP foldcore with the proposed foam filler.  
Chapter 7 presents experimental study of three-layer TSP and TTP folded structures 
under various dynamic loading conditions. A reusable multi-layer set-up is developed 
and manufactured as no fixing is required between the foldcore and interlayer plates 
which is different from many conventional sandwich structures. The crushing 
behaviours are experimentally verified with low fluctuation, low initial peak force and 
less sensitive to loading rate as comparing to other current sandwich structures. The 
differences between TSP and TTP foldcores are compared, and the influence of cell 
wall thickness is also investigated.  
Chapter 8 presents experimental and numerical study of foam filled multi-layer TSP 
kirigami structure under dynamic loading. A total of five foam infill configurations 
are studied, which include the effects of foam material, foam density and foam shapes 
on dynamic crushing behaviour of multi-layer folded structures. These include three 
densities of cubic expanded polystyrene (EPS) foams and two shapes of rigid 
polyurethane (PU) foams. Numerical studies are carried out along with test data for 
investigating the effect of five different foam filler configurations on damage mode, 
crushing response and energy absorption of the structures. 
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Chapter 9 presents experimental study of functionally graded foam filled multi-layer 
TSP kirigami structures under different dynamic loading conditions. Two series of 
foam fillers are inserted inside the multi-layer TSP folded structures, one by varying 
the foam filler density and the other by varying the foam shapes to create different 
functionally graded structures. Their collapsing order, damage mode, load-
displacement responses are analysed under two loading rates. Significant influences 
on crushing behaviours are shown with respect to loading rate and graded 
configurations. 
Chapter 10 presents numerical study of a new bi-directional load-self-cancelling (LSC) 
panel under blast load. It is proposed as a new type of blast resistant panel with low 
weight and high performance. It is designed to significantly reduce the force 
transmitted to the support of the panel, owing to the two-way symmetrical arches. 
Different LSC panels are also included as benchmark for comparison. 
Chapter 11 summarizes the findings in this study, as well as some future works.  
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2. Literature review 
2.1 Overview 
This chapter presents a literature review of the previous and current studies of 
sandwich protective panels. The literature review includes five parts: 1. Impulsive 
loadings; 2. Ideal energy absorber; 3. Sandwich structures; 4. Folded structures, and 5. 
Methodology. 
2.2 Impulsive loadings 
Both blast and impact loadings are often considered as impulsive loadings which have 
characteristics of short duration and large amplitude. Under high speed dynamic 
loading conditions, inertial effect and material strain rate effect become important 
factors for the crushing behaviour of structures (2). In a blast event, a shock wave is 
produced by the rapid expansion of detonation products. The shock wave can be 
characterized by very short duration in the order of mili-second and high pressure up 
to 100 MPa. A typical free-field pressure-time history of blast wave is shown in Figure 
2-1 (31). Two phases can be observed, where the negative phase of blast loading is 
often neglected in designing protective structures due to its low pressure and impulse 
(7). The typical blast loading can be characterized with a very sharp increase of 
pressure reaching the peak pressure PSO followed by a decaying process back to 
ambient pressure PO after the positive duration to.  
 
Figure 2-1. Free-field pressure-time history (31) 
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Design guide Unified Facilities Criteria UFC 3-340-02 (31), correlates the blast 
parameters such as amplitude of blast loading and scaled distance. Scaled distance, Z, 
is used and described as follows: 
1/3
R
Z
W
  (2-1) 
where R is the stand-off distance, i.e., the distance from centre of explosive source in 
meters, and W is the equivalent TNT charge mass in kilograms. 
2.3 Ideal energy absorber 
General principles of ideal energy absorber are summarized by Lu and Yu (2) as 
follows:  
 Irreversible energy conversion 
 Constant and restricted reaction force 
 Long stroke 
 Stable and repeatable deformation mode 
 Light weight and high specific energy absorption capacity 
 Low cost and easy installation 
The energy absorber should be able to irreversibly convert the input kinetic energy 
into inelastic energy. If the input kinetic energy is converted into reversible energy 
such as elastic energy, potential subsequent damage may be caused to the protected 
structure and protected personnel once the absorber reaches its maximum capacity. 
The reaction force throughout deformation should be kept under the threshold value 
for protection. In some cases, maximum stress or acceleration is used for the 
evaluation of energy absorbers, where stress and accelerations can be calculated by 
using reaction force, related mass and area of contact (32). Furthermore, the energy 
absorber should have enough crushable distance in order to absorb a large amount of 
energy during impact or blast loadings, as the energy absorbed is equal to crushing 
distance times the reaction force. Uniform and stable deformation mode is also desired 
regardless of the loading rates. Other factors such as cost, weight and easy for 
installation should be also considered for designing an energy absorber. For instance, 
a crash box which connects the vehicle bumper and chassis is widely used in the 
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automotive industry, it undergoes large deformation and absorbs energy under 
collision. Many methods such as introduced dents, pre-folds or stamped out patterns 
on the original square thin-walled tubular structures (33, 34) were developed to reduce 
the peak force while maintaining the deformation mode during the crushing.  
With the protection of energy absorbers, the protected structure experiences greatly 
reduced transmitted force under extreme loadings such as blast and high speed impact 
(18, 35). This is because that the crushing resistance of the energy absorbing structure 
is often much lower compared to the peak load of the blast or impact loads. Under 
blast and impact loads, the crushable energy absorber undergoes large deformation, 
therefore prolong the loading duration and reduce the peak force transmitted to the 
protected structure. For example, blast mitigation capabilities of sacrificial cladding 
with different thicknesses of rigid polyurethane (PU) foam are experimentally studied 
by Ousji et al (18). As shown in Figure 2-2, compared to the case without any energy 
absorbing sacrificial cladding (blue line), the pressure transmitted to the protected 
structure is greatly reduced for the cases with 30 and 50 mm thick PU foam (cyan and 
purple lines) as an energy absorber. Furthermore, the duration of the transmitted 
pressure is largely prolonged compared to the case without any protection. 
 
Figure 2-2. Transmitted pressure to the structure protected by the sacrificial cladding 
of PU foam with thicknesses of 10, 20, 30 and 50 mm under blast loading (18) 
To achieve effective protection, energy absorbers should be carefully selected. In 
some cases, energy absorber could lead to more severe damage to the protected 
structure than the case without any protection (35), as a result of the densification of 
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the energy absorber before the end of the loading is reached. The energy absorber 
becomes very strong and hard to deform. Once the structure is fully compacted and 
the crushing resistance increases drastically, which is also referred as the densification 
stage. With the ongoing loading, the already compacted energy absorber can impact 
the protected structure and lead to a large increase in transmitted force. For example, 
as shown in Figure 2-2, for sacrificial cladding with 10 and 20 mm thickness of PU 
foam (red and green lines), the pressure transmitted to the protected structure 
drastically increases towards the end portion of the curves, and the transmitted 
pressure for the 10 mm PU foam protected case even exceeds the case without any 
protection. Therefore, in order to achieve maximum protection and avoid further 
damage to the protected structure, the energy absorber needs to be carefully designed 
according to the specific loading case.  
2.4 Sandwich structures 
Sandwich structures usually consist of a cellular core and two skin plates, therefore 
achieving light weight and high strength to weight ratio. Sandwich structures have 
been widely used in the aerospace (36), aviation (37), automotive (5, 38), and naval 
industries (21). Different topologies and materials of the cores have been extensively 
investigated, these include honeycomb (12, 13), lattice (39, 40), corrugated (41-43), 
dome (44, 45), eggbox (46, 47), auxetic (48, 49), metallic and polymeric foams (20, 
24, 25, 27). A sketch of different sandwich core topologies is shown in Figure 2-3 (50). 
 
Figure 2-3. Sketch of different sandwich core topologies (50) 
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2.4.1 Sandwich structures as energy absorbers 
 
Figure 2-4. (a) Stress-strain curves of multi-layer corrugated sandwich structure 
under different strain rates and bonding conditions between layers; (b) specimen of 
sandwich structure (43) 
 
Figure 2-5. (a) Specimen of 3D printed lattice structure; (b) Stress-strain curves of 
the lattice structure under different crushing speed (51) 
Many studies suggest that under dynamic loading, conventional sandwich structures 
such as honeycomb (17, 52), corrugated (43) and lattice (51, 53) have an inconsistent 
crushing behaviour with a sudden rise in initial peak crushing resistance and large 
fluctuation in resistance during crushing, which may not be ideal for the application 
as energy absorption under high loading rate as discussed above (2). For example, the 
crushing response of a multi-layer corrugated sandwich structure is shown in Figure 
2-4 (43), significant fluctuation in crushing resistance is shown where the peak stress 
can be several times higher than the average crushing resistance. A similar increase of 
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initial crushing resistance can be observed in Figure 2-5 for a 3D printed polymer 
based lattice structure under increasing crushing speeds (51).  
Metallic and polymeric foams have uniform deformation process with a long plateau 
stage of crushing resistance. However, most of the stochastic foams have bending 
dominated deformation (54), which results in a lower crushing resistance than 
stretching dominated cellular structures of the same density (26). Some topologies of 
sandwich structures were created to improve the energy absorption capability as 
compared with foam materials of similar materials and densities. Aluminium egg box 
structure was developed to have a foam-like uniform crushing behaviour while 
achieving a higher specific energy absorption than the foam material counterparts (46). 
However, its crushing resistance was only slightly higher than the foam of similar 
densities.  
2.4.2 Sandwich structures as blast resistant panel 
Accidental explosion and terrorist activities have been increasing around the globe in 
recent years, more than half of the terrorist activities were related to bombing attacks 
(55-57). As protection of life and infrastructure from bomb attacks, blast resistant 
panels have been widely used across military, commercial and industrial applications 
(58-60). Blast-resistant doors as an example of such panels are used at the entrances 
of shelters and ammunition storage magazines. The traditional blast resistant doors are 
often designed as a solid panel of great weight which leads to poor operational 
performance and high costs (61). The ideal characteristics of a blast resistant panel 
should be lightweight while capable of resisting blast loads. In some applications such 
as blast resistant door, the deformation of the panel is required to be limited to ensure 
the operable condition after the blast. This is different from an energy absorber as 
discussed in the previous section, where large deformation is desired for energy 
absorbing purpose. 
Various blast resistant panels have been developed. The performances of sandwich 
structures with different forms, materials and topologies have been comprehensively 
reviewed (54, 62, 63). Forms of sandwich structure core include honeycomb, 
corrugate, metallic foam, lattice and functionally graded core. The superior 
performance of sandwich structures under dynamic loading has been demonstrated via 
both numerical simulations and experimental tests (7, 19, 64-69). Curved sandwich 
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panel with aluminium foam as core also demonstrated superior performance over the 
equivalent flat sandwich panel and solid plate against blast loading (70-73). Most of 
these studies focused on the energy absorption and the deformation of the panel after 
the blast, the investigations on blast load transferred to the supports were limited.  
In practice, supports of the structural panel also need to be properly designed and 
protected because damage to the support may lead to the complete failure of the panel 
structure. In this regard, a uni-directional multi-arch panel was proposed (61, 74). As 
shown in Figure 2-6, this innovative design makes use of the unique property of the 
arch structure form that transfers a certain amount of load applying onto the arch to 
the supports. In this case, loads in the opposite directions at the intersections of 
adjacent arches would cancel each other, leading to reductions of the net loads to the 
supports of the structural panel. Both numerical simulations and experimental tests 
verified the effectiveness of the uni-directional multi-arch panel in resisting blast and 
impact loads (61, 74). Detailed discussions on the designs and performances of uni-
directional multi-arch panels subjected to blast and impact loads can be found in the 
references (61, 74, 75). However, some limitations of using this uni-directional panel 
were also identified. It cancelled loads only in one direction, hence its effectiveness in 
load-cancellation was effective in one direction only. Therefore, further improvement 
can be achieved by implementing load-cancellation along other directions using the 
designed geometry of the structure. 
 
Figure 2-6. Mechanism of load-self-cancelling structure with multi-arch geometry (76) 
2.5 Folded structures  
In recent decades, folded structures (77, 78) were developed and used as cores of 
energy absorbing sandwich structures. As one of the most commonly used folded 
structures in sandwich panels, Miura-type origami foldcore was proposed in 1972 for 
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space craft solar panel deployment (79) and has been intensively investigated as the 
cores of sandwich structures recently. It is a type of rigid foldable origami pattern 
consisting of repeating tessellated shapes, as shown in Figure 2-7 (a), and is made 
from an unbroken sheet folded along creases without stretching or twisting of the 
panels. Miura-type foldcore offers advantages such as continuous fabrication and open 
ventilation channel design which allows moisture and heat to escape as compared to 
conventional honeycomb sandwich structures (80). In terms of crushing resistance, 
however, Miura-type origami foldcore is not comparable to the conventional 
honeycomb core of similar density (81). Furthermore, the failure mode of plate 
buckling is also observed on Miura-type core under the out-of-plane impact, leading 
to a non-uniform collapse. As shown in Figure 2-7 (b) , it also has a high initial peak 
force followed by a significant force reduction (82), which is a drawback for being 
used as an energy absorber for structure protection. 
 
Figure 2-7. (a) Rigid foldable Miura-type foldcore made of CFRP (80); (b) 
Compressive stress-strain curves of Miura-type foldcore made of CFRP under 
different strain rates (82) 
To increase the crushing resistance and achieve a more uniform crushing resistance of 
the folded structure, curved-crease foldcores were proposed (81, 83). Different from 
the standard Miura-type foldcore, curved-crease foldcores are folded along curves 
instead of segments of straight lines, as shown in Figure 2-8 (84, 85). Due to the higher 
buckling resistance provided by the curved faces of the foldcore, it had a higher 
energy-absorption capacity as compared with straight-crease foldcore or Miura-type, 
and slightly lower crushing resistance capacity than honeycombs in terms of average 
crushing stress (84). However, the curved-crease foldcore has a more uniform failure 
response and a lower ratio of initial peak stress to average stress when compared with 
honeycomb structure, due to less constraints for each unit cell. 
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Figure 2-8. (a) Unit cells of two types of curved-crease foldcore based on Miura-type 
(84); (b) a curved-crease foldcore sandwich panel made of CFRP (85) 
 
Figure 2-9. Examples of existing kirigami structure, black shades are the cut out of 
sheet material (86) 
Crushing behaviours of Kirigami foldcore have been recently studied as well (87), an 
examples are shown in Figure 2-9 and Figure 2-10 (86, 87). The sheet of kirigami 
structure can be cut, stamped or punched prior to folding, therefore achieving more 
complex geometry and potentially increasing their crushing resistance capacity. Up to 
74% rise in average crushing stress is achieved for cube strip kirigami foldcore under 
quasi-static crushing comparing to the standard Miura-type origami foldcore and a 
comparable crushing resistance to honeycomb structure (87).  
However, unlike other folded structures, the best performing kirigami structures, 
including both cube strip and diamond strip kirigami foldcores (87), cannot be 
fabricated using single sheet material. Multiple sheet strips are required to be folded 
individually and placed for the fabrication of a single panel. Furthermore, in many of 
the existing kirigami folded structures in Figure 2-9 and Figure 2-10 (86, 87), not all 
vertical faces are connected with adjacent faces. Some obvious gaps between adjacent 
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vertical faces are marked out in red lines as shown in Figure 2-10. Further 
improvements in crushing resistance and energy absorption are expected for folded 
structure with connected vertical faces due to additional constraints under out-of-plane 
crushing. However, by simply connecting the adjacent vertical faces of cube strip 
kirigami foldcore shown in Figure 2-10 (b), the foldcore becomes a square honeycomb 
structure. The square honeycomb structure has a non-uniform collapsing with a high 
initial peak force and the crushing resistance becomes very sensitive to loading rate 
due to the inertial stabilization provided by the sidewalls (17), which may not be ideal 
as an energy absorber. 
 
Figure 2-10. Unconstrained adjacent vertical faces (a) cube foldcore (86) (b) cube 
strip foldcore (87)  
2.6 Foam filled tubes and sandwich structures 
Tubes and columns are studied for their crushing behaviours under various loading 
rates since these structures are relatively cheap and efficient for energy absorbing (88-
94). However, the crushing resistance of the thin-walled tubes fluctuates during the 
deformation, and often have a high initial peak force (34, 94). As mentioned in chapter 
2.4.1, various foam materials are used as energy absorber due to its lightweight and 
uniform deformation process with nearly constant load (27). The foam materials 
including polymeric foams (95, 96) and aluminium foams (97-99) are inserted into the 
thin-walled tubes to enhance the crushing stability and the energy absorption 
capacities of the structures. In terms of specific energy absorption, the aluminium 
foam filler was found to be preferable to thickening the wall of the columns, and a 
closed-form solution of the average crushing force was developed for foam-filled 
square columns (97). As shown in Figure 2-11 (b), the crushing force of foam filled 
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column is much greater than the sum of crushing force of the standalone column and 
the foam filler. The foam-wall interaction effect leads to significant increase in average 
crushing force and energy absorption of the structures (99). For instance, it was found 
that the foam-wall interaction effect for column structures contribute to 80%, 140% 
and 180% of the compressive strength of the standalone foam fillers for single, double 
and triple cell column structures respectively (98).  
 
Figure 2-11. (a) Examples of aluminium foam and honeycomb filled tubes (100); (b) 
Interaction effect between foam infill and column wall (99) 
 
Figure 2-12. Aluminium foam filled corrugated core of a sandwich panel and its blast 
test setup (101) 
Apart from thin-walled tubes and columns, the foam materials are filled in the core of 
many sandwich structures as shown in Figure 2-12 and Figure 2-13, these include 
corrugated panel (101-103), eggbox core (104), pyramidal lattice core (105), energy 
absorption connectors (106, 107) and corrugated sandwich cylindrical shell (108). 
These foam filled sandwich structures are investigated under various loading 
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conditions such as quasi-static bending and crushing, dynamic impacting and blast 
loadings. Change in damage modes and enhancement in structure performance can be 
observed for all these structures with foam fillers. Therefore, the lightweight foam 
filler can be used as an effective way to increase the energy absorption of the sandwich 
structures, especially for the structures with large surface area in the core for a greater 
foam-wall interaction effect. 
 
Figure 2-13. (a) Sandwich panel with polyurethane foam filled pyramidal lattice truss 
core (105); (b) Damage mode of a polymethacrylimid (PMI) foam filled corrugated 
sandwich cylindrical shell (108) 
2.7 Investigation methods for dynamic loading 
2.7.1 Experimental investigations 
 
Figure 2-14. Drop weight test of an auxetic panel: (a) schematic diagram; (b) test 
facility (49)  
There are numerous techniques such as gas gun (39), Split Hopkinson Pressure Bar 
(SHPB) (11), drop weight (49) and pendulum (2) to apply impact loads on structures. 
A drop weight testing facility is shown in Figure 2-14. These testing facilities can 
simulate the impact loads. However, due to the mechanism of drop weight and 
pendulum impact, the loading rate may vary throughout the deformation of the tested 
structures. To apply a constant impacting speed, high speed testing machine is used. 
For instance, INSTRON VHS 160/100-20 uses servo-hydraulic and control 
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technologies to provide relatively constant loading speed throughout the deformation 
of the tested structures for dynamic tensile (109) and compressive testings (110, 111). 
Ballistic pendulum systems are widely used for free air blast test, these include two-
cable pendulum (7, 112) and four-cable pendulum (113, 114). As the tested structure 
is attached on the pendulum and placed in front of the charge, the blast loading applied 
on the tested structure causes the rotation or translation of the pendulum. The imparted 
impulse from the blast can be measured, according to the rotational angle or oscillation 
amplitude of the pendulum. An example of a two-cable pendulum and its mechanism 
is shown in Figure 2-15.  
 
Figure 2-15. (a) Pendulum set up for blast test; (b) simplified illustration of the blast-
loaded pendulum (7) 
 
Figure 2-16. (a) Blast test of layered sacrificial cladding (115); (b) blast test of 
aluminium foam as cladding (116) 
Other arrangement include placing specimens on a rigid support and tested under blast 
loadings (49, 115). Sensors including accelerometer, displacement transducer and 
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pressure sensor are often used in these tests to measure and record the relevant 
parameters, such as over pressure, acceleration and displacement. In some studies of 
blast mitigation performance of sacrificial claddings, the cladding structures were 
placed on a simply supported concrete beam or slab (116, 117). The blast mitigation 
performances were evaluated by comparing the final deformation of the protected 
concrete structure with other referenced tests. Examples of these two cases are shown 
in Figure 2-16, where a structure is placed on a rigid concrete block and an end-
supported concrete slab, respectively. However, the blast loading exerted on the 
structure may not be uniform in these tests, due to the short stand-off distance. The 
shock tube is used by some researchers to generate more uniform blast loads (18, 118, 
119). Furthermore, to evaluate the reduction in peak force transmitted to the structure 
with and without any protective cladding, load cells were placed in-between the 
protective cladding and the rigid support. Recorded force-time histories were then 
compared and evaluated to examine the blast mitigation capability of the tested 
cladding structures. Examples of the shock tube tests and the transmitted force 
measuring set-up are shown in Figure 2-17 and Figure 2-18, where relatively uniform 
pressure distributions were generated on the different locations of the panels (18, 118, 
119). 
 
Figure 2-17. Experiment setup of the shock tube blast test of cladding with empty cans 
and the load cell setup (118) 
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Figure 2-18. Schematic graph of explosive driven shock tube blast test of sacrificial 
cladding with PU foam and the load cell setup (18, 119) 
Other techniques are applied for simulating intensive impulsive loading without using 
any explosive. Radford et al (120) used metal foam projectile impacting on the 
structures to simulate blast loading. The pressure transient is found to be independent 
of dynamic impedance of the impacted structure, which indicates that the metal foam 
projectile can be used as a convenient experimental tool for testing the shock resistance 
of structures. Chen and Hao (74) used a pendulum impacting system with a striker 
plate and an airbag to simulate uniform blast loadings onto the clamped sandwich 
panel. For each loading, the pendulum impacted on a thick stiffened striker plate. The 
impulsive loading was then uniformly transferred from the striker plate to the clamped 
specimen via a confined airbag placed between the striker plate and the clamped 
specimen. As shown in Figure 2-19, Remennikov et al (121) developed an Advanced 
Blast Simulator (ABS) using an oxy-acetylene gas mix as driver to simulate blast loads 
with up to 350 kPa of overpressure.  
 
Figure 2-19. (a) Advanced Blast Simulator (ABS) configuration; (b) Testing of a blast 
door (121) 
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2.7.2 Numerical simulations 
It is noted that conducting experimental tests can be extremely expensive, dangerous 
and may take a long time to prepare. Furthermore, reproducibility of blast and impact 
tests can lead to inconsistent results due to the uncertainties involved in the blast and 
impact. Stress/strain distribution and wave propagation can be hard to measure. These 
shortcomings can be eliminated by conducting numerical simulations. Commercial 
finite element software packages such as LS-DYNA and ABAQUS are often used to 
simulate tests for investigation of structural responses. Loading conditions, geometric 
parameters and boundary conditions can be easily changed in the numerical models 
and more detailed results can be extracted. Parametric studies can be conducted in 
numerical simulations, much quicker and cheaper than actual tests. However, the 
numerical model must be verified carefully with actual testing data to ensure an 
accurate result. 
In the commercial FE software LS-DYNA, blast load can be simulated in two ways: 
modelling the charge as a material with Arbitrary-Lagrangian-Eulerian (ALE) 
algorithm (65, 73, 122, 123) or defining blast loads with functions (61, 124, 125). For 
the first method, the charge is modelled as a material with Jones-Wilkins-Lee equation 
of state (EOS) which describes the relationship between pressure, the local density and 
the local energy (65, 73). The explosive expands significantly to the air domain and 
interacts with the structures using the ALE algorithm, which is a hybrid algorithm 
between Lagrangian and Eulerian algorithm. Shock wave interaction and reflection 
can be simulated using this method. However, the computational cost can be very 
expensive. Blast load can also be predicted empirically based on testing data. Blast 
pressure prediction program CONWEP, which is based on empirical relations derived 
from testing data, is incorporated into LS-DYNA with the keyword *LOAD BLAST 
ENHANCED (61). The pressure is calculated as follows:   
   2 21 2r iP Pcos P cos cos         (2-2) 
where Pr is the reflected pressure, Pi is the incident pressure and θ is the angle of 
incidence. The computational time is greatly reduced with this method. However, it is 
worth noting that localised impulsive load cannot be simulated and the wave-reflection 
is not considered by this method.  
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Foam materials can be modelled with *MAT CRUSHABLE FOAM (65, 126, 127), 
the mechanical properties such as yield strength, Poisson’s ratio, density, and stress-
strain curve can be defined. The elastic-plastic material models *MAT PLASTIC 
KINEMATIC and *MAT PIECEWISE LINEAR PLASTICITY are often used for 
modelling metal materials (59, 65, 73). *MAT PLASTIC KINEMATIC is commonly 
used for modelling metals with bi-linear elastic-plastic constitutive relationship and 
isotropic or kinematic hardening plasticity which is defined by a hardening parameter 
β, where β equals to 1, representing isotropic hardening, is used. The material strain 
rate effect is also considered by applying Cowper-Symonds model in LS-DYNA 
which is defined as follows  (128). 
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where 𝜎𝑑 is the dynamic yield stress at plastic strain rate 𝜀̇, 𝜎𝑠 is the static yield stress. 
Strain rate parameters C and P are Cowper and Symonds constants. *MAT 
PIECEWISE LINEAR PLASTICITY is an elasto-plastic material with an stress-strain 
curve and the strain rate dependency can be defined (129). The stress-strain curve can 
be defined by the measured data of material. Three formulations including Cowper-
Symonds with deviatoric strain rate, scale yield stress and viscoplastic formulation can 
be chosen for strain rate effects (129). 
2.8 Summary 
In this chapter, the information regarding dynamic impulsive loadings, energy 
absorption, related sandwich structures, folded structures and methodology are briefly 
discussed. From the literature review, some research gaps are presented below.  
To mitigate the damage of impulsive loadings including blast and impact, two types 
of protective sandwich structures can be applied. The first type is used as an energy 
absorber. The desired mechanical properties of these energy absorbing sandwich 
structure include low initial peak force, consistent crushing resistance throughout the 
deformation of the structure and low sensitivity to loading rate. Most of the 
conventional sandwich structures have a high strength to weight ratio. Their dynamic 
responses, however, are not ideal to be used as energy absorbing devices. 
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Characteristics such as high initial peak force, fluctuation in crushing resistance and 
highly sensitive to loading rates are often presented for these conventional sandwich 
structures. Most of the current energy absorbing structures including egg box and 
aluminium foam have good dynamic responses but their energy absorption capacity is 
often low and can be further improved. Folded structures have gained some attention 
recently, as complex geometry could be achieved using sheet material and has the 
potential to be used as an energy absorber. New forms of folded structures may be 
developed with inter-connected adjacent vertical faces to achieve a higher crushing 
resistance while maintaining the uniform crushing behaviour and low sensitivity to 
loading rates.  
For the second type of protective sandwich structures to resist the intensive blast 
loadings, the structure must be strong enough to survive the intensive loadings. Most 
of the existing research, however, only focus on the sandwich structure itself. For the 
case of blast resistant door panel, the damage caused at the door frame could be crucial 
as well. New bi-directional load-self-cancelling sandwich structure could be 
investigated to reduce the reaction force from the support and reduce the damage 
caused in the event of an explosion.  
In terms of investigation methods, both experimental techniques and numerical 
simulations are reviewed. A wide range of experimental facilities are developed by 
researchers, and are able to generate desired dynamic loads. However, these 
experimental tests could be very expensive. FEA software LS-DYNA, is used by many 
researchers for these non-linear dynamic analysis of structures. It has been proven that 
verified numerical models could provide accurate and detailed results for structural 
analysis.  
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Chapter 3. Truncated square pyramid (TSP) 
folded structure with interconnected sidewalls 
The related work in this chapter has been published in International Journal of Impact 
Engineering. 
3.1 Introduction 
In this chapter, a new rigid kirigami foldcore with tessellated truncated square pyramid 
(TSP) is proposed. The proposed TSP pattern is inspired by a combination of bi-
directional load-self-cancelling square dome structure (76) and the kirigami patterns 
by Fathers et al (87). Finite element analysis software LS-DYNA is employed to 
analyse peak stress, average stress, energy absorption and densification strain of 
different foldcores. A numerical model of a foldcore with cube strip kirigami pattern 
under flatwise quasi-static crushing is firstly constructed and calibrated by comparing 
its generated stress-strain curves with the existing experimental data. The calibrated 
numerical model is then used to perform numerical simulations of the responses of the 
proposed TSP folded structures. The proposed foldcores are compared with the cube 
strip kirigami structure, which has already demonstrated superior energy absorption 
capacity over other origami foldcores from the previous studies (84, 87). In addition, 
various dynamic loading rates are applied on the proposed foldcores to investigate the 
effect of strain rate on structural response and energy absorption capacity of these 
foldcores. 
3.2 Numerical model validation 
Finite element software LS-DYNA is used for numerical simulation. Experimental 
data of the cube strip kirigami foldcore under quasi-static flatwise crushing by Fathers 
et al (87) is used for model calibration. The accuracy and reliability of the numerical 
model is examined by comparing the stress-strain curves. Folding configuration of 
kirigami cube strip foldcore is shown in Figure 3-1. Each row of cube strip is folded 
from a single strip of aluminium sheet and foldcore is then glued to the base plate. No 
Li Z, Chen W, Hao H. Crushing behaviours of folded kirigami structure with 
square dome shape. International Journal of Impact Engineering. 2018;115:94-
105. DOI: doi.org/10.1016/j.ijimpeng.2018.01.013 
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connection or glue is placed between each row of cube strip. Each unit cell of cube 
strip foldcore consists of four 10 mm by 10 mm square faces and has a dimension of 
20 mm by 10 mm by 10 mm in length, width and height, respectively. In the previous 
study, the strips are folded from aluminium 1100 alloy sheet with a thickness of 0.15 
mm, which gives foldcore a volumetric density of ρv=3%.  
 
Figure 3-1. Crease pattern and folded configuration of  kirigami foldcore with cube 
strip (87) 
3.2.1 Numerical model  
A numerical model is built with one folded unit cell as shown in Figure 3-2 (a). To 
verify the numerical model, it is similar to the numerical analysis in the previous study 
(87). The foldcore unit cell is modelled by using default Belytschko-Tsay type shell 
elements, as shown in Figure 3-2. An isotropic hardening material model *MAT_024 
PIECEWISE LINEAR PLASTICITY is used for the material. The material properties 
and true plastic stress-strain data for the sample material are listed in Table 3-1 and 
Table 3-2, respectively. The unit cell is fixed onto a rigid plate by constraining the 
bottom edges of the cell. The sample is then flatwise crushed till around strain ε=0.8 
by another rigid plate from top with a constant crushing speed of 0.05 m/s. It should 
be noted that computational cost for explicit simulation by using experimental quasi-
static loading speed (1mm/min) is too expensive, in this chapter the crushing speed of 
0.05 m/s is adopted because it was found sufficient to ensure quasi-static conditions 
in the simulation (87). Top rigid crushing plate is set to have only one-degree of 
freedom in vertical direction, which simulates flatwise crushing experiment. The self-
contact of the foldcore is modelled by the keyword *CONTACT AUTOMATIC 
SINGLE SURFACE. The contacts between foldcore and top/bottom plates are 
modelled by *CONTACT AUTOMATIC NODES TO SURFACE. Friction 
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coefficient of 0.25 from the cube strip foldcore study (87) is used for the contact 
interactions. Figure 3-2 (b/c/d/e) show the numerical models of the proposed unit cells, 
together with the folded unit cell shown in Figure 3-2 (a) used for model validation.   
 
Figure 3-2. Single unit cell with mesh size of 0.5 mm, (a) kirigami cube strip foldcore, 
(b) 10 mm closed top TSP foldcore, (c) 20 mm closed top TSP foldcore, (d) 10 mm 
open top TSP foldcore, (e) 20 mm open top TSP foldcore 
Table 3-1. Material properties of Aluminium 1100 alloy (81) 
Parameter 
Young’s modulus 
(GPa) 
Poisson’s 
ratio 
Yield stress 
(MPa) 
Density  
(kg/m3) 
Value 69 0.33 23.9 2710 
 
Table 3-2. True plastic stress-strain data of Aluminium 1100 alloy from experiment 
(87) 
Strain 0 0.007 0.019 0.048 0.106 0.183 0.260 
Stress (MPa) 23.9 38.4 51.9 67.8 83.6 96.1 105.8 
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3.2.2 Mesh convergence test 
As an important factor for determining both the computational cost and simulation 
accuracy, mesh size convergence tests are carried out with four element sizes of 1 mm, 
0.5 mm, 0.25 mm and 0.125 mm. Stress is calculated from the reaction force of 
crushing a foldcore unit cell and its base area, i.e., 10 mm by 20 mm for cube strip 
foldcore. As shown in Figure 2-10 (b), the top edges of each unit cell of the tested 
foldcore are not all on the exact same elevated level, due to manufacturing error. The 
0.5 mm manufacturing imperfection, which is equal to 5% strain for this 10 mm high 
foldcore, was considered in the numerical simulations conducted by Fathers et al (87). 
However, the imperfection is removed to simplify the simulation in the mesh 
convergence tests of this chapter. The average stress of a unit cell is calculated using 
base area of 20 mm by 10 mm.  
The results of the mesh convergence test are shown in Figure 3-3. No obvious 
difference in the peak stress and the flowing stress obtained with these four different 
mesh sizes. However, mesh size has significant effect on the densification stage. 
Numerical result of using 1 mm mesh yields a much smaller densification strain and 
higher stress. The other three mesh sizes (0.5 mm, 0.25 mm, 0.125 mm) generate 
similar results and a good agreement is obtained comparing with the experimental and 
numerical data given in (87). Therefore, 0.5 mm mesh size is used in the subsequent 
simulations.  
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Figure 3-3. Stress-strain curves of cube strip foldcore with different mesh sizes and 
comparison with the experimental and numerical data in (87)  
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It is noted that the initial stiffness, i.e., the slope before the initial peak stress 
corresponding to the experimental data in (87) is smaller than the numerical result. 
This is caused by the variation of core height of the sample induced by the folding 
process in preparing the testing samples. Other than that, the comparison demonstrates 
the numerical model yields good predictions of the performance of a foldcore. It 
should be noted that the initial imperfection of the foldcore, which is probably 
inevitable in practice, is not considered in the present analysis since it does not affect 
the performance of the foldcore in terms of the initial peak stress, plastic flow and 
densification process.  
3.3 Geometries of TSP foldcore 
The traditional kirigami folded cube pattern (86) and kirigami cube strip pattern (87) 
previously studied have one drawback. Adjacent vertical faces of each unit cell of the 
foldcore are not constrained. There is no vertical constraint as no connection exists 
between each row of folded cube strip. Similarly, vertical connections only exist on 
some vertical faces of folded cube structure. Folding process of cube pattern is shown 
in Figure 2-10 (b), and some of the obvious loose edges for both foldcores are marked 
out in red shown in Figure 2-10. This might be one of the main causes for the 
inferiority of cube strip foldcore as compared to the square honeycomb with the same 
unit cell configuration in terms of crushing resistance.  
To improve the crushing resistance of the structure, the adjacent faces on the proposed 
foldcores are designed to be connected. This is achieved by adding triangular 
interconnections between two adjacent sidewalls of the folded core, as shown in Figure 
3-4 (b) (d). These interconnections provide extra supports for out-of-plane loading. To 
properly represent the near-fully-folded configuration in reality, slight gap of 0.5 mm 
is assumed in the numerical models, also shown in Figure 3-4 (d). The folding creases 
are marked in continuous line in Figure 3-4 (a). The only cut-out requirement for 
folding is the octagon shape in the centre of four adjacent unit cells. For the structure 
with open top, the smaller squares in the centre of each unit cell are cut out and then 
the sheet is folded in the same way as the TSP structures with closed top.  
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Figure 3-4. (a) Crease pattern of closed top TSP foldcore; (b) Crease pattern of open-
top TSP foldcore; (c) front view of a unit cell of TSP foldcore; (d) isometric view of 
folding configurations of TSP foldcore 
The added sidewall interconnections constrain the dimension of the foldcore. The top 
angle of triangular interconnection i.e. alpha α, is restricted by the top and base square 
length, a, b, and the height of the truncated pyramid, H as shown Figure 3-4 (c). The 
volumetric density 𝜌𝑣, is kept constant as 3% throughout this chapter. Accordingly, 
the thickness of the foldcore t is modified based on the calculated surface areas of each 
core. For the proposed TSP foldcore, the shape of the unit cell and the interconnections 
of sidewalls are determined by three parameters, i.e. a, b, H. Other geometry 
parameters shown in Figure 3-4 can be determined by these three parameters as 
follows: 
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The total surface area for each closed top unit cell
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2 2
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Figure 3-5. Four configurations of folded truncated pyramids, (a) TSP10-CT; (b) 
TSP20-CT; (c) TSP10-OT; (d) TSP20-OT 
Two types of kirigami foldcores with truncated square pyramid, each with two 
different base dimensions are investigated in this chapter. One type of foldcore is TSP 
with top face and another type is the same truncated pyramid but without top face. The 
top face of each unit cell can be removed as it provides little contribution to energy 
absorption in flatwise crushing of the foldcore. Height, H, is set as 10 mm for all the 
four TSP foldcores. For the 10 mm closed top TSP foldcore, a=10 mm, b=5 mm and 
t=0.055 mm to achieve a 3% relative volumetric density. For the 10 mm open-top TSP 
foldcore, t is calculated to be 0.057 mm. For the TSP foldcore with the base size of 20 
mm, the thickness of the wall is calculated to be 0.13 mm and 0.147 mm, for the closed 
and open top foldcores, respectively. These foldcores are denoted as TSP10-CT, 
TSP10-OT, TSP20-CT, TSP20-OT, which define the base length a (10 mm or 20 mm) 
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and the closed or open top on the foldcores. The illustrations of four configurations of 
foldcores are shown in Figure 3-5. 
3.4 Quasi-static flatwise crushing  
Structural responses of quasi-static flatwise crushing of four types of foldcores are 
obtained from numerical simulations and compared with the calibrated cube strip 
foldcore. Average plateau stress, σave, densification strain, εD, and peak stress, σpeak, 
are used for analysis and evaluation of the foldcores. The stress-strain curves are 
calculated from the force-time (P-T) curves obtained from the numerical simulations, 
where the vertical reaction forces are exerted on the rigid crushing plate under a 
constant speed (v). Stress, σ, is equal to the reaction force divided by the base area 
instead of top area, given as
2
P
a
  , since stress calculated from base area can better 
describe the crushing of sandwich structure where array of truncated pyramids are 
folded as core. Strain is calculated using the product of time and crushing speed 
divided by the overall height of the foldcore, given as
vT
H
  , where T is the time 
since the beginning of crushing. 
 
Figure 3-6. Example of stress-strain curve of a typical aluminium foam under quasi-
static crushing with three regimes and the illustration of densification strain (25)   
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The behaviour of all foldcores under quasi-static crushing, as shown in Figure 3-7, are 
similar to that of the aluminium foam (22, 24, 25). As shown in Figure 3-6, three 
regimes are present for a typical stress-strain curve of aluminium foam under quasi-
static crushing. They are: 1) Linear elastic regime at low stresses; 2) Long plateau 
regime where localized plastic collapse propagates through foldcore; and 3) Densified 
regime that structure is fully collapsed with a rapid rise in stress with further strain.  
Similar to aluminium foam, the densification strain (εD) calculated in this chapter is 
defined by the intersection of two asymptotic curves of the stress-strain response at 
plateau and densified regimes, as illustrated in Figure 3-6. The average plateau stress 
is the internal energy absorption before densification divided by densification strain, 
and it is calculated as 
 
0
D
ave
D
d

  




 . Since the initial peak stress of TSP 
foldcores is much lower than its average stress, σpeak is defined herein by the peak 
value of stress in plateau regime as marked in Figure 3-7. The uniformity ratio U 
between peak stress and average stress acts as an indicator of the uniformity of energy 
absorption.  
3.4.1 Stress-strain curve comparison among five foldcores 
Stress-strain curves of different foldcores are presented in Figure 3-7. TSP20-OT 
demonstrates the best performance among these foldcores, with a low initial peak 
stress, a relatively high plateau stress and a high densification strain. Similar 
significant reduction of initial peak stress at the end of linear elastic regime can be 
observed when comparing other three proposed TSP foldcores with cube strip. 
Although these three TSP foldcores, i.e. TSP10-CT, TSP10-OT and TSP20-CT, have 
a slightly decrease in plateau stress and densification strain than cube strip foldcore. 
The occurrence of the overall peak stress is also delayed for all TSP foldcores to strain 
at about 0.1 to 0.3 at the plateau regime instead of initial linear elastic regime as cube 
strip foldcore. When comparing the open-top TSP foldcores i.e. TSP20-OT, TSP10-
OT to their same-sized TSP foldcores with closed top i.e. TSP20-CT and TSP10-CT, 
a noticeable rise in plateau stress and slight increase in densification strain can be 
observed. It is because the closed top TSP folcores have a thinner wall thickness than 
their same-sized open top foldcores, while the top face provides little resistance against 
quasi-static flatwise crushing of the foldcore. 
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Figure 3-7. Stress-strain curves of five foldcores under quasi-static flatwise crushing 
The average stress, peak stress, densification strain and uniformity ratio are listed in 
Table 3-3. Comparing the plateau stress before densification, cube strip foldcore and 
three TSP foldcores i.e. TSP10-OT, TSP10-CT and TSP20-CT, have similar value. 
TSP20-OT holds the highest average plateau stress at 0.389 MPa, around 36% higher 
than the second highest average plateau stress of the cube strip foldcore of 0.286 MPa. 
TSP10-OT, TSP10-CT and TSP20-CT have similar peak stress around 0.35 MPa. 
Densification strains of these foldcores are similar in value, around 0.7 except for 
TSP10-CT. For an ideal energy absorption material or structure, the following 
characteristics are expected: low initial peak stress, high plateau stress, less variation 
in crushing resistance and high densification strain. As can be observed from Table 
3-3, TSP20-OT has a low uniformity ratio, high plateau stress and densification strain. 
It can be concluded that TSP20-OT has the best performance with regards to energy 
absorption capacity among these five foldcores.  
Table 3-3. Average plateau stress, peak stress, densification strain εD and uniformity 
ratio U of five configurations of foldcores under flatwise quasi-static crushing 
Parameter Cube strip TSP10-CT  TSP10-OT TSP20-CT TSP20-OT 
σpeak (MPa) 0.469 0.325 0.375 0.384 0.508 
σave (MPa) 0.286 0.250 0.275 0.264 0.389 
εD 0.72 0.65 0.69 0.71 0.72 
U= σpeak /σave 1.64 1.30 1.36 1.46 1.31 
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As given in Table 3-3, although the average stresses of plateau stage of TSP10-CT, 
TSP10-OT and TSP20-CT are slightly lower than that of the cube strip, their 
uniformity ratios are significantly improved. Furthermore, a delay of peak stress can 
be easily noticed from the stress-strain curves of these three TSP foldcores, which 
indicates that it is easier to deform at the early stage for the proposed TSP foldcores. 
TSP20-OT outperforms the other three TSP foldcores and the cube strip in all four key 
indicators, indicating it is the best design among those considered in the chapter for 
potential application of kirigami TSP foldcore in terms of energy absorption.  
3.4.2 Damage mode of the foldcores 
The damage modes of the TSP foldcores are different from the cube strip foldcore. 
Damage modes are shown in Figure 3-8, with flatwise crushed foldcores at the strains 
of 0.2, 0.4 and 0.6, respectively. Similar to widely investigated square honeycomb 
structures (17, 130, 131), cube strip foldcore can be treated as square honeycomb 
without connections between adjacent rows. The deformation mode for cube strip 
foldcore is governed by buckling and followed by sequential folding of the core 
sidewalls. Less constraint between adjacent unit cells of cube strip results in an easier 
buckling behaviour at initial crushing than square honeycomb structures. The TSP 
foldcores yield different collapse patterns. At initial stage of the crushing, the side 
walls of TSP foldcore are prone to bend and roll inwards towards the centre of unit 
cell. This is because the sidewalls are leaning towards the centre, which is different 
from the vertical sidewall of the cube strip foldcore or square honeycomb structures. 
Once the rigid plate is in contact with the foldcore, the inclined sidewalls bend under 
the vertical load. Due to the inward bending of the top edges of sidewalls, the top 
surface of the folded truncated pyramid, TSP10-CT, TSP20-CT becomes a dent 
instead of a flat surface, as can be seen in Figure 3-8. 
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Figure 3-8. Damage modes of five foldcores at the strain of 0.2, 0.4 and 0.6 under 
quasi-static crushing of 0.05 m/s, a) cube strip; b) TSP10-CT; c) TSP10-OT; d) 
TSP20-CT; e) TSP20-OT (Note: TSP20-CT and TSP20-OT are scaled down to fit into 
one graph) 
The action of bending and rolling stops with further crushing, as there are two 
triangular interconnections at each corner for the TSP foldcores, providing increased 
resistance against bending and rolling. Because of the triangular geometries of the 
interconnections, with increasing cross-section area from top to bottom, the crushing 
resistance increases with the crushing deformation. It can be confirmed by comparing 
damage mode of TSP10-CT with TSP20-CT and comparing TSP10-OT with TSP20-
OT as shown in Figure 3-8. Due to the smaller size of triangular interconnections 
which are determined by the unit cell parameter a, b and H, the bending of the 
sidewalls towards centre for TSP20-CT is more severe than TSP10-CT at the strain of 
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0.2. Similarly, more bending deformation at the top edge of the sidewall for TSP20-
OT can be observed than TSP10-OT at the same strain. It is because TSP20-OT has a 
smaller interconnection at each corner of the cell. Another reason is that TSP20-OT 
has a more inclined sidewall toward centre of each unit cell than TSP10-OT, thus 
making the sidewalls of TSP20-OT easier to bend and roll inward.  
 
Figure 3-9. Stress-strain curve and damage mode of foldcore TSP20-OT at the strain 
of 0.2, 0.3, 0.4 and 0.6  
The damage of the foldcore can be reflected from the stress-strain curves. The peak 
stress of the plateau regime represents the end of the top edge sidewall bending 
deformation towards the centre. As shown in Figure 3-7, peak stress occurs before or 
around the strain of 0.2 for TSP10-CT, TSP10-OT, TSP20-CT foldcores and TSP20-
OT foldcore has peak stress around the strain of 0.3. In Figure 3-8 (b-d), there are no 
further bending of sidewalls at top edges from the strain of 0.2 to 0.4 for TSP10-CT, 
TSP10-OT and TSP20-CT. In Figure 3-8 (e), further bending deformation of TSP20-
OT can be found when comparing the deformation at the strain of 0.2 and 0.4. As 
observed in Figure 3-9, crushing stress of TSP20-OT increases from the strain of 0.2 
to 0.3 and reaches the peak value at the strain around 0.3, where bending deformation 
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stops and sidewall buckling initiates. After the strain of 0.3, the damage of foldcore is 
dominated by the buckling of the sidewall only without any further bending of the top 
edges.  
This correlation between peak stress and buckling initiation indicates the occurrence 
of peak stress is associated with the bending deformation on sidewall top edges and 
the resistance of the interconnections. Smaller size of the triangular interconnections 
leads to lower resistance against bending of top edge of sidewalls and a delayed 
occurrence of peak stress. Once the bending deformation on top edges of sidewalls 
stops, typical buckling deformation of the cell walls is then followed along with multi-
folding of the interconnections. Buckling of the interconnections are circled and 
enlarged in Figure 3-8.  
3.5 Dynamic flatwise crushing  
3.5.1 Stress-strain curves under various crushing velocities 
In this section, the foldcores are studied under different constant loading rates of 
crushing i.e. 0.05 m/s, 0.25 m/s, 0.5 m/s, 2.5m/s, 12.5 m/s and 25 m/s. The quasi-static 
crushing speed of 0.05 m/s is used as a baseline to evaluate the performance. The same 
parameters as quasi-static crushing are used in the dynamic crushing scenario analyses. 
Stress-strain curves of foldcores under various loading rates are shown in Figure 3-10. 
Average stress, peak stress, densification strain and uniformity ratio are given in Table 
3-4.  
It is found that loading rate has only slight effect on the densification strain of cube 
strip foldcore. However, the initial peak stress is greatly affected by the increase of 
loading rate for cube strip foldcore. The initial peak stress increases by 362% from 
0.469 MPa to 2.165 MPa with the loading rate increasing from 0.05 m/s to 25 m/s as 
shown in Table 3-4 and Figure 3-10 (a), indicating great loading rate sensitivity of the 
structure. Due to less evident strain rate effect of aluminium material (70, 122), strain 
rate effect on aluminium material properties are not considered in the present 
numerical study. Therefore, the observed increase in the initial peak stress is a loading 
rate effect on the structure, which as shown in Figure 3-10 is structural form dependent. 
The peak stress of the TSP foldcores is less influenced by the increasing in crushing 
speed, especially for the foldcores with open top. For the two foldcores with closed 
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top, i.e. TSP10-CT and TSP20-CT, a significant increase in the initial peak stress due 
to the top face is also observed. However, the crushing resistance in plateau regime is 
less affected comparing with cube strip foldcore. For the two TSP foldcores with open 
top, i.e. TSP10-OT and TSP20-OT, their initial peak stress are barely affected at low 
crushing speed below 2.5 m/s as shown in Figure 3-10(c), (e). When the crushing 
velocity is 12.5m/s and 25.0m/s, the initial peak stress of the two TSP foldcores with 
open top also increases at a smaller rate as compared to the other three foldcores 
considered in the chapter. The increase of the initial peak stress of the TSP20-OT is 
insignificant with the crushing velocity, indicating it is insensitive to the loading rate. 
These observations demonstrate that TSP foldcores with open top outperform the cube 
strip foldcore and the TSP foldcores with closed top, and due to the less sidewall 
constraints, smaller inclining angle of sidewalls and smaller interconnections, TSP20-
OT has a better performance under dynamic loading conditions than TSP10-OT. 
Dynamic effects on this proposed structure are discussed in the following section. 
Table 3-4. Average stress, peak stress, densification strain εD and uniformity ratio U 
of foldcores under various loading rates. 
Type 
Crushing speed σpeak (MPa) σave (MPa) εD U= σpeak /σave 
Cube 
strip 
0.05 m/s 0.469 0.286 0.72 1.64 
0.25 m/s 0.460 0.326 0.71 1.41 
0.5 m/s 0.690 0.339 0.71 2.04 
2.5 m/s 1.195 0.426 0.69 2.81 
12.5 m/s 1.940 0.627 0.69 3.09 
25 m/s 2.165 0.939 0.62 2.31 
TSP10-
CT 
0.05 m/s 0.325 0.250 0.65 1.30 
0.25 m/s 0.338 0.247 0.65 1.37 
0.5 m/s 0.355 0.246 0.66 1.44 
2.5 m/s 0.408 0.273 0.67 1.50 
12.5 m/s 0.666 0.382 0.70 1.74 
25 m/s 1.180 0.485 0.72 2.43 
TSP10-
OT 
0.05 m/s 0.375 0.275 0.69 1.36 
0.25 m/s 0.398 0.295 0.68 1.35 
0.5 m/s 0.373 0.276 0.69 1.35 
2.5 m/s 0.493 0.280 0.69 1.76 
12.5 m/s 0.610 0.369 0.69 1.65 
25 m/s 0.730 0.442 0.66 1.65 
TSP20-
CT 
0.05 m/s 0.384 0.263 0.71 1.46 
0.25 m/s 0.359 0.256 0.71 1.40 
0.5 m/s 0.346 0.247 0.70 1.40 
2.5 m/s 0.494 0.228 0.69 2.16 
12.5 m/s 0.644 0.293 0.69 2.20 
25 m/s 1.494 0.355 0.71 4.20 
0.05 m/s 0.508 0.389 0.72 1.31 
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TSP20-
OT 
0.25 m/s 0.504 0.381 0.72 1.32 
0.5 m/s 0.519 0.377 0.72 1.38 
2.5 m/s 0.529 0.381 0.73 1.39 
12.5 m/s 0.559 0.393 0.69 1.40 
25 m/s 0.694 0.413 0.67 1.68 
 
 
Figure 3-10. Stress-strain curves of five foldcores under different loading rates, a) 
cube strip; b) TSP10-CT; c) TSP10-OT; d) TSP20-CT; e) TSP20-OT 
Although a sharp rise of initial peak stress can be observed for closed top TSP foldcore 
at high crushing rate, the average plateau stress of both closed and open top TSP 
foldcores demonstrate superior insensitivity than cube strip foldcore. Insensitivity of 
uniformity ratio to loading rate is observed for the open-top TSP foldcores. In a 
previous study (28), it was reported that the plateau stress of aluminium foam was 
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dependent on the relative density of the core by a power law and it was not sensitive 
to strain rate under low or medium loading rate. This strain rate insensitivity of plateau 
stress of TSP foldcore is similar to that of aluminium foam. Therefore, the TSP 
foldcore can be a potential replacement of aluminium foam core. In addition, foldcore 
can be cheaper, easier to manufacture and customized to fit different purposes.  
3.5.2 Dynamic effects of the foldcores 
Three dynamic effects: i.e. inertial resistance, inertial stabilization of cell walls against 
buckling and material strain-rate dependence were identified by Xue and Hutchinson 
in their study of square honeycomb sandwich cores (17). As aluminium material 
shows less strain rate effect (122), the strain rate effect of material is not considered 
in the numerical material model. The dynamic effects on cube strip and TSP foldcores 
are only determined by structural forms rather than material itself. As cube strip 
foldcore has the similar geometry as square honeycomb, except that each row of unit 
cells is separated along vertical edges. Therefore, beside the inertial resistance of the 
sidewalls, the perpendicular cell walls delay the onset of wall buckling and maintain 
the strength of the core under dynamic loading due to the inertial stabilization of the 
sidewalls, which is similar to dynamic effect of square honeycomb structures. Hence, 
great rise of reaction force is expected for cube strip foldcore at initial stage with the 
increase of crushing loading rate, as shown in Figure 3-10 (a). Similar stress-strain 
response can be found in dynamic response of square honeycomb structure (17). 
For the TSP foldcores, the deformation mode is different. At the early stage of the 
crushing, the vertical wall experiences no buckling and the top edges of sidewalls 
undergo bending deformation followed by the buckling deformation of the sidewall. 
For TSP foldcores with closed top, the square top face can act similarly as cell wall of 
honeycomb structure, to resist the bending deformation of top edges on sidewalls and 
stabilizing the adjacent sidewalls during dynamic loading. Secondly, as the flat top 
face is parallel to the crushing plate, impact time is extremely short and inertial 
resistance increase dramatically with loading rate. Consequently, the closed top 
foldcores, i.e. TSP10-CT, TSP20-CT are more sensitive to loading rate in terms of 
initial peak than the open-top TSP foldcores, i.e. TSP10-OT, TSP20-OT. Moreover, 
as shown in Figure 3-10 after the initial contact between top face and the crushing 
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plate, the crushing resistance of closed top TSP foldcores are less influenced by the 
loading rate as compared to the cube strip foldcore. 
The inclining angle of sidewalls, size of the unit cell and triangular interconnections 
affect the crushing resistance of the structure under dynamic loading. With a higher 
inclining angle, the sidewalls of TSP10-OT are more vertical and it has a higher initial 
peak stress than the less inclined TSP20-OT especially under high loading rate. 
Similar results were obtained by comparing honeycomb structure with perfectly 
vertical cell walls and pre-bend cell walls (17). The initial peak of the foldcore is also 
related with the aspect ratio of the unit cell which is defined as the height over the size 
of the cell. Under the same height, smaller cell size leads to a higher constrain factor, 
therefore, a higher initial peak stress (16). In other word, foldcore with smaller unit 
cell has more sidewall constraints per unit area, which leads to a stronger stabilization 
effect under high loading rate. However, under the same relative density, cell thickness 
is depended on the size of the unit cell as well. Increase in size of unit cell reduces the 
constraints per unit area but increases the thickness of the cell and may lead to an 
overall increase in initial peak stress. The larger size of vertical triangular 
interconnections also increases the initial crushing resistance under high loading rate. 
To conclude, due to the larger size of the interconnections, TSP10-OT with smaller 
cell size and higher inclining angle of sidewalls is more sensitive to the loading rate 
than TSP20-OT, as shown in Figure 3-10 (c) (e). 
3.5.3 Energy absorption under dynamic loading 
Specific Energy absorptions before densification of five foldcores are shown in Figure 
3-11. Energy absorption (E) is calculated based on unit mass. Specific Energy 
absorption (SEA) is obtained by using the energy absorbed before densification of one 
unit cell dividing the mass of each unit cell, expressed with the following equations 
(94). 
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where P is the crushing force, Abase is the base area for each unit cell, H is the height 
of foldcore, δ is the crushing distance, δD is the crushing distance at densification, σave 
is the average stress before densification, εD, is the densification strain, V is the volume 
of the material in the foldcore, ρ is the material density, ρv is the volumetric density of 
the foldcore, m is the mass of each unit cell. 
As observed in Figure 3-11, energy absorption of cube strip is the mostly affected 
foldcore by crushing speed among these five structures. The energy absorption of cube 
strip increases by 184% from 2.51 to 7.13 J/g with the loading rate rising from 0.05 
m/s to 25 m/s. TSP20-OT has the highest energy absorption capacity per unit mass 
under low speed crushing, around 3.46 J/g comparing with 2.51 J/g of cube strip 
foldcore. It also demonstrates an insensitive characteristic of energy absorption against 
different crushing velocities. Similar insensitivity can be found in another foldcore 
with open top, TSP10-OT. The closed top foldcores, TSP10-CT and TSP20-CT show 
a good performance under low crushing speed, the increase of crushing resistance 
under high loading rate leads to large increase in energy absorption.  
 
Figure 3-11. Specific energy absorption (SEA) before densification of five foldcores 
under various crushing speeds. 
Increase in energy absorption of cube strip foldcore can be caused by the inertial effect 
of the structure and inertial stabilization of cell wall against buckling. Both initial peak 
stress and sequential folding stress rise with increasing in crushing velocity as shown 
in Figure 3-10 (a). For the TSP foldcores with closed top, i.e. TSP10-CT and TSP20-
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CT, their energy absorption capacities are more consistent with varying loading rate 
comparing with cube strip foldcore, although they are affected greatly only at high 
crushing speed. Extra constraints are added to the sidewalls for closed top foldcores 
because of the top face. The top face provides crushing resistance and stabilises the 
sidewalls under dynamic loading, which explains the sharp increase of initial peak 
stress. Under high loading rate, the buckling location of the sidewalls is shifted 
upwards, as shown in Figure 3-12. With the sidewall buckling location closer to the 
top face where extra inertia and stabilization effect provided by top face, the foldcore 
becomes stiffer to deform. As mentioned previously, inertial effects increase 
significantly at high loading rate. Therefore, the closed top TSP foldcore TSP10-CT, 
TSP20-CT have a relatively consistent energy absorption capacity at low crushing 
speed, but a significant increase at high crushing speed. 
 ε=0.2 ε=0.4 ε=0.6 
TSP10
-CT 
0.05 
m/s 
 
TSP10
-CT 
25 m/s 
Figure 3-12. Damage modes of TSP10-CT at the strain of 0.2, 0.4 and 0.6 under the 
loading rates of 0.05 m/s and 25 m/s (Effective stress contour plot) 
As for the TSP foldcores with open top, the stabilization effect of top square face no 
longer exists in dynamic crushing which leads to a more consistent energy absorption 
behaviour regardless of the loading rate. As explained previously, the top face 
provides resistance to the bending action of sidewalls at the top edges and it stabilizes 
sidewalls of unit cell under a higher crushing speed. TSP20-OT with a larger unit cell 
size and smaller interconnections than TSP10-OT, shows a more consistent energy 
absorption capacity with varying loading rates. Without the top face and less vertical 
resistance from interconnections, the damage mode of TSP20-OT at the early stage is 
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not much affected by the increasing crushing rate from 0.05 m/s to 25 m/s, as shown 
in Figure 3-13. The damage modes of the foldcore at the strain of 0.2 show little change 
under different loading rates. The initiating location of buckling moves from corners 
to the centre of the sidewalls as shown in Figure 3-13 at the strain of 0.4 and 0.6 when 
the loading rate changes from 0.05 m/s to 25 m/s. The bending on top edge and overall 
buckling of sidewall, however, shows little difference between the two loading rates. 
Therefore, the reaction force remains similar in value, and there is little influence in 
energy absorption capacity for open-top TSP foldcore TSP20-OT under different 
loading rates. 
 ε=0.2 ε=0.4 ε=0.6 
TSP20
-OT 
0.05 
m/s 
 
TSP20
-OT 
25 m/s 
Figure 3-13. Damage modes of TSP20-OT at the strain of 0.2, 0.4 and 0.6 under the 
loading rates of 0.05 m/s and 25 m/s (Effective stress contour plot) 
3.6 Summary 
A new form of kirigami foldcore with TSP is proposed in this chapter. Unlike the 
existing top-performing kirigami foldcores, the proposed foldcore can be 
manufactured by using one whole patterned sheet instead of strips. Energy absorption 
capability is examined under both quasi-static and dynamic flatwise crushing. Good 
uniformity of collapsing of cell wall is demonstrated with low ratio of peak and 
average stress. The foldcore TSP20-OT outperforms the other three configurations of 
TSP foldcores and cube strip core by providing lower initial peak stress, higher plateau 
stress and energy absorption capability. Different crushing speeds are also applied 
onto these foldcores, and all the proposed TSP foldcores show less sensitivity of strain 
rate than cube strip core due to their unique geometries. The TSP foldcores experience 
different damage modes because of the top face, the inclining sidewalls and the 
triangular interconnections. The TSP foldcore with open top outperforms the closed-
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top ones with the initial peak stress and energy absorption capacity less sensitive to 
strain rate. As the structure is proposed to be folded using one pre-cut sheet, the 
dimensions of the truncated pyramid are restrained. Given a set of base length and 
height, the inclining angle and interconnections geometries are restrained in a set of 
value, unlike the cube strip kirigami foldcore where the height, width, length of unit 
cell can be any arbitrary number. The geometries such as inclining angle, core height 
and interconnection dimension can potentially affect the damage modes and energy 
absorption capacity, especially under dynamic loading conditions.  
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Chapter 4. Open-top truncated pyramid 
structures with different base shapes 
The related work in this chapter has been published in Thin-Walled Structures. 
4.1 Introduction 
Given the demonstrated performance of the newly proposed truncated pyramid 
kirigami (TSP) structures with square base in Chapter 3, open-top TSP foldcores with 
different base shapes including triangle, square and pentagon are experimentally and 
numerically studied in this chapter. Three types of samples are named as truncated 
triangular pyramid (TTP), truncated square pyramid (TSP) and truncated pentagonal 
pyramid (TPP). Samples of these foldcores are folded by hand and crushed under 
quasi-static loading condition. The crushing test data is used for the calibration of the 
numerical model. Dynamic out-of-plane crushing studies are then carried out 
numerically for these foldcores and compared with standard Miura-type foldcore of 
the same density and similar dimensions. The effects of TSP geometric parameters 
such as base shape and interconnection size are investigated and discussed.  
4.2 Geometric parameters 
Table 4-1. Geometric parameters of three folded structures with base shapes of 
triangle, square and pentagon 
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Figure 4-1. Sample of a single unit of truncated square pyramid folded from 
aluminium sheet （hand folded） 
As can be observed in Figure 4-1, small folding gaps near the corners of the unit cell 
may exist, which are considered in the numerical models. Folding configurations of 
three truncated pyramid kirigami structure are shown in Figure 4-2. Triangular 
interconnections are placed to connect all adjacent inclined sidewalls along the vertical 
folding creases for each unit cell. Therefore, the geometry of the folded structure is 
governed by three parameters only, the length of bottom and top edges, a, b and the 
foldcore height H. Other geometric parameters (c, l, α, β, γ, x) marked out in Figure 
4-2 can be expressed by three governing parameters a, b and H as shown in Table 4-1. 
Note that Asurf is the surface area of a single unit cell of the foldcore, ρv is the 
volumetric density of the foldcore, and T is the thickness of the cell walls of foldcore. 
ρv is calculated using the volume of sheet material in one unit cell divided by the 
overall volume. 
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Figure 4-2. Folding creases and folding configurations with geometric parameters 
marked out for (a) truncated triangle; (b) square and (c) pentagon pyramid folded 
structures 
In order to form a tessellated pattern using these structures, polygons on both top and 
bottom planes are set to be regular polygons in this chapter. In other words, sides of 
polygons are in equal length for individual unit cell of triangle, square and pentagon 
truncated pyramid structures. Tessellated pattern can be easily formed without any gap 
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for triangle and square truncated pyramid kirigami structures. As for pentagon, there 
is no possible way to arrange them in a plane in order to form edge-to-edge contact 
with all adjacent ones. Different arrangements are studied where various patterns are 
formed with slight gaps between adjacent regular pentagons (132). One of the simplest 
tessellated pattern for pentagon is used for this chapter as shown in Figure 4-3, where 
a single unit cell is marked out in dash lines including the pentagon and small gaps on 
both sides. Note that the base area used in calculation is the unit cell base area 
including the pentagon and the small gap marked out. This unit cell area selection is 
important for crushing behaviour of pentagonal truncated pyramid as sidewalls from 
adjacent units may slide towards and interact with each other. Boundary conditions 
for quasi-static test and numerical simulation are set accordingly.  
 
Figure 4-3, Simple tessellated pattern for regular pentagons where single unit cell 
area is marked out in dash lines 
4.3 Numerical model validation 
4.3.1 Quasi-static compression test 
Hand-fold samples of three structures are crushed under quasi-static compression test 
with a constant rate of 1 mm/min, as shown in Figure 4-4. The three key governing 
parameters, bottom and top edge length, a, b and height H are kept same for all the 
three structures, where a=40 mm, b=20 mm, H=20 mm. Other parameters are shown 
in Table 4-2.Three samples have the same top and bottom edge length and height. The 
samples are folded from Aluminium sheet with thickness of 0.15 mm and 0.26 mm, 
where the volumetric density of the core is calculated accordingly. In later sections, 
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the thickness of these structure is modified to achieve the same relative density of the 
foldcore in the validated numerical model.  
 
Figure 4-4. (a) Base plates of the foldcores with 2 mm high outer boundary; (b) 
foldcores set-up with base plates; (c) quasi-static crushing test set-up 
Table 4-2. Geometric parameters of hand folded samples  
Fold
core 
a 
mm 
b 
mm 
H 
mm 
c 
mm 
l  
mm 
γ 
degree 
β 
degree 
α 
degree 
x 
mm 
t 
mm 
𝛒𝐯 
% 
TTP 40 20 20 21 23 64 60 34 20 0.15 2.7 
TSP 40 20 20 22 24 67 55 22 21 0.26 2.7 
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TPP 40 20 20 24 26 68 50 14 22 0.26 1.7 
As shown in Figure 4-4 (b), some slightly bent sidewalls and minor gaps can be 
observed near the bottom edges, caused by hand folding process. These hand folding 
induced imperfections are unlikely to be avoided. Advanced machining such as 
stamping can be developed in future to reduce the imperfections and enhance folding 
speed. Samples are simply supported by a steel plate with the boundary of 2 mm high 
to constrain the sidewall movements along the bottom edges. This is to better 
investigate the behaviour of a foldcore with an array of unit cells where the interaction 
between adjacent sidewalls shall be considered. Glue and other types of fixing between 
foldcore and support plate are not used.  
 
Figure 4-5. DIC image of aluminium strip specimen under direct tensile test at its 
maximum strain and true stress strain curve of aluminium 1060 strip tested  
Tensile test of the aluminium sheet used for sample fabrication is carried out to obtain 
its stress strain data based on ASTM E8M-04 (133). A constant loading rate of 0.5 
mm/min is applied for the aluminium strip specimen with the thickness of 0.26 mm. 
The full fields of displacement and strain of the specimens are measured using Digital 
Image Correlation (DIC-2D) techniques. The DIC image of strain field along loading 
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direction of aluminium strip specimen at maximum strain and the obtained true stress 
strain curve are shown in Figure 4-5. 
4.3.2 Numerical modelling 
Finite element software LS-DYNA is used for numerical simulation. The folded 
structures are constructed using Belytschko-Tsay type shell element and placed 
between two rigid solid blocks. The bottom solid block is set to be a fixed rigid block, 
and the top block moves at a constant speed of 0.05 m/s towards the fixed base plate 
till around 80% crushing strain is reached for the foldcores. The 1 mm/min quasi-static 
crushing speed used in test is time consuming for the numerical simulation and 0.05 
m/s was found sufficient to simulate accurate quasi-static loading in the numerical 
simulation (87). Similar to the testing set up in Figure 4-4, simple boundary condition 
is applied for foldcore where the base plate has a 2mm high boundary and no glue or 
fixing is used in the numerical model as presented in Figure 4-6.  
 
Figure 4-6. Numerical models of TTP, TSP and TPP folded structures with simple 
boundary  
Material model *MAT024 PIECEWISE LINEAR PLASTICITY is used for the 
foldcore. Measured material properties and true plastic stress-strain data of aluminium 
1060 sheet material are listed in Table 4-3 and Table 4-4. The strain rate effect of 
aluminium is not considered in this chapter, as it is not significant for aluminium (65). 
Contacts are described using keyword *CONTACT AUTOMATIC SINGLE 
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SURFACE and *CONTACT AUTOMATIC NODES TO SURFACE for self-contact 
of the cell walls during the crushing process and the contact between foldcore and the 
support plate/top crushing plate, respectively. Friction coefficient of 0.25 is considered 
for both contacts. 
Table 4-3. Material properties of Aluminium 1060  
Parameter 
Young’s modulus 
(GPa) 
Poisson’s 
ratio 
Yield stress 
(MPa) 
Density  
(kg/m3) 
Value 69 0.33 66.7 2710 
 
Table 4-4. True plastic stress-strain data of Aluminium 1060 
Strain 0 0.002 0.005 0.013 0.063 0.121 
Stress (MPa) 0 66.7 112.3 120.1 125.8 130.6 
 
4.3.3 Model validation 
The stress-strain curves for the three types of truncated pyramid kirigami structures 
from both numerical simulation and quasi-static experiment are presented in Figure 
4-7. Some discrepancies of initial peak crushing force are shown in all the three types 
of structures, which is caused by the imperfections of the samples induced by hand 
folding process. As can been observed from Figure 4-4 (b), the sidewalls are slightly 
bent and some gaps are shown between the foldcore and the base plate, which leads to 
uneven loading and easier buckling of some walls in the initial crushing stage. Similar 
discrepancy has been observed for other folded structures (87). Once initial 
deformation occurs and the loading plate is in full contact with the core structure, the 
FE simulation and experimental results match well. The key parameters including 
initial peak crushing force, Ppeak, average crushing force, Pave, uniformity ratio, U, and 
densification strain, εD, from both experiment and numerical simulation are compared 
and given in Table 4-5. The initial peak forces from FE results are larger than those 
from experiments because of the imperfection of the hand folded cores. However, 
other key parameters, including plateau stress and densification strain, are in good 
agreement for all foldcores. These two parameters determine energy absorption 
capability of the core (87). Therefore, the numerical models of these open-top 
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truncated pyramid folded structures are considered acceptable for evaluating the 
foldcore behaviour and energy absorption. 
 
Figure 4-7. Comparison of stress-strain curves of three types of foldcores from 
numerical simulation and experimental tests  
Table 4-5. Key parameters from experiment and numerical simulation 
Foldcore Ppeak
 (kN) Pave (kN) 
U= Ppeak 
/Pave 
εD 
TTP 
Exp 0.95 0.82 1.16 0.67 
FE 1.27 0.94 1.35 0.71 
Difference 33.6% 14.6% 16.4% 6.0% 
TSP 
Exp 1.78 1.49 1.19 0.70 
FE 2.59 1.83 1.42 0.73 
Difference 45.5% 22.8% 19.3% 4.3% 
TPP 
Exp 0.58 0.46 1.26 0.68 
FE 0.86 0.46 1.86 0.65 
Difference 48.3% 0 47.6% -4.4% 
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Damage modes of the three types of folded structures are shown in Figure 4-8 by 
comparing both results from experimental test and numerical simulation. Due to the 
high inclination angle of TTP and TSP, multiple buckling on sidewalls especially 
along the intersection lines is presented. Deformations of these two types are less 
symmetrical and more randomly distributed in the experiment as compared to the 
numerical results. TPP, however, experiences less deformation on the sidewalls and 
no obvious buckling along intersection lines as the folded joints remain relatively 
straight. The sidewalls are bent towards centre of each unit cell and the lift-up of the 
corners can be observed during crushing as shown in Figure 4-8 (g, h). The lift-up of 
corners is caused by the sliding in this simple boundary condition and the low 
inclination angle of TPP foldcore. The overall damage modes between experimental 
and numerical results are in good agreement.  
 
Figure 4-8. Damage modes (a) TTP experimental; (b) TTP numerical; (c) TSP 
experimental; (d) TSP numerical; (e) TPP numerical; (f) TPP experimental; (g) front 
view of TPP numerical; (h) front view of TPP experimental 
4.4 Quasi-static crushing 
Structural responses of three folded structures, i.e. TTP, TSP and TPP are numerically 
simulated and compared with one of the most common folded structure, i.e. Miura 
type origami (82). The Miura type foldcore sample has the same overall dimensions 
as the truncated square pyramid (TSP), with the dimension of 80×80×20 mm and four 
unit cells. Other geometric parameters are shown in Figure 4-9. Same simple boundary 
condition is used for the numerical simulation as well as the material and contact 
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settings. Because of the differences in geometries the tested samples have different 
relative densities.  In numerical simulations, for comparison the relative density of all 
the considered core structures are made the same, i.e. 2.7%, which is achieved by 
adjusting the thickness of all foldcores including the Miura type. The corresponding 
parameters are listed in Table 4-6.The wall thickness is calculated as: v base
surf
A H
t
A


 
where t is the wall thickness, ρv is the volumetric relative density, Abase is the base area 
of the model, H is the height of foldcore and Asurf is the outer surface area of the model. 
 
Figure 4-9. Miura-type origami foldcore with four unit cells (a) numerical model and 
base plate; (b) isometric view; (c) front view; (d) top view 
Table 4-6. Parameters of the foldcores 
Foldcore with 
relative 
density 2.7% 
Miura type 
foldcore 
Truncated 
triangular 
pyramid (TTP) 
Truncated 
square 
pyramid (TSP) 
Truncated 
pentagonal 
pyramid (TPP) 
Wall thickness 
(mm) 
0.31 0.15 0.26 0.43 
Model base 
area (mm2) 
6400 
(4 unit cell) 
2771 
(4 unit cell) 
6400 
(4 unit cell) 
6449 
(2 unit cell) 
Model surface 
area (mm2) 
11081 10207 13337 8539 
 
4.4.1 Stress-strain curve comparison with simple boundary 
The stress strain curves of these simply supported foldcores under quasi-static loading 
are presented in Figure 4-10. Truncated triangular pyramid (TTP) structure 
demonstrates the best performance among the considered foldcores. It has a lower 
initial peak stress, a higher average stress and larger densification strain comparing 
with the other truncated pyramid structures and the Miura-type foldcore. All the three 
types of truncated pyramid structures have a low initial peak stress resistances of 
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truncated pyramid structures reach their overall peak at around 0.1 strain in indicating 
relatively low crushing resistance at early stage as compared to Miura-type foldcore. 
The crushing the plateau stage of the crushing as compared to the initial elastic stage 
for Miura-type which reaches its overall peak at around 0.02 strain. The average 
crushing stress of TTP and TSP exceed the Miura-type foldcore and possess a larger 
densification strain, which corresponds to a sudden increase of the stress-strain 
gradient at the end of the plateau stage of the deformation. As for TPP, the average 
crushing resistance is slightly lower than the other types and it has a similar 
densification strain as Miura-type, even though it has the lowest overall peak stress 
among these foldcores. 
 
Figure 4-10. Stress strain curves of four types of foldcores under flatwise quasi-static 
crushing with simple boundary  
Table 4-7. Peak and average stress, uniformity ratio (U) and densification strain (εD) 
of four foldcores under flatwise quasi-static crushing 
Foldcore σpeak
 (MPa) σave (MPa) U= σpeak /σave εD 
Miura 0.486 0.268 1.81 
0.66 
TTP 0.458 0.340 1.35 
0.74 
TSP 0.405 0.286 1.42 
0.76 
TPP 0.326 0.262 1.24 
0.66 
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As listed in Table 4-7, the criteria used to evaluate crushing performance of the 
foldcores include peak and average stress, uniformity ratio which is the ratio between 
the peak and average stress, and densification strain. Both TTP and TSP have superior 
performance comparing to Miura-type foldcore in all four criteria, with higher average 
crushing resistance, lower initial peak stress, lower uniformity ratio and larger 
densification strain. Out of these four configurations of folded structures, TTP folded 
structure has the highest average crushing stress at 0.34MPa, around 27% higher than 
the standard Miura-type foldcore and 12% higher densification strain as well. This 
suggests an enhanced performance in terms of energy absorption capability. As 
concluded in a previous study (134), more corners could lead to higher crushing 
resistance and energy absorption capability. In the current study, the decreasing trend 
of plateau stress from TTP to TSP to TPP under this loading condition may be also 
attributed to the decreasing number of folds per unit area, since TTP (12 
folds/2770mm2) has more folds per unit area than TSP (16 folds/6400mm2) and TPP 
(10 folds/6449mm2).  
Furthermore, all truncated pyramid folded structures have a delayed peak stress at 
around 0.1 strain comparing with 0.02 strain for Miura-type as shown in Figure 4-10. 
Delayed peak stress with lower value indicates that the deformation is more consistent 
and easier to initiate at early stage for the proposed foldcores, which is another 
advantage of energy absorber.   
4.4.2 Damage mode of foldcores with simple boundary  
Damage modes of the foldcores at different strains under quasi-static crushing are 
shown in Figure 4-11. Different damage modes can be observed for the foldcores. For 
the widely studied Miura-type, the faces start to buckle along horizontal directions 
around the middle of the foldcore faces, which is followed by the sequential folding 
of faces along the buckling line at middle of the faces under further crushing. As 
shown in Figure 4-11 (a), sequential folding of the foldcore faces along the buckling 
creases can be observed with the increasing strain. This initial sheet buckling failure 
mode leads to a sharp increase in the crushing resistance followed by the sudden drop 
of the resistance. This failure mode is in good agreement with the previous studies of 
Miura-type foldcore (82, 135).  
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Figure 4-11. Damage modes of the foldcores with simple boundary at the strain of 0.2, 
0.4 and 0.6; (a) Miura-type; (b) Truncated Triangular Pyramid; (c) Truncated Square 
Pyramid; (d) Truncated Pentagonal Pyramid 
For the three types of truncated pyramid structures, the damage modes vary as well, 
because of the differences in inclination angle, the interconnection size and shape. For 
the TTP structure, bending of the top edges of sidewalls towards the unit cell centre 
can be observed at the strain of 0.2. Local buckling can be observed near the top 
corners at the interconnections, which is different from the Miura-type foldcore where 
buckling occurs horizontally at the middle of foldcore face. For the TSP foldcore, 
some faces have similar deformation modes as the TTP with the top edge sidewalls 
bending inward and occurrence of local buckling along the corners. Other faces, 
however, have no local buckling along the interconnections, because of the reduction 
in inclination angle of the sidewall compared to the TTP. As can be observed from 
those circled in Figure 4-11 (c), some intersection lines at corners are straight and 
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some are buckled at 0.6 strain. Lift-up of the outer corners can also be observed. The 
predicted deformation of the TSP is also symmetrical whereas in experiment is more 
randomly distributed. As for the TPP, no buckling along the corner of unit cell can be 
observed, only sidewall faces vertically bend toward centre. As shown in circles, 
almost all corner edges of the TPP foldcore still remain straight at the strain of 0.6.  
As investigated in the previous study (136), the top edge inward bending at initial stage 
leads to low initial crushing resistance of the truncated square pyramid foldcore. The 
deformation of the sidewall buckling corresponds to the peak stress under crushing. 
Since the inward bending on top edges occurs prior to sidewall buckling for the 
proposed truncated structures, their initial peak stress are much lower than Miura 
foldcore. For the TPP without experiencing any sidewall buckling near the unit cell 
corners, the average crushing resistance is much lower than the other two types (TTP 
and TSP foldcores). This is due to the lower inclination angle of sidewalls on TPP 
which leads to sidewall sliding and corner lift-ups under lateral crushing. Furthermore, 
the triangular interconnection size decreases with the increasing number of the sides, 
i.e., the size of vertical triangular interconnections which provide extra crushing 
resistance reduces from TTP to TSP to TPP. This is consistent with the stress-strain 
curves of the foldcores as well. 
4.4.3 Fixed boundary condition 
 
Figure 4-12. (a) Grooved base plate for origami-tube crushing test (137); (b) Fixed 
boundary with outer edges of foldcore fully fixed along the in-plane directions 
Corner lift-up can be observed for TPP foldcore due to the non-ideal simple boundary 
condition, which leads to different damage modes and lower crushing resistance 
comparing to TTP foldcore. Different boundary conditions are, therefore, studied to 
examine its effect on structural behaviour. The bottom outer edges of the foldcore unit 
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area are fixed in both the in-plane directions, while other parameters such as contact, 
friction and loading rates are kept the same. In other words, instead of modelling the 
base plate with 2 mm boundary (Figure 4-6), where sliding of the sidewalls might 
occur, the foldcore outer bottom edges are now fixed with no displacement allowed. 
This is to simulate one of the most common connection of sandwich core to its skin 
where glue or fully fixed connection is often used. For the folded structure, this fixed 
boundary condition may be also achievable by using grooved base plate as shown in 
Figure 4-12 (a), which was used as the testing base plate for an origami-tube (137). 
Deformation and crushing resistance of the foldcores are investigated under the fixed 
boundary condition. 
 
Figure 4-13. Stress strain curves of four types of foldcores with fixed outer edges under 
flatwise quasi-static crushing with fixed boundary condition 
The numerical results of engineering stress-strain curves for these foldcores with fixed 
boundary under quasi-static loading are shown in Figure 4-13. Similar crushing 
behaviours are shown for Miura-type and TPP foldcore as those obtained from simple 
boundary condition as shown in Figure 4-10. Miura-type foldcore experiences higher 
initial peak stress with a slightly shorter elastic stage, where the peak stress occurred 
earlier than the case with simple boundary condition. Other than this, the stress-strain 
response including the average stress and densification strain remains similar for the 
cases with the two different boundary conditions. For the other two types of truncated 
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pyramid foldcores, i.e., TSP and TPP, distinct discrepancy of structural response can 
be observed from the strain of 0.2 onwards, as compared to the case with simple 
boundary condition. Although the structural response seems similar at the early stage 
of the crushing for the both boundary conditions, both foldcores of TSP and TPP show 
significant increase in the average crushing resistance during the plateau stage of 
crushing when the boundary of the foldcores is fixed.  
This increased resistance is caused by the change of deformation mode of these two 
types of foldcores (TSP and TPP) under fixed boundary. The damage modes of 
foldcore under this boundary condition at the strain of 0.4 are shown in Figure 4-14. 
Consistent with the stress-strain curves, the damage modes of the Miura-type and TTP 
foldcore under fixed boundary are similar to the case with simple boundary condition 
as shown in Figure 4-11 (a, b). The Miura-type foldcore has similar buckling failure 
occurred at the middle of the faces on foldcore along the horizontal direction for two 
boundary conditions. Similar damage mode for TTP foldcore with the two boundary 
conditions is also observed. Top edges of the foldcore bend slightly toward centre of 
each unit cell and obvious buckling can be observed along the interconnection lines of 
the sidewalls. 
Significant differences in the deformation mode of TSP and TPP foldcores are shown 
for two boundary conditions. As shown in Figure 4-11 (c) with simple boundary, some 
sidewalls of TSP foldcore are bent vertically towards centre. No deformation is 
presented along the outer intersection lines, other faces and interconnections are 
buckled near the intersection lines. For TPP foldcore with simple boundary condition 
shown in Figure 4-11 (d), only vertical bending of sidewalls towards centre is 
presented. All the intersection lines between faces of foldcore remain straight and un-
deformed. Under fixed boundary condition, however, as shown in Figure 4-14, TSP 
and TPP foldcores deform similarly, with rolling of the top edges towards centre, and 
buckling along top of the intersection lines. No lift-up or deformation of foldcore 
corners at bottom is observed. The change of deformation mode is correlated to the 
change of crushing resistance under the two boundary conditions for TSP and TPP 
folded structures. The vertical bending of sidewalls towards the centre, shown in 
simply supported scenario, requires less force. With simple boundary, faces are free 
to slide causing corners to lift-up. The foldcore with lower inclination angle is easier 
to initiate the sliding of sidewalls due to the larger force in horizontal direction. 
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Therefore, the foldcore with low inclination angle such as TSP and TTP is prone to 
experience the sliding and corner lift-up as shown in Figure 4-8 (g,h) and Figure 4-11 
(c,d). With fixed boundary, sliding of the sidewalls and the corner lift-ups are 
minimized, and the buckling deformation occurs along the triangular interconnections 
between sidewalls rather than vertical bending of sidewalls. Therefore, with fixed 
boundary, the crushing resistance capacity is enhanced for TSP and TPP foldcores 
which have lower sidewall inclination angle.  
 
Figure 4-14. Damage modes of the foldcores at the strain of 0.4 with fixed boundary; 
Note: symmetric model used for TPP to simulate the interaction of adjacent unit cell 
at the gap  
4.5 Simple boundary dynamic crushing 
4.5.1 Stress-strain curve comparison under dynamic loading 
In this section, structural behaviours of the foldcores are studied under different 
crushing velocities. The foldcores have the same unit number with simple boundary 
condition as in quasi-static testing where foldcore are simply supported by the same 
base plate with a 2 mm high outer boundary. Stress-strain curves of these foldcores 
under dynamic crushing speeds of 0.05, 0.5, 5, 10 and 20 m/s are presented in Figure 
4-15. Key criteria of these foldcore are listed in Table 4-8. 
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The initial peak stress of Miura-type foldcore is greatly affected by crushing speed. It 
increases almost three times from 0.486 to 1.906 MPa with crushing rate increasing 
from 0.05 to 20 m/s as shown in Figure 4-15. Similar drastic increase can be found for 
its uniformity ratio as well from 1.81 to 4.25, while the densification strain of Miura-
type foldcore is only slightly affected by the crushing velocity. The Miura-type folded 
structure shows great loading rate sensitivity on its initial peak stress.  
 
Figure 4-15. Stress-strain curves of foldcores under flatwise dynamic crushing with 
simple boundary 
For the truncated pyramid folded structure, loading rate effect is dependent on the base 
shape and the geometry of the foldcore. Different dynamic behaviours with increasing 
crushing speed are observed for TTP, TSP and TPP as shown in Figure 4-15. For TTP 
folded structure, the increase in initial peak stress is obvious, from less than 0.4 MPa 
to 1.2 MPa, even though the increase is not as drastic as Miura-type foldcore. The 
average crushing stress of TTP structure, however, remain similar in value irrespective 
of the crushing velocity. For TSP folded structure, crushing behaviour remains almost 
unchanged under low speed crushing (0.5m/s). The initial peak stress has a smaller 
increase under the crushing speed of 20 m/s comparing with Miura-type and TTP 
folded structure. The crushing behaviour, on the other hand, is greatly changed under 
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higher crushing speeds (e.g. 5, 10 and 20 m/s). Significant increase in average crushing 
resistance and some reductions in densification strain can be observed in Figure 4-15. 
Similar trend of change in structural behaviour is shown for TPP folded structure with 
the increasing crushing speed as well. These crushing behaviours corresponding to the 
high crushing speed are somewhat similar to the quasi-static crushing case of the 
foldcores with the fixed boundary as shown in Figure 4-13. This is because the change 
of the crushing behaviour related to strain rate is caused by the change in damage 
modes, similar to the case associated with changing boundary conditions. More 
detailed discussions are given in Chapter 4.5.2. 
Table 4-8. Peak and average stress, uniformity ratio and densification strain of four 
foldcores under flatwise dynamic crushing 
Overall, strong strain rate sensitivity is demonstrated for Miura-type foldcore with 
huge increase in the initial peak stress, which is non-ideal for some sandwich panel 
applications such as cladding or impact attenuator. The truncated structures are much 
less strain rate dependent owing to their geometries. The TTP folded structure with 
high inclination angle also shows a dependent crushing behaviour with strain rate, as 
the initial peak stress increases with the crushing speed, but at a less level as compared 
Foldcore 
type 
Crushing 
speed  (m/s) 
σpeak (MPa) σave (MPa) 
U= σpeak 
/σave 
εD 
Miura 
0.05 0.486 0.268 1.81 0.66 
0.5 0.847 0.283 2.99 0.67 
5 1.300 0.348 3.74 0.70 
10 1.384 0.382 3.62 0.70 
20 1.906 0.448 4.25 0.66 
TTP 
0.05 0.458 0.340 1.35 0.74 
0.5 0.559 0.380 1.47 0.75 
 5  0.599 0.410 1.46 0.72 
10 0.859 0.331 2.60 0.73 
20 1.205 0.377 3.20 0.73 
TSP 
0.05 0.405 0.286 1.42 0.76 
0.5 0.409 0.297 1.38 0.72 
5 0.819 0.521 1.57 0.76 
10 0.792 0.604 1.31 0.80 
20 0.877 0.599 1.46 0.67 
TPP 
0.05 0.326 0.262 1.24 0.66 
0.5 0.324 0.271 1.20 0.66 
5 0.436 0.357 1.22 0.66 
10 0.462 0.338 1.37 0.66 
20 0.775 0.532 1.46 0.58 
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to that of Miura-type foldcore. For TSP and TPP folded structures, the initial peak 
stress is not significantly affected by the strain rate.  The average crushing stress or 
plateau stress, however, increases with crushing speed due to the change of 
deformation mode. Their dynamic crush behaviour with the simple boundary 
condition is similar to the case with fixed boundary condition under quasi-static 
crushing. The increase of plateau stress under higher crushing speed could lead to a 
superior energy absorption capability, since with the same crushing distance the 
foldcore would absorb more energy without inducing a significant increase in initial 
peak stress. 
4.5.2 Damage mode comparisons 
The effective stress contour plot of Miura-type foldcore under 20m/s crushing is 
shown in Figure 4-16, the same legend is used as in Figure 4-11. Distinct deformation 
mode of the foldcore with simple boundary condition under dynamic loading is 
observed as compared to the case with simple boundary condition under quasi-static 
crushing shown in Figure 4-11. The plate buckling location shifts up to near the top of 
the foldcore instead of at around the middle of foldcore faces when crushing at a higher 
speed. Deformation along the bottom edges of the Miura-foldcore is less significant 
than quasi-static scenario, less rising of corners can also be observed under dynamic 
scenario. Similar dynamic behaviour of Miura-type foldcore has been identified in the 
previous studies as well (78, 82).The buckling location shifted closer to impact end 
and initial peak stress increased dramatically, which was explained by the inertia force 
developed inside the core under dynamic crushing (78). The sharp rise of initial peak 
stress might be related to the constraints provided by the faces of adjacent rows as well. 
At a lower crushing speed, the buckling location is around the middle faces of the 
foldcore, at some distance to the intersection of faces from adjacent row. Therefore, 
with the buckling location shifting up, closer to the intersection line of adjacent row, 
larger inertia stabilization is provided by the adjacent faces, causing significant 
increase in initial crushing resistance. This inertia stabilization effect is similar to the 
perpendicular webs of square honeycomb where sharp rises of initial crushing 
resistance are also observed under higher loading rate (11, 17). 
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Figure 4-16. Damage modes of Miura-type foldcore at the strain of 0.2, 0.4 and 0.6 
under 20m/s crushing with simple boundary 
As shown in Figure 4-17, the damage mode of TTP folded structure with simple 
boundary under dynamic crushing is similar to that with simple boundary under quasi-
static crushing as shown in Figure 4-11 (b). The top edge rolling towards unit cell 
centre and the buckling along the interconnections of sidewalls are observed. The 
sidewall buckling direction, however, shifts from bending towards outsides to inwards 
buckling. This is caused by the slight shifting up of the top edge bending location and 
the changed deformation modes. The high inclination angle of the sidewall of TTP 
unit cell leads to the increasing resistance to initial rolling on the top edge. Furthermore, 
due to the larger size of the vertical triangular interconnections as shown in Figure 4-2, 
the initial inertia effect is stronger for TTP than TSP and TPP which have smaller 
interconnections. Therefore, a sharp increase of initial peak stress occurs for TTP 
under dynamic loading as compared with the other two types of truncated pyramid 
structures. As previously studied (136), similar sharp rise in initial peak stress with the 
increasing crushing speed is observed for TSP foldcore with different geometric 
parameters (e.g. higher inclination angle and larger interconnection size) than the TSP 
with the geometry used in this chapter.  
 
Figure 4-17. Damage modes of TTP folded structure with simple boundary at the 
strain of 0.2, 0.4 and 0.6 under 20m/s crushing  
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The deformation of the TSP folded structure is similar to the TTP foldcore under 
dynamic loading, as shown in Figure 4-18. Structural behaviour of TSP folded 
structure with simple boundary, however, shows distinct change under dynamic 
crushing as compared to the case under quasi-static loading. The deformation of 
vertical sidewall bending, which occurs on some faces of TSP foldcore unit cell under 
quasi-static loading, is not observed, instead top edge inwards rolling in the early stage 
and then sidewall horizontal buckling towards centre of each unit cell are observed 
under 20 m/s crushing speed. This damage mode of TSP foldcore with simple 
boundary under dynamic loading is quite similar to the foldcore with fixed boundary 
under quasi-static loading as shown in Figure 4-14. Correlated to similarity of 
deformation mode, the stress-strain responses under the two scenarios (i.e. 20 m/s 
crushing on the foldcore with simple boundary condition and quasi-static loading on 
the foldcore with fixed boundary condition) are also similar, with an increasing 
crushing resistance during plateau stage, as seen in Figure 4-13 and Figure 4-15. 
 
Figure 4-18. Damage modes of TSP folded structure with simple boundary at the 
strain of 0.2, 0.4 and 0.6 under 20m/s crushing  
Deformation mode of TPP foldcore under 20 m/s crushing is similar to TSP under the 
same loading rate. The top edge of the sidewalls bends towards centre of each unit cell 
and further bending occurs along with further crushing of the foldcore. No sidewall 
buckling can be observed other than the deformation of top edges. As circled in Figure 
4-19, slight corner open-up can be observed between two foldcores, where constraint 
is not provided due to the gap between tessellations of the pentagon shape. No lift-up 
of corner is seen for this simple boundary TPP under dynamic loading as opposed to 
foldcore under quasi-static crushing. Similar damage mode of the structure with 
simple boundary under dynamic crushing is observed as the case with fixed boundary 
condition under quasi-static crushing (Figure 4-14). 
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Figure 4-19. Damage modes of TPP folded structure with simple boundary at the 
strain of 0.2, 0.4 and 0.6 under 20m/s crushing  
4.6 Summary 
Three types of truncated pyramid folded structures (i.e. TTP, TSP and TPP) are 
proposed in this chapter with different base shapes (i.e. triangle, square and pentagon). 
Quasi-static crushing experiments of the hand-folded samples with simple boundary 
are carried out. Numerical models of these structures are calibrated with quasi-static 
crushing test data and good agreement is achieved. Numerical simulations are then 
conducted for quasi-static and dynamic crushing of various loading rates under simple 
and fixed boundary conditions. The crushing behaviours of proposed foldcores are 
also compared with Miura-type foldcore. The findings in this chapter are summarized 
below. 
 Under quasi-static crushing of the foldcores with simple boundary condition, 
superior performances of TTP and TSP are demonstrated over Miura-type foldcore 
with higher average crushing stress, lower initial peak and longer densification 
strain. TPP shows less ideal performance than TTP and TSP, because of lower 
inclination angle and smaller interconnection size of TPP foldcore.  
 Under quasi-static crushing of foldcores with fixed boundary condition, superior 
performances in terms of the key indicators, i.e., high average stress, low initial 
peak resistance and low uniformity ratio, are shown for all three types of truncated 
folded structures as compared to Miura-type foldcore. Significant change in 
deformation mode and increase in crushing resistance are observed for TSP and 
TPP foldcores as compared to the case with simple boundary condition. 
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 Under dynamic loading of the foldcores with simple boundary condition, TTP 
foldcore shows strain rate sensitivity with rise in initial peak stress due to the high 
inclination angle of sidewall. For TSP and TPP foldcores, the crushing resistances 
are significantly enhanced while the initial peak stress is not significantly 
increased. This is caused by the change of damage mode due to inertia effect that 
reduces the sidewall sliding and corner lifting-up of TSP and TPP foldcores. TSP 
foldcore outperforms the other three types under higher loading rate, 
demonstrating great application potentials for energy absorption. 
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Chapter 5. Blast mitigation performance of sacrificial 
cladding with TSP folded structure as core 
The related work in this chapter has been published in International Journal of 
Mechanical Sciences. 
5.1 Introduction 
As demonstrated in Chapter 3 and 4, TSP foldcores show good performance with 
uniform deformation and low initial peak crushing resistance. In this chapter, the 
performance of cladding with truncated square pyramid (TSP) foldcore subjected to 
blast loading is investigated through intensive numerical simulations. For comparison, 
the responses of square honeycomb and aluminium foam of the same density subjected 
to the same loading conditions are also simulated. The numerical model is firstly 
calibrated using the quasi-static crushing testing data of TSP foldcore. The model is 
then used to simulate structural response of claddings under blast loading. Different 
blast intensities are considered. Criteria including energy absorption by cladding core 
and the peak load transmitted to the protected structure are used to evaluate the 
performance among these claddings. In addition, Single Degree of Freedom (SDOF) 
analysis is applied to develop a simplified design procedure and guideline for 
estimating the required height of TSP foldcore sacrificial cladding under specific blast 
loading scenarios.  
5.2 Model validation 
For sample geometric parameters, dimensions, and fabrication please refer to Chapter 
4.3. For material testing, crushing test set-up, experiment procedures please refer to 
Chapter 4.3.1. For numerical modelling including model keyword, boundary condition, 
material properties please refer to Chapter 4.3.2. For the quasi-static crushing result, 
numerical result, crushing response comparison and discussion please refer to Chapter 
4.3.3. 
Li Z, Chen W, Hao H. Blast mitigation performance of cladding using Square 
Dome-shape Kirigami folded structure as core. International Journal of 
Mechanical Sciences. 2018;145:83-95.  
DOI: doi.org/10.1016/j.ijmecsci.2018.06.035 
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5.3 Performance under various blast loads 
5.3.1 Sacrificial cladding set up 
 
Figure 5-1. (a) Numerical model of cladding with TSP foldcore as core; (b) proposed 
assembling of TSP foldcore sandwich structure as sacrificial cladding; (c) square 
honeycomb core; (d) cladding with aluminium foam core 
The performance of sacrificial cladding with TSP foldcore as core is evaluated and 
compared with square honeycomb and aluminium foam in this chapter. The dimension 
of unit cell of TSP foldcore, as shown in Figure 5-1 (a), is scaled up twice compared 
to the tested specimen to have a more reasonable configuration with a 40 mm-thick 
sacrificial cladding core. The resultant unit cell size of TSP foldcore increases from 
40×40×20 mm used in compression test to 80×80×40 mm for the cladding setup. The 
unit cell of square honeycomb is 40×40×40 mm, so it has the same top-opening 
dimension as TSP foldcore. The same cladding core height of 40 mm is set for 
aluminium foam. The 330×330×5 mm aluminium plate is used for all three sacrificial 
claddings as top layer, where the core spaces of these claddings are kept the same as 
320×320×40 mm.  
In this chapter, blast mitigation performances of the sacrificial claddings with different 
cores are compared using the energy absorption by the core and the peak load 
transmitted to the protected structure as criteria. Therefore, the back skin of the 
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cladding is neglected and the core is placed directly on top of the rigid block as 
illustrated in Figure 5-1 (d). The rigid block is set with density of 2400 kg/m3 and 
Young’s modulus of 200 GPa (116), modelled by *MAT020 RIGID in LS-DYNA. 
Similar boundary conditions as in many current cladding studies (35, 116, 138) are 
applied in the model where sacrificial cladding is simply placed on the surface of 
structure. For the cladding with aluminium foam core and square honeycomb, the core 
and top plate are simply supported. The rigid block is fixed in all degree of freedom. 
The top plate is set to be fixed along the in-plane directions at corners and free to move 
vertically as shown in Figure 5-1 (b). No glue or other fixing is applied for all three 
claddings. For cladding with TSP foldcore, similar to the crushing experiment and 
numerical model calibration, outer boundary is constructed in the model to constrain 
the horizontal movements of foldcore outer edges. It should be noted that the 
interaction between cladding core and the protected structure is neglected in this 
chapter to save computational effort. This assumption is believed having insignificant 
influence on the numerical results because the stiffness of sacrificial cladding is 
usually substantially smaller than that of the protected structure.   
 
Figure 5-2. Stress-strain curve of CYMAT closed cell aluminium foam with 5% 
relative density crushed in out-of-plane direction (139) 
Due to the limitation of aluminium foam fabrication technology, the lowest relative 
density for aluminium foam is 5% from CYMATTM (139). Therefore, the wall 
thickness for TSP foldcore and square honeycomb is calculated to be 0.94 mm and 
0.87 mm respectively to make the relative density of the core the same as 5% 
aluminium foam for comparison. It is worth noting that the wall thickness of 0.94 mm 
is only used to match the light aluminium foam with 5% relative density. It is likely 
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to be too thick for the folding process and also leads to the increase of strain rate 
dependency for cladding structure, which might be a drawback for the application such 
as sacrificial cladding due to the thickening of vertical triangular interconnections.  
 
Figure 5-3. Mesh convergence test for numerical model under 1 kg TNT explosion 
with stand-off distance 1.5 m 
The same material model and parameters obtained from quasi-static tests are used for 
TSP foldcore and square honeycomb in numerical simulation. Aluminium foam is 
modelled by *MAT063 CRUSHABLE FOAM, with stress-strain data found in 
CYMAT manual as shown in Figure 5-2 (139), where the strain rate effect for the 
plateau stress of aluminium foam is not obvious (27) and not included in this numerical 
study. The Belytschko-Tsay type shell element with material properties given in 
Chapter 4.3.2 is used for TSP foldcore, square honeycomb and their flat top plates. 
The same contacts as in the numerical model calibration are used with friction taken 
into consideration. As shown in Figure 5-3, mesh convergence test is carried out for 
aluminium foam cladding model under 1 kg of TNT explosion with 1.5 m stand-off 
distance. Good agreement can be observed for mesh size of 1 and 2 mm in terms of 
peak transmitted force and average transmitted force exerted on the protected structure. 
Therefore 2 mm mesh, which leads to more than half a million elements for the 
aluminium foam cladding core, is sufficient for the following numerical studies. Mesh 
size of 2 mm is used for all three models.  
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5.3.2 Structural response comparison 
Different blast intensities are simulated with 1, 2, 4 and 6 kg of TNT placed at 1500 
mm above the center of the front plate of claddings, in accordance with some previous 
experiments on the claddings with the stand-off distance of 1 to 2 m (115, 116). The 
keyword * LOAD BLAST ENHANCED is used in LS-DYNA. The structure without 
cladding is also simulated to obtain the force time history for comparison. The stand-
off distance for this unprotected structure is 1540 mm, since the cladding has a height 
of 40 mm. 
Table 5-1. Peak transmitted load, duration, crushed distance at cladding center and 
energy absorption by core of different cladding configurations under various TNT 
blast loads 
Cladding types 
Ppeak 
(kN) 
Paverage 
(kN) 
Duration 
(ms) 
Peak crushed 
distance at 
centre δ 
(mm) 
Energy 
absorption 
by core (J) 
1 kg 
TNT 
1.5 
m/kg1/3 
Without 
cladding 
146 - 0.78 - - 
Square 
honeycomb 
281 44.7 0.78 0.1 2 
Aluminium 
foam 
50 27.9 1.30 9.6 278 
TSP foldcore 120 45.4 0.78 0.6 43 
2 kg 
TNT 
1.19 
m/kg1/3 
Without 
cladding 
285 - 0.79 - - 
Square 
honeycomb 
456 74.1 0.78 0.3 15 
Aluminium 
foam 
75 49.4 1.28 19.9 965 
TSP foldcore 160 83.1 0.75 2.7 318 
4 kg  
TNT 
0.95 
m/kg1/3 
Without 
cladding 
562 - 0.80 - - 
Square 
honeycomb 
652 130 0.78 0.4 167 
Aluminium 
foam 
414 121 0.95 33.3 3070 
TSP foldcore 236 131 0.82 10.9 1910 
6 kg  
TNT 
0.83 
m/kg1/3 
Without 
cladding 
831 - 0.79 - - 
Square 
honeycomb 
676 191 0.74 10.2 1260 
Aluminium 
foam 
1750 247 0.70 36.7 5530 
TSP foldcore 272 170 0.88 17.9 3860 
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Figure 5-4. Comparison of transmitted force-time history curves under different blast 
loads; (a) 1kg TNT; (b) 2kg TNT; (c) 4kg TNT; (d) 6kg TNT; note y-scales are different 
for each graph 
The time history curves of transmitted force to the protected structure with different 
claddings under various blast loads are shown in Figure 5-4. The forces are measured 
as the transmitting force to the supporting structure behind the cladding systems. 
When subjected to the blast load of 1 kg TNT, the peak force exerted on structure is 
around 146 kN for the case without cladding. Force reduction is observed for the 
aluminium foam and TSP foldcore claddings, whereas the square honeycomb cladding 
configuration experiences higher peak transmitted load than the case without any 
protective cladding. Force reduction for cladding with TSP foldcore is not as 
significant as that with the aluminium foam core for this loading scenario. Similar 
observations for the case with the blast load of 2 kg TNT can be drawn, i.e., the 
aluminium foam core results in the largest force reduction, followed by the TSP 
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foldcore claddings, while the protected structure experiences a larger peak load if the 
square honeycomb cladding is used than unprotected structure. For the scenarios with 
blast loads of 4 kg and 6 kg, large reduction in transmitted peak force is observed for 
TSP foldcore. The peak transmitted force to the protected structure with aluminium 
foam cladding becomes higher than the other two cladding configurations and even 
higher than the structure without cladding under 6 kg of TNT explosion. It should be 
noted that only crushing deformation is considered in this numerical simulation, 
fractures of the cladding core as previously investigated by Langdon et al (114) is not 
considered.  
The observations indicate that the aluminium foam cladding and the square 
honeycomb cladding have mixed performances, while the performance of TSP 
foldcore is consistent, i.e., it always leads to a reduction on the peak transmitted force 
to the protected structure in the blast loading range considered in the chapter. The 
mixed performance of the aluminium foam cladding and the square honeycomb 
cladding is related to their stiffness and strength. The deformation of the cladding 
includes three states i.e. (1) elastic state, (2) plastic state and (3) fully densified state 
and all of which are demonstrated in Figure 5-4. For the structure with TSP foldcore 
under 1 kg and square honeycomb cladding under 1 kg, 2 kg and 4 kg blast loading, 
transmitted forces fluctuate multiple times, representing elastic state of the 
deformation as shown in Figure 5-4 (a-c). This is because the applied load is relatively 
small and no significant buckling damage and plastic deformation of the core occur. 
The core is still primarily in elastic state. This is confirmed by the very small centre 
panel crushed deflections of these two cores as listed in Table 5-1. Because the core 
structure remains primarily in elastic stage, it acts like a conduit to transmit the blast 
load instead of reducing blast load. On the other hand, the aluminium foam cladding 
is relatively weak and experienced significant crushing failure, which absorbs 
significant amount of blast energy. Therefore the transmitted load to the protected 
structure is largely reduced. The second state is the plastic deformation where the 
impulse from blast wave is fully absorbed by the deformation of the cladding core 
before it reaches densification, as shown in Figure 5-5 (a-c). This phenomenon can be 
observed for the square honeycomb cladding under 6 kg TNT blast loading, the 
Aluminium foam cladding under 1 and 2 kg TNT explosion and the TSP foldcore 
cladding under 2, 4 and 6 kg TNT explosions. The third state of core deformation is 
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the full densification of cladding before the end of blast loading, as shown in Figure 
5-5 (d). Full densifications are presented for the aluminium foam cladding under 4 and 
6 kg TNT blast loading. Once a cellular core reaches its densification, the stress 
required for further deformation increases drastically. In some cases, the transmitted 
load can exceed the blast loading due to the impact of the accelerated fully compacted 
material onto the protected structure. Similar analysis has been carried out in the study 
(35) and deteriorating effect of protective cladding has been observed in the 
experiment (18) as well. 
 
Figure 5-5. Damage modes of cladding core of (a) TSP foldcore under 4kg TNT blast 
load; (b) TSP foldcore under 6 kg TNT blast load; (c) square honeycomb under 6 kg 
TNT blast load; (d) side view of aluminium foam cladding under 6 kg TNT blast load 
The second state i.e. plastic state is the most effective in energy absorption for the 
cladding, where the cladding core undergoes plastic deformation and not yet fully 
compacted during an event of blast. Large amount of energy is dissipated through core 
deformation and significantly reduces force to be transmitted to the protected structure. 
Other two states (i.e., elastic state and fully densified state) are caused by too strong 
or too weak of the cladding core comparing to the reflected blast pressure. The core 
with lower plateau stress leads to a lower average transmitted load to the protected 
structure before densification, but it is easier to reach the fully densified state and 
possibly causes more damage to the protected structure as shown for cladding with 
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aluminium foam under 6 kg TNT blast loading in Figure 5-4 (c, d) and Figure 5-5 (d). 
For the other case (elastic state), it is caused by high crushing resistance of the cladding 
core or the low value of blast peak pressure, and both of these two causes lead to less 
effectiveness of the cladding. This can be observed for the cladding with square 
honeycomb core under 1, 2 and 4 kg TNT blast loading, as shown in Figure 5-4 (a-c). 
Overall, the TSP foldcore outperforms the other two cladding configurations by 
producing a consistent and moderate plateau stress during the whole process of 
deformation. As shown in Figure 5-4, TSP foldcore yields much more consistent 
transmitted load than square honeycomb cladding and a higher plateau stress than the 
most commonly used cladding material i.e. aluminium foam with the same relative 
density, which leads to a wider range of applicability of the cladding. However, it is 
worth noting that the initial peak force of TSP foldcore is greater than that of 
aluminium foam with the same density due to the vertical triangular interconnections 
of TSP foldcore. It was previously studied that the initial peak force of square 
honeycomb is in a power relationship with cell wall thickness and it was strain rate 
dependent due to inertia effect and inertia stabilization effect of the vertical cell walls 
(13, 16, 17). As mentioned previously, the thickness of TSP cell wall used in this 
chapter might be too thick for the folding process and it is only used to match the 
aluminium foam with the lowest density of 5% available on the market. Therefore, the 
initial peak stress of TSP foldcore can be greatly reduced by reducing the cell thickness 
as demonstrated in the previous work where 2.7% relative density of TSP foldcore 
was studied (8, 140), and providing similar plateau stress to 5% aluminium foam 
(Figure 5-2).  
Comparisons of energy absorption by the core of the claddings are shown in Figure 
5-6. Energy absorption of each cladding configuration increases with the rising blast 
load. The low value of square honeycomb foldcore under 1 and 2 kg TNT explosion 
indicates the elastic state of the core. The aluminium foam cladding has the highest 
energy absorption capability by the core among these three. With a higher crushing 
resistance, the TSP foldcore absorb less energy than aluminium foam under the same 
level of blast load. However, as discussed previously, the TSP foldcore has a higher 
plateau force and a wider range of applicability of the cladding against different blast 
loadings comparing with aluminium foam of the same density. It also has a much 
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lower initial peak stress and a more uniform collapsing resistance than the square 
honeycomb cladding, which demonstrates the superiority of TSP foldcore. 
 
Figure 5-6. Energy absorption by the core with different cladding configurations and 
blast loads 
5.4 Single Degree of Freedom (SDOF) model   
5.4.1 Analytical model  
 
Figure 5-7. Idealized Rigid-Perfectly Plastic-Locking model for (a) aluminium foam 
material (29); (b)FE results of TSP foldcore under quasi-static loading 
The SDOF analysis of aluminium foam cladding and the protected main structure was 
carried out based on shock wave propagation theory in the previous studies (7, 35, 138, 
141). Blast load is simplified as a triangular pulse which follows the form: 
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where P(t) is the blast pressure at time t, Pr is the initial reflected peak pressure of the 
blast load and t0 is the duration of the blast load. As shown in Figure 5-7 (a), idealized 
rigid-perfectly-plastic-locking (RPPL) material  with a plateau stress of 𝜎0 (29) is used 
for aluminium foam cladding in SDOF analysis. Stress-strain curve and idealized 
RPPL model for TSP foldcore are presented in Figure 5-7 (b) for comparison. Non-
dimensional parameters of foam cladding were then introduced based on cladding 
properties and blast parameters to evaluate the effectiveness of the foam cladding (35). 
It was suggested that the foam cladding should be selected carefully. It is only effective 
when the impulse from blast load is fully absorbed prior to or at the full densification 
of the foam cladding. Regions of the effectiveness of foam cladding are divided based 
on cladding system mechanical parameters and blast loads (35). In some cases, the 
foam-protected structure may experience an even larger transmitted load, if the foam 
is fully densified before the end of the blast impulse. This phenomenon has been 
recorded in blast test using lightweight polymeric foam as sacrificial claddings (18).  
Free body diagrams of the foam cladding system at t and t+dt are shown in Figure 5-8, 
based on the deformation modes observed in the previous experimental study (7). It is 
assumed that the foam behind shock front is fully compacted with the same density as 
base material 0f . The compacted zone x and the front-panel displacement u have the 
following relationship based on the conservation of mass, where both sides of equation 
equal to the original length of compacted zone before deforming. 
 
1D D
u x
 


 (5-2) 
where D  is the densification strain of the foam material ranging between 0 and 1. 
The following equation can be obtained by the conservation of momentum of the small 
compacted foam dx at time t+dt as shown in Figure 5-8: 
   0 0f DAdx u du Adt      (5-3) 
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where 
0f  is the density of foam base material; A is the cross-section area of the 
cladding, D  and 0  are the foam stress immediately behind shock front and foam 
plateau stress respectively. Similarly, based on the force balance of the front plate and 
compacted region of foam on the left of element dx: 
  1 0
1
f
D
D
A
M x u P t A



 
    
 
; (5-4) 
where M1 is the mass of front plate; f is the foam density; P(t) is the blast pressure. 
 
Figure 5-8. Free body diagrams of aluminium foam cladding system under uniform 
blast loading at the beginning, time t and t+dt (7) 
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Complete solution can be solved from the above equations and a minimum height H 
required to fully absorb blast loading is given as    
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 (5-5) 
where I is the total blast impulse and M0 is the mass of foam cladding.  
The crushed distance of the cladding can be expressed as  
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5.4.2 Displacement comparison with numerical results 
Table 5-2. Comparison of centre displacements of numerical (δ1) and analytical (δ2) 
results 
 
Pr 
(MPa) 
I (Ns) 
Aluminium foam TSP foldcore 
0  
(MPa) 
δ1 
(mm) 
δ2 
(mm) 
Difference 0
  
(MPa) 
δ1 
(mm) 
δ2 
(mm) 
Difference 
1 kg 
TNT  
1.34 34.7 0.256 9.6 9.1 -5% - - - - 
2 kg 
TNT 
2.62 57.4 0.457 19.9 14.7 -26% 0.763 2.7 6.5 141% 
4 kg 
TNT 
5.16 98.3 - - - - 1.203 10.9 14.0 28% 
6 kg 
TNT 
7.63 131.7 - - - - 1.561 17.9 21.2 18% 
 
Since the TSP foldcore has a similar crushing resistance as aluminium foam, the RPPL 
material can be assumed for the TSP foldcore as shown in Figure 5-7, then the SDOF 
analysis can be applied for simplified calculation of core displacement. The cladding 
crushed distances are calculated based on the equation (5-6) and given in Table 5-2. 
Since the assumption of the material model in SDOF of cladding system analysis is 
RPPL, only the responses with aluminium foam and TSP foldcore are calculated due 
to the relatively low initial peak stress. Furthermore, the equation is derived under the 
condition that the fully densified state of cladding core is not reached. Aluminium 
foam becomes fully densified under 4 and 6 kg TNT explosion. Therefore, these two 
cases are not included in the analysis. The blast parameters Pr and I are taken from 
numerical simulations of the scenarios without cladding. Other parameters used in 
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equation (5-6) are calculated by using the dimensions of the foam, plate and their 
densities.  
The results of numerical (δ1) and analytical (δ2) predictions are matched well, 
indicating that the SDOF analysis can be used as a simplified tool to quickly design 
the cladding configuration. The only large discrepancy (141%) in centre deformation 
observed between numerical and analytical predictions appear in the cladding with 
TSP foldcore under 2 kg TNT explosion. This overestimation of the deformation in 
analytical prediction is caused by the idealized RPPL model, where initial peak of the 
crushing is not considered and only plastic stage is modelled, as shown in Figure 5-7. 
Therefore, under low blast intensities when the deformation of cladding core just 
reaches the plastic stage, the analytical prediction obtained using SDOF analysis based 
on perfect plastic deformation assumptions could be overestimated. Furthermore, the 
deformation and energy absorption of front plate of the cladding system is not 
considered in this SDOF approach. Thin layer of front plate or cladding with unevenly 
supported core structure could lead to slight overestimation in this SDOF approach as 
well. Overall the central displacements analytically predicted by using the above 
derived formula are in good agreement with the numerical results, indicating the 
derived formula can be used as a simplified tool to estimate the thickness required for 
cladding subjected to certain blast loading.  
5.5 Simplified design charts for folded TSP core  
As per the equation (5-5) derived by Hanssen et al (7), the minimum core height H, of 
foam sacrificial cladding is defined by the blast peak reflected pressure Pr, blast 
impulse I, plateau stress of foam 0 , densification strain εD, mass of the front plate M1 
and mass of the foam (cladding core) M0. However, the mass of the core M0 is not an 
independent parameter of the height of the core, H. Therefore, Equation (5-5) for the 
required core thickness (H), previously derived by Hanssen et al (7) is not the complete 
solution for the designing of the sacrificial cladding. Mass of the core, M0, and front 
plate, M1, are further defined by the density and the size of the core, as given below: 
0 fM HA   (5-7) 
1 f plateM n T A   (5-8) 
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where n is the ratio between plate density and foam (cladding core) density 𝜌𝑓, and 
Tplate is the thickness of the front plate. Substitute equation (5-7) & (5-8) into equation 
(5-5), it has 
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Since all parameters are positive numbers, 
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(5-11) 
where blast impulse I and blast peak reflected pressure Pr can be obtained from UFC 
(31). These two curves are fitted using Matlab as shown in Figure 5-9. Z is the scaled 
distance, R is the stand-off distance and W is the equivalent TNT mass in imperial 
units and to be converted to metric units before submitted into equation (5-11). 
Alternatively, fitted curves of reflected pressure (Pr) and impulse (I) in metric units 
can be found in (142), with the scaled distance ranged from 0.2 to 50 m/kg1/3. 
The fitted equation of the peak reflected blast pressure Pr is given as: 
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   (5-12) 
The fitted equation of reflected blast impulse I (i.e. Ir in Figure 5-9) is given as: 
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     (5-13) 
These fitted curves have the value of R2=0.9999 and 1.0000. Good fitting can also be 
seen from Figure 5-9. It is noted that all parameters in Figure 5-9 are in imperial units. 
The minimum required height of cladding core can then be predicted by equation (5-11) 
with any given blast load parameters. These blast loading parameters will be obtained 
from fitted curves (equations (5-12) & (5-13)) in imperial units and converted to metric 
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units for required cladding height calculation. Other parameters of the cladding, such 
as material, relative density, plateau stress and unit cell size of the TSP folded core are 
set the same as used in the previous sections.  
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Figure 5-9. Peak reflected pressure and reflected impulse for a spherical TNT 
explosion in free air (31) and fitted curves; note: values are read in imperial unit from 
graph and converted to metric units  
A total of around 1,000 calculations of required thickness with different stand-off 
distances and explosive weights are shown in Figure 5-10. The front plate thickness is 
set to be 5 mm made of aluminium with the density of 2700 kg/m3, cladding core is 
set to be 5% density of TSP foldcore with a densification strain of 0.7 and a plateau 
stress of 1.2 MPa which is calculated from average force of TSP foldcore under 2 kg 
TNT explosion in Chapter 5.3.2. Such cladding with similar plateau stress has been 
used for blast protection for RC slab and demonstrated the effectiveness of its blast 
mitigation capacity (116). The scaled distance of these blast loading cases, Z, is ranged 
between 0.5 and 3.7 ft/lb1/3 (0.2 to 1.46 m/kg1/3), the stand-off distance, R, varied from 
0.1 m to 30 m, and the equivalent TNT charge weight, W, is calculated accordingly. 
Since this proposed TSP foldcore is a layered structure, the foldcores can be stacked 
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by layers to achieve a larger height. The two blast parameters are manually selected 
so that the required height of cladding core is within practical range, varying from 10 
to 200 mm (equivalent to up to five layers of this TSP foldcore) as shown in the legend 
in Figure 5-10. As previously investigated (8), the multi-layered TSP foldcore 
performs similarly or superior than single layered TSP foldcore under the same blast 
loading condition, if the interlayer is thick enough and harder to deform than the core.  
 
Figure 5-10. Minimum height of cladding core required at various stand-off distances 
and blast loads; (L) 3D plot; (R) 2D plot with regions marked out based on 
performance 
As expected, the higher blast load or the smaller stand-off distance is, the thicker 
cladding core is required. The height of cladding core is determined by both blast 
impulse and peak blast pressure. It is worth noting that the two lines marked out 
Region II in Figure 5-10 (R) is roughly the boundary where this type of TSP foldcore 
would be effective and the region III marked in Figure 5-10 represents the area of 
unnecessity of the cladding with this type of TSP foldcore. In other words, under any 
explosion scenario with the equivalent TNT weight and stand-off distance falls in 
between the marked two lines (Region II), the structure behind the cladding can be 
effectively protected by using less than five layers of TSP foldcore. Under such 
scenario, the pressure transmitted to the protected structure will be greatly reduced to 
around the plateau stress of the cladding core as compare to the reflected peak blast 
pressure. For the blast scenario falling in Region III in Figure 5-10 (R), this cladding 
will have slight or even no deformation at all, due to the low blast pressure or low 
impulse. However, this current cladding configuration will not be effective and may 
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cause more damage to the structure behind the cladding for the explosion scenario 
falling in the region I shown in Figure 5-10 (R).  
This chapter is based on the proposed geometries of the TSP foldcore with the relative 
density of 5%. Various geometries, relative densities and material configurations 
including foam infill can be further investigated and their mechanical properties such 
as plateau stress and densification strain can be obtained. These material and 
mechanical parameters will affect the performance and the effectiveness of the 
cladding. They can be used as inputs in this SDOF approach for estimating the required 
height of core based on the maximum allowable force transmission to the protected 
structure and the blast load rating during the design phase.  
5.6 Summary 
Blast mitigation performance of sacrificial cladding with TSP foldcore as core is 
evaluated and compared with square honeycomb and aluminium foam of the same 
density in this chapter. The TSP foldcore demonstrates a rather uniform crushing 
resistance and a lower initial peak crushing force under blast loading compared with 
square honeycomb. This results in an easier initiating of the core deformation and a 
more efficient blast mitigation capability. Comparing with the aluminium foam, the 
TSP foldcore of the same mass has a higher average crushing force and a similar 
consistent collapsing resistance, therefore applicable to wider range of blast intensities. 
It is worth noting that the thickness of TSP foldcore cell wall can be reduced in order 
to reduce the initial peak stress during crushing and make it more feasible to fold while 
maintaining similar plateau stress as aluminium foam of higher density. The cladding 
performance in general is strongly blast load dependent, sacrificial cladding 
configurations are required to be selected based on blast loading parameters. Minimum 
required height of sacrificial cladding core is calculated by using the SDOF analysis 
of the sacrificial cladding system and the parameters of free air blast from UFC (31). 
The height of sacrificial cladding core can be estimated based on the basic cladding 
material and blast parameters, which could be useful for sacrificial cladding design.   
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Chapter 6. Numerical study of blast mitigation 
performance of foam filled TSP folded structure 
The related work in this chapter has been published in Structures. 
6.1 Introduction 
TSP foldcore is demonstrated effective in mitigating blast loading in Chapter 5. 
However, the wall thickness of TSP foldcore is limited due to the folding process, 
which limits further increase in density and compressive strength of the folded 
structure. Therefore, in this chapter, foam fillers are inserted into the TSP foldcores 
and their blast mitigation performances are investigated. Two shapes of filled foam, 
i.e. cubic and shaped rigid Polyurethane (PU) foam are considered. The foam infills 
provide constraints to the inclined sidewalls of TSP folded structure during the 
collapsing of the structure, therefore achieving the “1+1>2” effect. In other words, the 
foam filled TSP foldcore would have higher crushing resistance than the summation 
of stand-alone TSP foldcore and stand-alone foam block. Quasi-static crushing tests 
of foam filled TSP foldcore are carried out and the test results are used to calibrate the 
numerical model. Structural response of the proposed foam filled structure under 
different blast intensities is then simulated to evaluate its blast mitigation capacities. 
The responses of foam filled TSP foldcores are compared with non-foam filled TSP 
foldcore of the same density. Criteria such as peak load transmitted to protected 
structure, energy absorption and cladding centre displacement are used to evaluate the 
performance of the claddings with different configurations. 
6.2 Quasi-static crushing tests 
6.2.1 Materials 
Rigid PU foam has been widely used as insulation layer or shock absorbing material 
for transportation packages. Performance of PU foam has been also investigated as 
cladding for blast loading (18), or infill of sandwich panel against impact loading (105). 
Li Z, Chen W, Hao H. Numerical study of blast mitigation performance of folded 
structure with foam infill. Structures. 2019;20:581-93. 
DOI: doi.org/10.1016/j.istruc.2019.06.012 
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PU foam has similar crushing behaviour to aluminium foam which can be divided into 
three regimes: elastic, plastic and densification (18, 29).  
 
Figure 6-1. Engineering stress-strain curve of PU35, two yellow lines are the 
asymptotic lines which determine the densification strain D  at their intersection 
PU foam used in this chapter has a density of 35 kg/m3, named as PU35. Its mechanical 
properties are measured under quasi-static loading condition (2 mm/min,  =0.00033 
s-1) using Lloyd-Ametek EZ50 material testing machine. Cylindrical specimens with 
diameter of 100 mm and height of 100 mm are prepared for the material compression 
tests. The stress-strain curve is shown in Figure 6-1, where both the plateau stress 0  
and densification strain D  are marked. For material properties of aluminium 1060 
sheet, please refer to Chapter 4.3.1.  
6.2.2 Test setup  
A total of five cases are tested in this chapter including: 1) shaped foam; 2) cubic foam; 
3) TSP foldcore; 4) shaped foam filled TSP foldcore; 5) cubic foam filled TSP. The 
dimensions of single unit cell of shaped and cubic foam are shown in Figure 6-2 (a, 
b), respectively. Because the sidewalls are connected via triangle interconnections, as 
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shown in Figure 6-2 (c), the geometry of TSP foldcore is determined by three 
parameters only, please refer to Chapter 4.3. 
 
Figure 6-2. (a) dimension of cubic foam infill; (b) dimension of shaped foam infill; (c) 
TSP foldcore with four unit cells 
 
Figure 6-3. (a) steel base plate with 2 mm high boundary strip; (b) TSP foldcore 
without foam infill; (c) cubic foam units; (d) shaped foam units; (e) shaped foam filled 
TSP foldcore; (f) crushing of foldcore specimen 
All specimens are crushed under quasi-static loading condition with a constant loading 
rate of 1mm/min ( =0.00083 s-1) using Lloyd-Ametek EZ50 material testing machine. 
All specimens have four unit cells and the same height H of 20 mm. Imperfections are 
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inevitable at this stage as all specimens are manually folded. The designed base size 
of TSP foldcore is 80×80 mm whereas the actual base size of manually folded 
specimen is around 82×82mm, slightly larger than the designed size. To justify this 
handcrafting variations, three tests are carried out for each case, and the curve closest 
to the average is picked for analysis. It is worth noting that the variations between the 
specimens are between 10 to 15%, in terms of average crushing resistance. The foam 
and foldcore specimens are placed on a steel plate which has 2 mm high boundary 
strip to constrain the movement of outer bottom edges of the folded structure under 
lateral crushing. Neither fixing nor glue is applied between the supporting plate and 
the specimens. Specimens and base plate are shown in Figure 6-3.  
6.2.3 Crushing tests results 
 
Figure 6-4. Quasi-static crushing load-displacement curves of (a) cubic foam cases; 
(b) shaped foam cases 
The load-displacement curves of the five cases under quasi-static crushing are shown 
in Figure 6-4. The results are divided into two graphs as shown in Figure 6-4. One 
includes the cases of cubic foam, TSP foldcore and cubic foam filled foldcore. The 
other graph includes the cases with shaped foam, TSP foldcore and shaped foam filled 
foldcore. As shown in Figure 6-4 (a), the increment of crushing resistance from blue 
to black lines is slightly larger than the red dash line. In other words, the increase in 
crushing resistance TSP foldcore with cubic foam infill is larger than the crushing 
resistance of cubic foam itself. This is more obvious for the case with shaped foam, as 
shown in Figure 6-4 (b). The crushing resistance of shaped foam filled foldcore almost 
doubles that without foam fill, which is consistent with previous studies of foam filled 
tapered tubes (143, 144).  
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The significant enhancement in crushing resistance with foam fillers can be observed 
from Table 6-1 as well. The average crushing force is calculated from the zero strain 
to the densification strain, as given in Equation (1). Similar to Figure 6-1, the 
densification strain is estimated through the sudden rise in the load-displacement curve. 
For both cases of foam infills, the enhancements of average crushing resistance are 
obvious, where the cubic foam filled foldcore has an average crushing force of 1.85 
kN slightly greater than 1.49 kN+0.24 kN. Shaped foam filled foldcore has an average 
crushing force of 2.55 kN, which is 71% higher than TSP foldcore without infill and 
33% higher than the sum of the crushing resistance of the two components (1.49 
kN+0.43 kN), indicating a “1+1>2” effect.  
Table 6-1. Average crushing forces (Pave) of five specimens 
 TSP 
foldcore  
Cubic 
foam  
Shaped 
foam  
Cubic foam 
infilled foldcore 
Shaped foam 
infilled foldcore 
Pave 
(kN) 
1.49 0.24 0.43 1.85 2.55 
 
The significant increase in crushing resistance of light weight PU foam filled TSP 
foldcore is caused by the constraint effect to the foldcore sidewalls provided by the 
foam infill. Similar study of foam or honeycomb filled column had been conducted 
(98, 100, 145). It was suggested that the cause of increase in crushing resistance of 
foam filled single column can be divided into two parts, the direct compressive 
resistance of the foam infill and the constraint or interaction between foam and the 
column. For a single square column, the interaction between foam and column 
accounts for 80% of the direct compressive resistance of foam. This factor is strongly 
related to the geometry of the column. As given in Table 6-1, the increment of crushing 
resistance of cubic foam infill to TSP foldcore is 0.36 kN (1.85-1.49 kN) which is 
around 1.5 times the compressive resistance of cubic foam (0.24 kN). This means the 
interaction between cubic foam and foldcore sidewalls accounts for around 50% of the 
compressive resistance of the cubic foam. The effect of foam-wall interaction is more 
obvious for the shaped foam filled TSP foldcore. The increment of crushing resistance 
is 1.06 kN, around 2.47 times of the compressive resistance of shaped foam (0.43 kN), 
suggesting that the interaction between the shaped foam and sidewalls accounts for 
147% of the compressive resistance of the shaped foam. This is because the shaped 
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foam has the same inclined slope as the sidewalls of TSP foldcore. As discussed in the 
previous study (136), for the TSP foldcore without infill under compressive loading, 
the top edges of each unit cell tend to bend towards the centre opening, followed by 
the buckling of the sidewalls,. With the shaped foam infill, the bending of the top 
edges and buckling of the sidewall become much harder, as the foam infill provides 
support to the sidewalls from inside each unit cell. Therefore, this foam greatly 
increases the crushing resistance of TSP foldcore without adding too much weight or 
alter the crushing behaviour of the TSP foldcore itself. The foam filled TSP foldcores 
(cubic and shaped) have ideal crushing behaviour to be used as energy absorber with 
uniform collapsing, low ratio of initial peak to average stress and large densification 
strain.   
6.3 Numerical simulation for quasi-static loading 
6.3.1 Numerical modelling 
For the modelling of the folded structure and the base plate, please refer to Chapter 
4.3.2. The numerical models of two shapes of foam infilled TSP foldcore are shown 
in Figure 6-5.  
 
Figure 6-5. Numerical models of (a) cubic foam filled TSP foldcore; (b) shaped foam 
filled TSP foldcore, and the rigid base plate with outer boundary. Note a quarter of 
unit cell has been removed to illustrate the foam infill 
The material of PU foam sheet is modelled by *MAT063 CRUSHABLE FOAM. The 
material parameters and mechanical properties of PU foam are given in Figure 6-1 in 
chapter 6.2.1. The keyword *CONTACT INTERIOR is used for PU foam to eliminate 
the issue of negative volume for soft material under large deformation. Mesh 
convergence test of foam and TSP foldcore had been conducted in previous studies (9, 
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136), the same element size of 0.5 mm is used for the model in this chapter. The total 
number of elements is around 155,000. It takes about 23 hours of CPU time for each 
case of the quasi-static simulation and around 3 hours for each blast loading simulation. 
The computer used has the configuration of 8-core Intel Xeon CPU and 32 GB of 
RAM. 
6.3.2 Model validation 
 
Figure 6-6. Load-displacement curves of TSP foldcore specimens with (a) cubic foam 
infill; (b) shaped foam infill, from both experiments (Exp) and FE simulations (FE) 
Structural responses of all cases obtained from quasi-static crushing tests and finite 
element analysis are compared in Figure 6-6. The experimental and numerical results 
including initial peak crushing force, Ppeak, average crushing force Pave, uniformity 
ratio, U, and densification strain, εD are listed in Table 6-2. The densification strain is 
estimated using the displacement where sudden increase in crushing resistance occurs, 
dived by the overall height of the core. The numerical results including average 
crushing force and densification strain of all foldcore specimens are in good agreement 
with the experimental data. However, large discrepancies of initial peak force (Ppeak) 
between numerical simulation and tests are observed. This initial differences of 
crushing resistance are caused by the inevitable imperfection, as all the foldcore 
specimens were prepared manually. As shown in Figure 6-3, slight gaps and uneven 
level of the TSP foldcore unit cell exist. The top surface may not be perfectly at the 
same level. During the test, the top surface of foam or top edges of TSP foldcore are 
not perfectly in contact with the top loading plate at the same time. The higher part of 
the foldcore is in contact with the crushing plate and deforms firstly which led to a 
smaller initial stiffness of the foldcore and smaller crushing force than FE results. The 
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numerical results matches well with the testing results after the entire core is in contact 
with the top crushing plate. Similar discrepancy in initial crushing stress between FE 
and test results has been reported in the hand-folded structure owing to the same reason 
(87). A machine pressed Miura-type foldcore using forming dies also showed a lower 
initial peak stress than FE result (81) owing to imperfect manufacturing.  
Table 6-2. Key parameters from experiments (Exp) and FE simulations (FE)  
Specimens Ppeak
 (kN) Pave (kN) U= Ppeak /Pave εD 
TSP foldcore 
Exp 1.78 1.49 1.19 0.70 
FE 2.59 1.83 1.42 0.71 
Cubic foam  
Exp 0.20 0.24 0.83 0.75 
FE 0.20 0.21 0.95 0.72 
Shaped foam  
Exp 0.26 0.43 0.60 0.73 
FE 0.25 0.39 0.64 0.72 
Cubic foam filled 
TSP foldcore 
Exp 2.14 1.85 1.16 0.70 
FE 2.89 2.27 1.27 0.71 
Shaped foam filled 
TSP foldcore 
Exp 3.01 2.55 1.18 0.71 
FE 3.50 3.04 1.15 0.72 
 
Damage mode of the shaped foam filled TSP foldcore from numerical simulation and 
test is shown in Figure 6-7. Similar damage mode can be observed. The sidewalls bend 
towards the centre of unit cell. The sidewalls on the outer edges of the specimen buckle 
toward outside of the plate (marked as 1), where some face buckling along the 
interconnections between sidewalls are presented (marked as 2). The inner faces that 
connected to other unit cells also buckle toward the centre of unit cell as circled 
(marked as 3). However, comparing to the numerical results, the damage mode of the 
crushed specimen from testing is less symmetric and the damage is more randomly 
distributed.  
Overall, the numerical results are in good agreement with the test results as similar 
values for average crushing force and densification strain are obtained for all cases. 
The objective of this chapter is to investigate the effect of foam infill on the blast 
resistant performance of the TSP foldcore as sacrificial cladding. Due to the perfect 
geometry of the foldcore in the numerical model, numerical results overestimate the 
initial stiffness of the structure and thereby overestimate the initial peak stress 
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comparing to the test results. The higher value of initial peak force leads to a larger 
peak load transmitted to the protected structure when used as sacrificial cladding under 
blast loading. Therefore, the numerical model provides a slightly conservative 
prediction for the foldcore as sacrificial cladding.    
 
Figure 6-7. Damage mode of shaped foam filled TSP foldcore (a) FE; (b) experiment 
6.3.3 Damage mode comparison 
As shown in the chapter 6.3.2, the foam filled TSP foldcores demonstrate higher 
average crushing resistance than the sum of the crushing resistance of two components. 
The damage modes of three specimens are compared and discussed in this section to 
explain this observation. Damage modes of three different TSP foldcores at crushed 
distance of 10 mm (i.e. 0.5 strain) are shown in Figure 6-8 (a-c) respectively. For the 
TSP foldcore without foam infill as shown in Figure 6-8 (a), the sidewalls around outer 
boundary bend vertically towards unit cell centre (as circled and marked as 1), other 
deformations such as corner lift-up and buckling along the intersection of faces can 
also be observed. For cubic foam filled foldcore, shown in Figure 6-8 (b), the damage 
mode of the foldcore is similar to that without foam. Due to the presence of the foam, 
the sidewalls experience higher resistance on inward bending, resulting in a slight 
increase in the lateral crushing resistance of the cubic foam infilled foldcore.  
With the shaped foam infill, the damage mode is quite different from the other two 
cases. In the numerical results as shown in Figure 6-8 (c), some sidewalls on the outer 
edges are no longer bending vertically towards centre. For instance, the right side of 
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the sidewalls in Figure 6-8 (c) bends horizontally near the middle plane towards the 
outer boundary, while the top edge of these sidewalls rolls towards centre of each unit 
cell (as circled and marked as 2). This is because the sidewalls of the foldcore and the 
shaped foam have the same inclined angle. Under lateral crushing, the inward vertical 
bending (marked as 1) of TSP foldcore sidewalls is much harder to occur due to 
resistance from the shaped foam. With the bottom edges of foldcore sidewalls 
constrained by strips on base plate, the sidewalls bend horizontally at middle height. 
The insertion of shaped foam greatly increases the crushing resistance of the TSP 
foldcore. It provides extra support to the sidewalls of TSP foldcore under lateral 
crushing which greatly increases the force required for the sidewalls to deform towards 
centre of unit cell. In the quasi-static crushing tests, similar change of deformation 
mode can be observed from inward vertical bending (marked as 1) for foldcore without 
foam to horizontal bending (marked as 2) for shaped foam filled foldcore, as shown in 
Figure 6-8 (d) & (e).  
 
Figure 6-8. Damage modes of specimens at 10 mm crushed distance (i.e. strain of 0.5) 
(a) FE results of TSP foldcore; (b) FE results of cubic foam filled foldcore; (c) FE 
results of shaped foam filled foldcore (d) crushing test of TSP foldcore without foam 
infill; (e) crushing test of shaped foam filled TSP foldcore; Note: d and e are not at 
the same crushed distance  
6.4 Blast mitigation capability of foam infilled TSP 
foldcore 
6.4.1 Sacrificial cladding set up 
As previously studied, sacrificial cladding with TSP foldcore as core outperforms 
conventional honeycomb, Miura-type foldcore and aluminium foam of similar density 
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in terms of blast mitigation capability (9, 10). This finite element analysis study is 
aimed to evaluate blast mitigation capability of foam filled TSP foldcore are 
considered. Four cladding configurations: no cladding, TSP foldcore without foam 
infill, cubic foam filled TSP foldcore and shaped foam filled TSP foldcore. The 
dimensions of unit cell of the TSP foldcore including the foam infill are doubled with 
respect to the quasi-static case to have a more practical height of 40 mm as sacrificial 
cladding. The dimension of TSP foldcore unit cell is scaled from 40×40×20 mm to 
80×80×40 mm for the blast cladding simulation. The same boundary conditions are 
applied for the cladding simulation. No glue nor fixing is applied between the front 
plate, core and the base plate. The base plate is set as rigid plate with a 2 mm-high 
boundary around the outer edges of the base plate to constrain the in-plane movement 
of the foldcore sidewalls.  
Table 6-3. Mass distribution of four cladding core configurations with average core 
density of 100 kg/m3 
Parameter TSP 
foldcore 
Cubic foam filled 
TSP foldcore 
Shaped foam filled 
TSP foldcore 
Wall thickness (mm) 0.708 0.658 0.604 
Mass of foam (g)  - 7.3 15.1 
Mass of foldcore (g) 102.4 95.1 87.3 
Average core density 
(kg/m3) 
100 100 100 
 
In the numerical model, mechanical properties for both PU foam and aluminium 
remain unchanged. The densities and overall masses of three foldcore configurations 
are kept the same by varying the wall thickness of TSP foldcore. Masses of these 
cladding cores are listed in Table 6-3, where the average core density of the core is 
kept constant as 100 kg/m3. This density is approximately equal to 3.7% relative 
density of aluminium foam, which is a common material used as core of sacrificial 
cladding (7, 35, 116). However, this density of 3.7% used in the chapter is lower than 
that of aluminium foam which has the minimum relative density of 5% available on 
the market (139). The top skin of the cladding made of aluminium 1060 is set as 
160×160×5 mm for all four cladding configurations. The front plate is constructed 
with solid element in LS-DYNA. It is worth noting that Aluminium has an 
insignificant strain rate effect (65), and the PU foam also has low strain-rate sensitivity 
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especially under higher strain rate (e.g. 2000 s-1) (20). Therefore, the strain rate effect 
is not considered in the numerical analysis. 
The keyword *LOAD BLAST ENHANCED is used to generate blast loading in LS-
DYNA. Different blast intensities are considered by varying the explosive weight. The 
stand-off distance is set at 1500 mm above the centre of the cladding front plate which 
is in accordance with the previous field-testing for sacrificial claddings (115, 116). For 
the structure without sacrificial cladding, the stand-off distance is 1545 mm, as the 
cladding has a height of 40 mm plus the 5 mm-thick front plate.  
6.4.2 Structural response 
6.4.2.1 Transmitted force 
Table 6-4. Peak transmitted force, peak crushed distance at centre and energy 
absorption by parts of different cladding configurations under various blast intensities 
Cladding types 
Ppeak 
(kN) 
Peak crushed 
distance at centre 
δ (mm) 
Energy absorption 
(J) 
by TSP 
foldcore 
by foam  
1 kg TNT 
1.5 
m/kg1/3 
No cladding 34.3 - - - 
TSP foldcore 33.9 1.6 37 - 
Cubic foam filled  25.7 2.3 35 2 
Shaped foam filled 32.3 2.7 40 3 
2 kg 
TNT 
1.19 
m/kg1/3 
No cladding 67.1 - - - 
TSP foldcore 38.5 9.1 147 - 
Cubic foam filled  35.0 9.2 141 8 
Shaped foam filled 37.7 10.0 148 15 
4 kg  TNT 
0.95 
m/kg1/3 
No cladding 132.1 - - - 
TSP foldcore 39.2 22.2 567 - 
Cubic foam filled 36.0 24.5 555 25 
Shaped foam filled 31.4 27.8 540 65 
 
The blast intensities from the detonation of 1, 2 and 4 kg of TNT explosion are 
considered. The time history curves of transmitted force to the base structure with 
different cladding configurations are shown in Figure 6-9 to Figure 6-12. Other 
parameters are given in Table 6-4. The transmitted load-time history curves are 
obtained from FE result by plotting the reaction forces exerted on base plate of 
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structure. The purpose of using sacrificial cladding is to mitigate blast pressure and 
reduce the force transmitted to the protected structure. Under blast loading, the front 
plate moves toward the protected structure and crushes the core of sacrificial cladding. 
The crushing strength of cladding core is usually much lower than the peak blast 
pressure, thus reduces the force transmitted during the deformation of the core. Hence, 
these time-history curves of transmitted force to base structure are used to evaluate the 
performances and the peak transmitted load to protected structure is selected as the 
main criterion for the evaluation.  
 
Figure 6-9. Computed time-history of transmitted forces to protected structure under 
1kg TNT explosion at 1.5 m stand-off distance of four cladding configurations (a) no 
cladding and TSP foldcore without foam infill; (b) cubic foam filled TSP foldcore; (c) 
shaped foam filled TSP foldcore 
As can be observed in Figure 6-9, the peak value of force transmitted to the base 
structure from TSP foldcore is similar to the case without cladding under 1 kg TNT 
explosion weight. By using two types of foam filled TSP foldcores as cladding, the 
peak transmitted force slightly reduces, while the peak crushed distance at panel center 
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increases slightly. Similar responses can be observed for these three cladding 
configurations (TSP foldcore, cubic and shaped foam filled TSP foldcores). The 
transmitted force history curves start with an initial peak and sudden reduction, 
followed by a more consistent plateau stage and gradual reduction to zero.  
The results shown in Figure 6-9 indicate that the three types of TSP foldcores have 
insignificant mitigation capability on the protected structure under this blast intensity, 
which is too low for cladding to effectively mitigate shock waves. As previously 
studied (9, 35), each cladding system is only effective under certain blast scenarios. 
For the case of 1 kg TNT explosion at 1.5 m stand-off distance considered here, these 
cladding cores have very little deformation due to the low blast pressure comparing to 
the collapsing stress of the cladding core. Limited energy is absorbed in this process, 
thus resulting in a less effective blast mitigation performance of these claddings.  
 
Figure 6-10. Computed time-history of transmitted forces to protected structure under 
2kg TNT explosion at 1.5m stand-off distance of four cladding configurations (a) no 
cladding and TSP foldcore without foam infill; (b) cubic foam filled TSP foldcore; (c) 
shaped foam filled TSP foldcore 
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The time-history curves of the transmitted force under 2 kg TNT explosion are shown 
in Figure 6-10. Comparing to the unprotected structure, the peak transmitted force is 
reduced by 42.6%, 47.8% and 45.8% for TSP foldcore without foam infill, cubic and 
shaped foam filled TSP foldcores, respectively. Similar to the 1kg TNT explosion, the 
peak transmitted force of TSP foldcore is slightly higher than that of the shaped foam 
filled TSP, followed by the cubic foam filled TSP. However, during the later stage of 
crushing, slight rise in transmitted force can be observed for the shaped foam filled 
TSP foldcore between 1.5 and 2 ms (Figure 6-10 c), which indicates the increase of 
crushing resistance due to the compacting of the foam at the later stage of deformation. 
Very little increase can be observed from the cubic foam filled cladding (Figure 6-10 
b) and the cladding without foam infill (Figure 6-10 a) from 1.5 to 2 ms.  
 
Figure 6-11. Computed time-history of transmitted forces to protected structure under 
4kg TNT explosion at 1.5m stand-off distance of four cladding configurations (a) no 
cladding and TSP foldcore without foam infill; (b) cubic foam filled TSP foldcore; (c) 
shaped foam filled TSP foldcore 
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The results from the scenario of 4kg TNT explosion is shown in Figure 6-11. 
Compared to the case of unprotected structure, the peak transmitted force is reduced 
by 70.3%, 72.7% and 74.8% using TSP foldcore cladding without foam infill, cubic 
and shaped foam filled TSP foldcores as cladding, respectively. Good blast mitigation 
capabilities are demonstrated for all the three cladding configurations. The peak 
transmitted force to protected structure remains similar in value with the increasing 
blast intensities (1, 2 and 4kg TNT) as shown in Figure 6-9 to Figure 6-11. Low 
uniformity ratio, which is the ratio between peak force and average force, is also 
shown for all three cladding configurations. It is worth noting that loading duration 
under 4 kg TNT explosion is not the same for these three claddings. The foam filled 
TSP foldcore shows longer loading duration starting from 0.8 ms to 2.1 ms (Figure 
6-11 b&c). For the foldcore without foam infill, the loading finishes at around 1.9 ms, 
which leads to slightly less energy absorption.  
As previously studied, TSP foldcore without foam infill demonstrated superior blast 
mitigation capability over conventional square honeycomb and aluminium foam of the 
same weight (9). The performances of foam filled TSP foldcore, however, show no 
significant difference with the non-foam filled case. The foam filled TSP foldcores 
including cubic and shaped foams have a lower peak transmitted force but a slightly 
larger peak crushed distance compared to the TSP foldcore without foam infill of the 
same mass. This indicates that under blast loading, the cubic and shaped foam infilled 
TSP foldcores are slightly easier to deform as compared with the TSP foldcore without 
infill which has slightly thicker walls (i.e. 0.708 mm). This slightly lower value of 
initial peak transmitted force of foam filled TSP foldcore is caused by the difference 
in wall thickness, as given in Table 6-3. The initial peak force of TSP foldcore is 
strongly correlated to the thickness of the vertical triangular interconnections between 
sidewalls. It was found that the initial peak crushing force of honeycomb structure had 
a power relationship with the wall thickness (13). Slight increase in wall thickness 
may lead to a significant increase in initial peak force for these cellular structures with 
vertical faces, such as this TSP foldcore. 
It can be concluded that the shaped and cubic foam infilled foldcores have slightly 
better performance in mitigating the peak blast loading transmitted to protected 
structure than the foldcore without any foam infill when the blast intensities are 
sufficiently large. The foam filled TSP foldcore can further reduce the peak force 
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transmitted to the protected structure, and the peak centre crushed distance is larger as 
compared to the case without foam infill, implying more energy dissipation. However, 
when the blast intensities are small, the blast mitigation performance of three foldcores 
(TSP foldcore, cubic and shaped foam filled TSP foldcores) are similar in terms of 
peak transmitted force to the protected structure. As mentioned previously, this is 
because of limited plastic deformation of the cladding core under low intensity of 
explosion. It is also worth mentioning that due to the conservation of momentum, the 
duration of the loading transferring to protected structure is proportional to the 
reduction in peak stress level, and the impulse transmitted is not necessarily reduced. 
The global response of the structure may not be affected with this added sacrificial 
cladding. The sacrificial cladding act as a local protective structure to mitigate local 
damage caused by the high peak pressure. Similar results have been observed in the 
previous studies of aluminium foam and PU foam as sacrificial cladding for structure 
(7, 18). 
6.4.2.2 Damage mode 
 
Figure 6-12. Comparison of computed damage mode of TSP foldcore without foam 
under (a) Quasi-static crushing; (b) Blast loading of 4 kg TNT explosion 
The damage modes of these TSP foldcores with three foam configurations are very 
different from those under quasi-static loading. The comparison of computed 
deformation of TSP foldcore without foam under two different loading conditions is 
shown in Figure 6-12. The inward vertical bending of the sidewall under quasi-static 
loading changes to the top edge horizontal bending of the sidewalls under dynamic 
loading. This change in deformation mode is caused by the inertia effect and the 
inertial stabilization effect of the lower part of the sidewall under higher crushing 
speed, as explained in the previous study (146). As shown in Chapter 6.3.3, under 
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quasi-static loading, the damage modes are different for all three configurations of the 
foldcores, resulting in different crushing resistances among the three foldcores. 
However, under blast loading with 1, 2 and 4 kg TNT blast scenarios, the performances 
of these claddings including peak transmitted force and energy absorption are similar 
owing to the similar damage mode under dynamic loading. 
 
 
Figure 6-13. Cladding core computed deformation of (a) TSP foldcore; (b) cubic foam 
filled; (c) shaped foam filled, at the maximum displacement under 4 kg TNT explosion 
at 1.5m stand-off distance; Note the front plate is removed for illustration 
The computed damage modes of three cladding configurations, i.e., TSP foldcore, 
cubic foam filled and shaped foam filled TSP foldcore are shown in Figure 6-13. The 
vertical mid-plane cross-section views at early and later stages during deformation 
under both loading conditions are shown in Figure 6-14. Similar change of 
deformation mode of TSP foldcore without foam infill was observed as in the previous 
study (146) under different loading rates. As shown in Figure 6-14, the deformation 
modes under blast loading are almost identical for the three foldcore configurations 
despite different foam geometries. The top edges of the TSP foldcore bend towards 
centre opening, and the sidewalls buckle along the horizontal middle line of each 
sidewall face which is different from the quasi-static damage mode shown in Figure 
6-8 and Figure 6-14 (a, c). The cubic foam is not in contact with sidewall and provides 
no support to the foldcore at the early stage of deformation, as can be seen in Figure 
6-14 (b). Under quasi-static loading, the shaped foam is in full contact with the 
sidewalls of TSP foldcore and provides support to the sidewalls since the starting of 
the deformation as shown in Figure 6-14 (c, e). This is caused by the inward vertical 
bending of the sidewalls. However, under dynamic loading, the deformation is more 
locally distributed along the top edges of the sidewalls therefore resulting in only 
partial contact to the foam, as in Figure 6-14 (d, f). Due to the change of deformation 
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mode of the sidewalls under dynamic loading, shaped foam only provides support to 
sidewalls at the later stage of the deformation when sidewalls buckle and are in full 
contact with the foam infill, as shown in Figure 6-14 (c, d). Similarly, under lower 
blast intensities where the deformation is small and the sidewalls are not in full contact 
with the foam, the foam infill provides little support to the sidewalls and thus leads to 
less effectiveness of the foam infill.  
 
Figure 6-14. Mid plane cross-section view of the TSP foldcores with (a, b) cubic and 
(c, d) shaped foam infill at the early and later stages of computed deformation under 
two loading conditions; (e, f) damage modes of shaped foam filled TSP foldcore at the 
early stage under two loading conditions 
The effect of the foam-wall interaction at later stage can also be confirmed in the 
transmitted force time-history curves as shown in Figure 6-10 and Figure 6-11, where 
the shaped foam infilled TSP foldcore shows higher transmitted force than the other 
two configurations at the later stage of the loading, i.e. from 1.5 to 2.0 ms. At later 
stage of the deformation, the foldcore sidewalls buckled and come in full contact with 
the shaped foam which provides extra support. Therefore, the noticeable difference in 
initial peak force is mostly caused by the wall thickness of the TSP foldcores rather 
than by the foam infills.  
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6.4.2.3 Energy absorption 
Specific energy absorption (SEA) of the components including the TSP foldcore and 
the foam infills are shown in Figure 6-15 for three cladding configurations and blast 
intensities. Significant increase of SEA along with the increasing blast load can be 
observed for all components of three cladding cases. It can be found that the TSP 
foldcore has a higher SEA than the foam infill under any blast intensity. This is due to 
the material difference between PU foam and aluminium.  
 
Figure 6-15. Specific energy absorption (SEA) of different parts of three cladding 
configurations under different blast intensities 
The SEA of shaped foam is lower than that of cubic foam under 1, 2 kg TNT explosion, 
and higher than that of cubic foam under 4 kg TNT explosion. This can be explained 
by the geometry of the foam infill. Under lower blast intensity, only the top part of 
shaped foam deforms during the process and the sidewalls are not in full contact with 
the foam, therefore foam provides little support to the sidewalls as shown in Chapter 
6.4.2.2. With higher blast intensity, the larger portion of the shaped foam is deformed. 
Because of its increasing cross-section area from top to bottom, higher crushing 
resistance of shaped foam at the later stage of the deformation can be observed as 
shown in Figure 6-11. Furthermore, the SEA of TSP foldcore increases when the 
shaped foam is inserted. Due to the buckling of the sidewalls at the later stage of the 
deformation, extra support is provided to the foldcore sidewalls by the shaped foam, 
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which increases the crushing resistance of the TSP foldcore at the later stage. 
Therefore, SEA of shaped foam filled foldcore is higher than that of the other two 
cases under intensive blast load, where larger deformation occurs.  
6.4.3 Influence of density 
Table 6-5. Mass distribution of three cladding core configurations with average core 
density of 150 kg/m3 
Configuration TSP 
foldcore  
Cubic foam infilled 
TSP foldcore 
Shaped foam infilled 
TSP foldcore 
Wall thickness (mm) 1.062 1.011 0.958 
Mass of foam (g)  - 7.3 15.1 
Mass of foldcore (g) 153.6 146.3 138.5 
Density of core (kg/m3) 150 150 150 
 
In this section, claddings with average core density of 150 kg/m3 are simulated under 
7kg TNT explosion at 1.5m stand-off distance. This is to match the minimum density 
of one of the most common cladding core materials, i.e. 150 kg/m3 aluminium foam 
with 5% relative density (139). Furthermore, the initial peak crushing force is in power 
relationship with wall thickness for cellular structures. The effect of wall thickness of 
the TSP foldcore on the initial peak force is greatly reduced with higher average core 
density of the core, and the effect of foam infill is more obvious. Given the overall 
core density of 100 kg/m3 same as the previous section, the wall thickness of TSP 
foldcore has a difference of 17.2% between the cladding without foam and the 
cladding with shaped foam infill. This difference reduces to 8.9% for the core density 
of 150 kg/m3. Only overall core density and the blast loading are changed in this 
section, other parameters and boundary conditions are kept the same as in the previous 
sections. The configurations of three cladding cores are given in Table 6-5. 
Structural responses of the three claddings and the case with no cladding are listed in 
Table 6-6 and the transmitted force time-history curves are shown in Figure 6-16. The 
peak value of the transmitted force to the protected structure is very different for three 
configurations of claddings. The peak force is reduced by 50.8% for the cladding with 
TSP foldcore as compared to the unprotected case. For the two cases with foam infill, 
the peak transmitted force is reduced by 69.6% and 71.1% for the cubic and shaped 
foam filled foldcores, respectively. This difference in initial peak force is mainly 
caused by the variation of sidewall thickness. The cellular structure with thicker wall 
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greatly increases the peak crushing force and greatly affects their crushing behaviours 
under dynamic loading due to the increasing inertia effect and the stabilization effect 
provided by the adjacent connecting faces (17).  
Table 6-6. Peak transmitted force, peak crushed distance at centre and energy 
absorption by parts of different cladding configurations under 7 kg TNT explosion at 
1.5 m stand-off distance 
Cladding types Ppeak
 (kN) 
Peak crushed 
distance at centre δ 
(mm) 
Energy absorption (J) 
by TSP 
foldcore 
by foam 
Without cladding 213.5 - - - 
TSP foldcore  105.0 25.3 1328 - 
Cubic foam filled 64.9 27.3 1253 32 
Shaped foam filled 61.6 29.6 1241 98 
 
 
Figure 6-16. Computed time-history of transmitted forces to protected structure under 
4kg TNT explosion at 1.5 m stand-off distance of four cladding configurations (a) no 
cladding and TSP foldcore without foam infill; (b) cubic foam filled TSP foldcore; (c) 
shaped foam filled TSP foldcore  
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Furthermore, a prolonged force-transmitting phase can be observed for the foam filled 
TSP foldcore as cladding. The force transmitting to the protected structure stops at 
around 1.5 ms for the cladding with TSP foldcore and 1.7 ms for the claddings with 
cubic and shaped foam filled TSP foldcore. The time-history curves of cubic foam and 
shaped foam infilled TSP foldcores are almost identical at the early stage of the 
loading (less than 1 ms). As explained previously, the deformation mode of the TSP 
foldcore under blast loading is different from that crushed under quasi-static loading. 
The top edges of the foldcore sidewalls bend towards unit cell centre under high 
loading rate, followed by the middle face buckling of the sidewalls. Therefore, the 
shaped foam infill provides little support to the sidewall at the early stage of the 
deformation under dynamic loading. However, slight crushing resistance increase is 
shown in the later stage of deformation (after 1.3 ms) for the shaped foam infilled TSP 
foldcore. This is caused by the support provided by the shaped foam to the buckled 
sidewalls, which is similar to the scenario shown in Figure 6-13 and Figure 6-14.  
A great reduction in transmitted force is demonstrated for foam filled foldcores in this 
section (i.e. 7 kg TNT blast scenario). A further 41% reduction for shaped foam filled 
TSP foldcore is achieved comparing to the foldcore with foam infill. However, in the 
previous section (i.e. 1, 2, 4 kg TNT blast scenarios), the peak force reduction with 
three cladding configurations are similar. As higher overall core density is required 
for mitigation of higher blast loading (7 kg TNT blast), wall thickness increases for 
the case without foam infill which lead to increase in initial peak crushing resistance. 
This indicates that the foam infill is more effective than simply increasing the wall 
thickness of the foldcores to mitigate blast loading of higher intensity. In other words, 
to increase the blast mitigation capacity, the crushing resistance of cladding shall be 
increased which can be achieved by either thickening sidewall of foldcore or inserting 
lightweight foam. Foam insertion shows superior peak transmitted force reduction 
than using thicker wall of foldcore when experiencing higher intensity of blast loading.  
6.5 Summary 
The crushing behaviour under quasi-static loading condition and the blast mitigation 
capacity of foam filled TSP foldcore are examined in this chapter. Under quasi-static 
crushing, significant increase in crushing resistance of shaped foam filled TSP 
foldcore is observed, due to extra support provided by the foam to the foldcore 
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sidewalls. Experimental results show that under quasi-static loading, the crushing 
resistance of shaped foam filled TSP foldcore is higher than the summation of two 
stand-alone components, indicating an effect of “1+1>2”. A numerical model is 
developed and verified against the quasi-static test. The calibrated numerical model is 
then used for the simulation of sacrificial cladding under various blast intensities. 
Significant reductions in peak transmitted force are observed for all claddings. The 
global damage may not be greatly reduced due to the mechanism of the sacrificial 
cladding (7, 35), as the total impulse transmitted on the protected structure is not 
greatly affected by the cladding configurations. The added cladding acts as a protective 
structure to reduce the local damage on the structure, which is often caused by the high 
peak pressure in the event of blast.  
Unlike quasi-static crushing test, both foam infilled (cubic and shaped) TSP foldcores 
show similar blast mitigation capability as the TSP foldcore without foam infill under 
lower blast intensities (i.e. 1, 2, 4 kg TNT). This is because of the change of the 
deformation mode under blast loading as compared to quasi-static crushing. The 
shaped foam provides little support to the sidewalls during the early bending of the 
top edges of foldcore towards the center under blast loading. The crushing resistance 
has a slight rise at the later stage of the crushing due to compacting of the foam and 
the buckling at middle of sidewalls. It is also worth noting that under dynamic loading, 
shaped foam infill is more effective at the later stage of the foldcore deformation. The 
constraint provided to the TSP foldcore sidewalls by the shaped foam infill becomes 
active only when they are in contact with the foldcore at the later stage of deformation.  
Furthermore, the foldcore of higher density is studied under higher blast intensity (i.e. 
7 kg TNT blast). It shows that both foam filled foldcores have much lower initial peak 
force transmitted to the protected structure as compared to the foldcore without foam 
infill, and the foam filled TSP foldcore experiences slightly larger peak centre 
displacement. Therefore, to withstand blast load of higher intensity, PU foam can be 
inserted inside the foldcore and it is more effective than simply increasing the wall 
thickness by yielding a much greater reduction in peak transmitted force to protected 
structure.  
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Chapter 7. Experimental study of multi-layer 
folded truncated structures under dynamic 
crushing 
The related work in this chapter has been published in International Journal of Impact 
Engineering. 
7.1 Introduction  
In Chapter 3 to 6, Open-top Truncated Square Pyramid (TSP) folded kirigami structure 
with interconnected sidewalls is proposed and investigated. Its crushing behaviours 
under quasi-static and dynamic crushing are numerically studied and compared with 
the existing cube-strip kirigami foldcore. Due to its unique geometry, superior 
performance of TSP foldcore is demonstrated (136, 146). It has a high average 
crushing resistance, low initial peak force and low loading rate sensitivity. Blast 
mitigation capability of sacrificial cladding with TSP folded structure as core is 
investigated in (9), the effect of foam fillers is investigated in (147). It should be noted 
that the above studies are based primarily on numerical simulations and single-layer 
set-up. Experimental tests were conducted only under quasi-static loading conditions. 
As for composite structures, crushing behaviours of structures could significantly be 
affected by loading rates and layer configurations (43, 148). Therefore, the 
performance of the proposed foldcores under dynamic loading conditions need be 
experimentally verified. The concept of reusable multi-layer set-up for proposed 
foldcore shall be tested as well. 
In this chapter, multi-layer truncated square pyramid and truncated triangular pyramid 
folded structures are investigated experimentally under various crushing speeds. The 
results and observations are used to further confirm the conclusions obtained in the 
previous numerical studies (9, 136, 146, 149) based on single-layer truncated pyramid 
foldcore. Unlike conventional energy absorbing sandwich panels, such as honeycomb 
and foam panels where the core and skins are often permanently bonded, this multi-
Li Z, Chen W, Hao H, Cui J, Shi Y. Experimental study of multi-layer folded 
truncated structures under dynamic crushing. International Journal of Impact 
Engineering. 2019;131:111-22. DOI: doi.org/10.1016/j.ijimpeng.2019.05.010 
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layer design does not require any fixed bonding between foldcore and skin plates as 
shown in Figure 7-1. This allows the replacement of the deformed core after each 
loading and the interlayer plates can be reused. Furthermore, with this multi-layer 
design, the height of sandwich panel can be easily adjusted on site by simply adding 
or removing layers in order to suit the specific loading scenarios. In this chapter, 
single-layer TSP foldcore is firstly compared with multi-layer TSP under quasi-static 
loading condition. The effects of crushing speed, foldcore wall thickness and base 
shape are then experimentally investigated for the multi-layer folded sandwich panels. 
Reusability of the multi-layer set up is also examined, only one set of plates and rods 
is used for all the tested specimens by simply replacing the foldcores after each loading.  
 
Figure 7-1. Multi-layer set up of Truncated Square Pyramid (TSP) folded sandwich 
structure 
7.2 Geometric parameters and specimen folding 
Pre-cut patterns, folding configurations and folding creases of truncated triangular 
pyramid (TTP) and truncated square pyramid (TSP) foldcore used in this chapter are 
shown in Figure 7-2 with geometric parameters marked out. For the geometric 
parameters and their relationships of the TTP and TSP single unit cell, please refer to 
Chapter 4.2. 
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Figure 7-2. Folding configurations and pre-cut patterns for TTP and TSP foldcores 
Table 7-1. Designed geometric parameters of manually folded specimens 
Fold
core 
a 
mm 
b 
mm 
H 
mm 
c 
mm 
l  
mm 
γ 
degree 
β 
degree 
α 
degree 
x 
mm 
t 
mm 
𝝆𝒗 
% 
TTP 40 20 20 21 23 64 60 34 20 0.15 2.7 
TSP 40 20 20 22 24 67 55 22 21 0.26 2.7 
The specimens were prepared using Aluminium 1060 with thickness of 0.15 mm (for 
TTP foldcore) and 0.26 mm (for TSP foldcore), which give a volumetric density 
around 2.7% for both foldcores. The designed geometries of the different foldcores 
are listed in Table 7-1. Material properties of Aluminium 1060, which has a minimum 
aluminium content of 99.6% (150) are listed in Table 7-2. The measured true stress-
strain curve of aluminium 1060 is shown in Chapter 4.3.1 (9). Multiple thin sheets 
were firstly stacked together and clamped using thicker plates. The clamped stacked 
sheets were then cut into designed pattern shown in Figure 7-2, using water jet cutting 
machine. Multiple patterned sheets can be cut in one go. These patterned sheets are 
then manually folded into the designed TTP and TSP structures. To better suit the 
crushing head which is later used for quasi-static and dynamic crushing, the foldcores 
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are designed as connected multiple units. Four units are connected for each TSP 
foldcore specimen and six unit cells for each TSP foldcore specimen as shown in 
Figure 7-2.  
 
Figure 7-3. Inter-plate of TTP and TSP foldcores with 2 mm high boundary (after test) 
The after-test base plate and interlayer plates are also fabricated for the multi-layer set 
up for both TSP and TTP foldcores as shown in Figure 7-3. The material used for base 
plate and inter-plates is Aluminium alloy 5083, with material properties provided in 
Table 7-2 (151). Stress-strain response of Al 5083 is not measured, as it is only used 
as interlayer plates. Yield stress of Al 5083 is more than 3 times of Al 1060 and the 
plate has a thickness of 3 mm (151), which is much thicker than that of the foldcores 
(0.26 mm or 0.15 mm). As observed from the tests, the significantly thicker and 
stronger plates have nearly no deformation throughout the repetitive tests as shown in 
Figure 7-3. The plate had a 2 mm high boundary around the foldcores to constrain the 
movement of the bottom edges of foldcore sidewall along in-plane directions. There 
are no bonding between plates and foldcores. Four holes with diameter of 8 mm are 
drilled near four corners of the inter plates. Four M6 threaded rods were fastened onto 
the base plate and used as a movement guide of the plates under out-of-plane crushing. 
This same set up was used throughout the quasi-static and dynamic crushing.  
Table 7-2. Material properties of aluminium 1060 sheet and aluminium 5083 plate 
Parameter 
Young’s modulus 
(GPa) 
Poisson’s 
ratio 
Yield stress 
(MPa) 
Density 
(kg/m3) 
Aluminium 1060 69 0.33 66.7 2710 
Aluminium 5083 71 0.33 215 2660 
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One of the hand folded TTP foldcore specimen with surface flatness analysis is shown 
in Figure 7-4. 3D Direct Image Correlation (DIC) technique is used for analysing the 
imperfection on the sidewalls of the foldcore. Relatively good flatness of sidewall is 
shown, with the variation around 1.2 mm (varying from -0.79 mm to 0.49 mm as 
shown in the scale of Figure 7-4) from the designed plane of the sidewall, which has 
a base length of 40 mm. However, there are still some imperfections presented along 
the folding creases and the unit cells of foldcore are not exactly at the same level. This 
results in the multi-layer foldcore panel specimen slightly higher than the designed 
height of 20 mm for each layer. New tools and folding techniques need be 
implemented to reduce the folding imperfections associated with manual folding in 
the future. As proposed in (152), pressing tool with multiple moveable prisms along 
both in-plane directions can be used for folding patterns with multiple major bending 
axes.  
 
Figure 7-4. Surface flatness analysis of sidewall of TTP foldcore using 3D Direct 
Image Correlation (DIC) 
7.3 Quasi-static crushing 
7.3.1 Quasi-static crushing test set up 
Both single-layer and multi-layer TSP foldcores are tested under quasi-static loading 
condition. The specimens are crushed under constant speed of 2 mm/min using Lloyd-
Ametek EZ50 material testing machine. As shown in Figure 7-5, the cylindrical 
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crushing head has a diameter of 150 mm, which is smaller than the diagonal distance 
between threaded rods. This allows the crush head to move vertically downwards 
without interaction with the rods. The interlayer plates are not moving downwards 
parallel with each other throughout the whole crushing process as shown in Figure 7-5 
(c). However, the foldcore is eventually crushed to horizontal position at the later stage 
when the plates are more or less parallel with each other. This might be caused by the 
uneven strength of unit cells of the foldcore specimen due to folding process. Since 
the holes for threaded rod are larger than the rod diameter, there is almost no 
interaction between rods and plates. The plates and rods remain un-deformed after 
crushing, which therefore can be reused in subsequent specimens.  The same setup is 
used for the dynamic crushing tests.  
 
Figure 7-5. (a) Single-layer TSP foldcore; (b) multi-layer TSP foldcore under flatwise 
crushing (c) middle stage of the crushing; (d) final stage of the crushing 
Normalized stress-strain curves of the single-layer and three-layer TSP foldcores 
under quasi-static crushing are shown in Figure 7-6, where stress and strain are 
normalized by base area and designed height respectively. It is noted that the thickness 
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of the base and inter plates are not included in the estimation of strain, as these plates 
are much stiffer than the foldcore and do not deform during the crushing process. The 
base area is taken as 80x80 mm and the designed height of the panel is 20 mm for each 
layer. Other parameters such as initial peak and average stress, densification strain and 
uniformity ratio are listed in Table 7-3. Densification strain, D  is the strain where 
sudden rise of compressive stress occurs due to the compacting of cellular structure. 
Initial peak force is the peak crushing force at early stage of the deformation, even 
though crushing force near densification may be higher. This is because that the initial 
peak force is more critical for the structure to be used as energy absorber. Average or 
plateau stress ave is the average crushing stress before densification, and can be 
defined by the following equation: 
0
( )
D
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D
d

  





 
(7-1) 
where   is the crushing stress,   is strain. 
7.3.2 Test results 
 
Figure 7-6. Normalized stress-strain curves of two cases under quasi-static loading 
condition 
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As shown in Figure 7-6, three-layer TSP foldcore has a slightly lower crushing 
resistance at early stage and a higher resistance at later stage comparing to single-layer 
TSP foldcore under quasi-static loading condition. All three layers of foldcore deform 
simultaneously along with the crushing process at early stage, rather than one layer 
getting fully crushed followed by other layers. Therefore, at early stage of the crushing, 
the weaker part of the foldcore deforms more, as shown in Figure 7-5 (c).  This leads 
to uneven deformation and tilting inter-plate, which is different from single-layer 
foldcore crushing. At later stage of the deformation, the tilted plates of three-layer TSP 
foldcore get back to horizontal again, as the most deformed parts provide higher 
crushing resistance due to the compaction of the sheet material. 
Table 7-3. Peak and average stress, densification strain and uniformity ratio of two 
configurations of TSP foldcore under quasi-static loading condition 
Foldcore speak
 (MPa) save (MPa) U= speak /save εD 
TSP 
Single-layer 0.279 0.226 1.232 0.70 
Three-layer 0.266 0.259 1.027 0.71 
 
The key parameters of single-layer and three-layer TSP foldcore under quasi-static 
crushing are given in Table 7-3. Due to simultaneous deformation across all layers, 
the multi-layer set-up improves the crushing behaviour as compared to single-layer 
TSP foldcore by yielding a more uniform deformation. Three-layer TSP foldcore has 
a slightly lower initial peak stress and higher average stress than single-layer TSP 
foldcore while the densification strains are similar. Both foldcores have a low 
uniformity ratio between 1.0 and 1.2. It is worth noting that the conventional 
honeycomb structure usually has a peak to average crushing force ratio varying 
between 2 to 3 under quasi-static loading (95). Many of the existing kirigami and 
origami have a uniformity ratio between 1.3 to 2.0 (84). This low uniformity ratio of 
multi-layer TSP foldcore indicates that this configuration is ideal for the application 
of energy absorption. The deformation is uniform with low fluctuation in resistance 
and it is easy to initiate due to low value of initial peak stress. Overall, single-layer 
and three-layer TSP foldcores have similar crushing behaviour, although tilting of the 
interlayer plates may occur during the crushing process.  
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7.4 Dynamic crushing 
7.4.1 Dynamic crushing test set-up 
Dynamic crushing tests of the multi-layer truncated folded pyramid structures were 
carried out using high speed testing machine INSTRON VHS 160/100-20. This test 
machine uses servo-hydraulic and control technologies to provide constant crushing 
velocity for dynamic crushing with a crushing speed ranging from 0.1 to 25 m/s. The 
crushing head and base support were both circular shapes with diameter of 100 mm. 
The load cell is located at the base of the testing machine with a capacity of 100 kN. 
In the test, INSTRON VHS software was used for data acquisition. High speed camera 
Fastcam APX RS with one light was used to capture the crushing process. The frame 
rate of the camera was set to 2,000 to 5,000 fps depending on the crushing speed. The 
testing setup is shown in Figure 7-7.  
 
Figure 7-7. Photograph of (a) Instron VHS testing machine; (b) high speed camera; 
(c) lighting and setup of foldcores 
Three types of foldcores were tested under dynamic crushing, including truncated 
square/triangular pyramid (TSP/TTP) foldcores with volumetric density of 2.7% and 
TSP foldcore with volumetric density of 1.6%. Testing scheme is listed in Table 7-4. 
At least three specimens were folded and tested for each case. A total of 24 dynamic 
tests were carried out and more than 72 foldcores were prepared for dynamic crushing 
tests. The label 3TSP-15-02 stands for the second sample of three-layer TSP foldcore 
crushed at 15 m/s. The designed height of the setup was 69 mm, which included three 
layers of foldcores with height of 20 mm and three interlayer plates each with a 
thickness of 3 mm. However, the actual heights of the specimens varied between 71 
to 74 mm due to the gap between the foldcore and plates. As highlighted in red circle 
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in Figure 7-8, unit cells were not at the same level owing to imperfections of hand 
folding in preparing the specimens, resulting in small gaps between plate and foldcore 
bottom edges. This error associated with hand folding process of specimens could be 
reduced by advanced machine folding process as mentioned in the previous sections.  
 
Figure 7-8. Crushing test of multi-layer TSP foldcore under 15 m/s crushing 
Table 7-4. Testing scheme of multi-layer truncated folded sandwich structures 
Test 
specimen 
Foldcore 
type 
Crushing 
speed (m/s) 
Wall thickness 
(mm) 
Volumetric 
density of the 
core 
3TSP-1 TSP 1 0.26 2.7% 
3TSP-10 TSP 10 0.26 2.7% 
3TSP-15 TSP 15 0.26 2.7% 
3TTP-1 TTP 1 0.15 2.7% 
3TTP-10 TTP 10 0.15 2.7% 
3TTP-15 TTP 15 0.15 2.7% 
3TSP-0.15-10 TSP 10 0.15 1.6% 
3TSP-0.15-15 TSP 15 0.15 1.6% 
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7.4.2 Dynamic crushing speed 
 
Figure 7-9. Smoothed displacement time history curves for TSP foldcore under (a) 1 
m/s; (b) 10 m/s; (c) 15 m/s crushing; (d) actual crushing head speed versus 
displacement 
The testing machine INSTRON VHS 160/100-20 is designed to maintain a relatively 
constant speed throughout the crushing process. However, the crushing speeds of 
crushing tests are not necessarily constant especially toward the later stage of the 
crushing or under higher crushing speed. This is caused by the distance required for 
the crushing head to decelerate from the designated testing speed. In dynamic crushing 
test, crushing head starts at certain distance above the specimen and accelerates to the 
desired speed followed by the deceleration to zero speed. The displacement-time 
histories of multi-layer TSP foldcore under various speeds measured by the testing 
machine are shown in Figure 7-9 (a-c). The linear portion of the curve represents the 
constant crushing speed of the crushing process, whereas the gradient of the curves 
decreases at later stage of the crushing, indicating the crushing speed is reduced. This 
is especially obvious with the higher crushing speed. As for the case with higher speed 
of the crushing head, a longer distance for deceleration is needed for the crushing head 
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to fully stop. Therefore, as shown in Figure 7-9 (d), a constant crushing speed is 
maintained only when the designated crushing speed is low, i.e., 1 m/s. When the 
desired crushing speed is high, the crushing speed in the test is actually decreasing 
with specimen deformation. The crushing speed is slightly smaller than the designated 
impact speed even before the specimen deforms. Hence the crushing speed here only 
refers to the designated impact speed for the test, instead of the actual crushing speed, 
which is not a constant and decreases with the specimen deformation.  
7.5 Results and discussions 
7.5.1 Multi-layer TSP foldcore 
7.5.1.1 Crushing behaviour of multi-layer TSP foldcore 
Load-displacement curves of the multi-layer TSP foldcores under different loading 
speeds are shown in Figure 7-10. For each loading scenario, one curve was selected 
from three tests. The general trends of the load-displacement curves are similar for the 
tests under same loading scenario especially for lower crushing speed (1m/s). Both the 
average crushing force and energy absorption are similar among the tests, while some 
discrepancies exist among the peak crushing forces and some fluctuations of the curve. 
The response of multi-layer TSP foldcore under quasi-static is also included for 
comparison. As represented by the initial gradient of the curves, the initial stiffness of 
the foldcores increases with the crushing speed, indicating loading rate sensitivity. 
This is caused by the inertial effect and the change of damage mode of the foldcores 
under higher crushing speed. For the test specimen 3TSP-10-02, the initial stiffness 
from 0 to 2 mm displacement has different trend as compared to other loading speeds. 
This may be caused by the initial gap between foldcore and plates or the uneven edges 
of foldcores, which results in different stiffness before and after the full contact of the 
foldcore and plates at around 2mm displacement. It is also worth noting that the final 
displacements of different loading rates are not the same. The specimens crushed 
under higher velocities have a smaller recorded final displacement. This is because 
that the crushing head requires longer distances for deceleration and a larger residual 
height is required for test with higher crushing speed as shown in Figure 7-9 (d). 
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Figure 7-10. Load-displacement curves of multi-layer TSP foldcores under various 
loading speeds 
The key parameters measured from the load-displacement curves including peak and 
average crushing resistance, uniformity ratio and energy absorption are listed in Table 
7-5. The average crushing force is defined as the average force from beginning to 
densification of the core, which is shown in equation (7-1) in Chapter 7.3.2. Typically, 
the energy absorption of a structure is defined as the area under stress-stain curve 
obtained prior to the onset of densification (25). However, since the final 
displacements are not the same for these foldcores and the smallest displacement is 
36.5 mm for 3TSP-15-02, as shown in Figure 7-10. This is due to the self-protection 
mechanism of the Instron testing machine. Crushing distance is reduced for the higher 
crushing speeds. In this section, to make a fair comparison of the performance among 
the different loading cases, the average crushing force and energy absorption are 
calculated using the smallest final displacement i.e. 36.5 mm. It should be noted that 
at this crushed distance of 36.5 mm, the densification stage is not yet reached for some 
loading scenarios as shown in Figure 7-10. Therefore, the average crushing force and 
energy absorption capacity are slightly underestimated for some loading scenarios of 
the foldcores. The peak crushing force is taken as the initial peak force which is more 
critical for energy absorption capability. For many conventional cellular structures 
other than foam, such as honeycomb (95), lattice (53) and Miura-type foldcore (82), 
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the initial peak force is often the overall peak force throughout crushing before 
densification and it is also very sensitive to loading rate. In this chapter, however, the 
initial peak force is not necessarily the overall peak force throughout crushing. 
As found in the previous studies, the initial peak force of honeycomb (17) and Miura-
type foldcores (82, 146) can increase several times under dynamic crushing than quasi-
static loading. As shown in Table 7-5, the increment in peak crushing force of TSP 
foldcore is around 78% from quasi-static loading to 15 m/s crushing. The average 
crushing force increases from 1.549 kN under quasi-static loading to 1.783 kN for 15 
m/s crushing speed. The uniformity ratio, U, increases from 1.1 to 1.71 with the 
crushing speed, which is much less than that of conventional cellular structures and 
other foldcores. For instance, uniformity ratio of multi-layer corrugated aluminium 
structure is about 4.5 ( at the strain rate of 40s-1) (43). The uniformity ratio of Miura-
type and cube strip foldcore are 3 to 4.4 under dynamic crushing (80, 136, 146) . 
Energy absorption is calculated by integrating the load-displacement curve for each 
case, and it has the same trend as the average crushing force. Overall, this multi-layer 
TSP foldcore shows better characteristics for energy absorption comparing to other 
folded structures and conventional cellular structures including honeycomb. It has a 
lower initial peak crushing resistance, uniform deformation and good energy 
absorption under dynamic loading.  
Table 7-5. Initial peak, average crushing force, uniformity ratio and energy 
absorption of multi-layer TSP foldcore under different loading conditions, note: 
energy absorption and average crushing force are calculated till 36.5 mm 
displacement 
Test 
specimen 
Initial peak 
crushing force 
(kN) 
Average 
crushing force 
(kN) 
U=Ppeak/
Pave 
Energy absorption 
(J) 
3TSP 
quasi-static 
1.705 1.549 1.10 56.82 
3TSP-1 2.135 1.748 1.22 63.82 
3TSP-10 2.623 1.894 1.38 69.12 
3TSP-15 3.046 1.783 1.71 65.19 
 
It is noted that the average crushing force under 15 m/s decrease slightly compared 
with crushing under 10 m/s. This is because that the actual crushing speed of 15 m/s 
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at later stage is lower than that of 10 m/s, as deceleration distance is larger for the 
crushing head under higher speed as shown in Figure 7-9 (d). As also can be observed 
from Figure 7-10, before 20 mm of displacement, the TSP foldcore crushed under 15 
m/s has a slightly larger crushing force than 10 m/s, while after 20 mm of displacement, 
the crushing resistance under 10 m/s loading rate is higher than that of 15 m/s. These 
results are therefore caused by the limitation of the testing equipment, i.e., the crushing 
speed could not be maintained at a constant value. Nonetheless, the results shown in 
Figure 7-10 and the crushing speed shown in Figure 7-9 (d) indicate that crushing 
force is positively related with the crushing speed, increasing crushing speed leads to 
an increase in crushing force. Therefore the performance of the foldcore is loading rate 
sensitive.  
7.5.1.2 Damage mode comparison 
Damage modes of TSP foldcores under different loading speeds, i.e., 1 m/s and 15 m/s 
are shown in Figure 7-11. Under 1 m/s crushing, only one damage mode is present on 
the outer sidewalls. The sidewalls bend inwards along vertical axis on all three layers, 
as marked out in red circles in Figure 7-11 (a, c, e). Under higher crushing speed of 
15 m/s, however, the damage mode on top layer of the foldcore is different from other 
layers, as marked out in yellow circles in Figure 7-11 (d). Each sidewall of the top 
layer bends outwards along horizontal axis. This difference in damage mode is 
consistent with numerical result of single-layer TSP foldcore in the previous chapter, 
which is shown in Figure 7-11 (g, h). Under lower crushing speed, each outer sidewall 
of TSP foldcore bends inward vertically as four corners are strengthened by the 
triangular interconnections. As marked out in Figure 7-11 (c), these interconnections 
are not deformed during the inward vertical bending of the sidewall, which requires 
less force. With the increasing crushing speed, the deformation of the outer sidewalls 
is more localized along top edges and the sidewalls bend horizontally. The 
interconnections at corners also buckle during crushing, therefore this damage mode 
provides higher crushing resistance. It is noticeable that three layers have different 
damage modes under 15 m/s, this is caused by different crushing speeds at each layers. 
Under high speed impact, deformation initiates on top layer while bottom layers 
remain un-deformed due to the inertia effect, as shown in Figure 7-11 (b). It is then 
followed by the deformation of middle and bottom layers as shown in Figure 7-11 (d, 
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f). The top and middle/bottom layers therefore have different damage modes due to 
the reduced crushing speed of each individual layer.  
 
Figure 7-11. Damage modes of multi-layer TSP foldcore, (a, c, e) under 1 m/s crushing 
speed; (b, d, f) under 15 m/s crushing speed; Damage modes of single-layer TSP 
foldcore from numerical simulation under (g) 0.05 m/s crushing; (h) 15 m/s crushing  
Damage modes of multi-layer TSP foldcore under 1 m/s and 15 m/s are shown in 
Figure 7-12. Two damage modes can be observed under two loading speeds. Under 1 
m/s crushing, many sidewalls bend inwards where the four corners of interconnections 
of unit cell remain un-deformed and sidewall walls bend toward centre. Since the 
sidewalls bend vertically towards centre (circled in red), the square shape of the 
openings is no longer presented after crushing. Under 15 m/s crushing, the square 
opening of the top layer remains its square shape (marked out in orange). This is 
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because the damage mode under 15 m/s impact changes to local buckling of the 
sidewalls on the top layer of foldcore, as more clearly illustrated in  Figure 7-11, 
instead of the bending of the entire sidewall. Therefore, the square opening can be 
observed on top layer of TSP foldcore after crushing under 15 m/s, which is marked 
out in yellow colour in Figure 7-12. Furthermore, more buckling of the four corners 
on top layer can be observed for this loading rate. The damage modes of the middle 
and bottom layer are similar to those under 1 m/s impact because the crushing speeds 
of these two layers are reduced from the 15 m/s as discussed above.  
 
Figure 7-12. Damage modes of top, middle and bottom layer of TSP foldcore under 
(a) 1 m/s crushing; (b) 15 m/s crushing 
This change in deformation modes for multi-layer TSP folded structures especially on 
top layer under two different crushing velocities can be explained by the geometry of 
the foldcore and the inertia effect. Under quasi-static crushing and low speed dynamic 
crushing, the top layer of TSP foldcore experiences global deformation where 
sidewalls vertically bend towards centre. This is because that the sidewalls are 
indirectly connected via triangular interconnections to the adjacent sidewalls. These 
triangular interconnections located at four corners of each unit cell strengthen the out-
of-plane crushing resistance of the structure. Therefore, under low crushing speed the 
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interconnections rotate about the base rather than buckle. Under high crushing speed, 
the initiation of the deformation on top layer is localized on top part. When the crush 
head is firstly in contact with the foldcore, the top edge of the sidewalls roll towards 
centre of the unit cell, where the lower part of the unit cell remains undeformed. There 
is no sufficient time for the foldcore sidewalls and interconnections to undergo global 
deformation. Therefore, both sidewalls and interconnections buckle together 
throughout the crushing. 
 
Figure 7-13. Correlation between layer deformation and load-displacement response 
of three-layer TSP folded structure under 1 m/s crushing 
Deformation of three layers of TSP folded structure crushed under 1m/s are correlated 
with the load-displacement curve as shown in Figure 7-13. Three distinct peaks can 
be observed on the load-displacement curve. The three peaks correspond to the 
initiation of the sidewall buckling of the bottom, middle and top layer, respectively. 
As previously mentioned, the gaps between foldcores and plates exist due to 
imperfections induced from manual preparation of the specimen. At initial stage, these 
gaps will firstly be closed up when the multi-layer folded structure is subjected to out-
of-plane crushing. This portion of crushing response is similar to the deformation 
mode of multi-layer folded structure under quasi-static loading as discussed in Chapter 
7.3. After the complete closure of the gaps, deformation initiated slightly on all three 
layers, then followed by layer-by-layer collapsing. Each peak corresponds to the 
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initiation of the buckling of the foldcore sidewall of each individual layer as shown in 
Figure 7-13. The order of layer collapsing is also related to the crushing speed. For 
instance, two different orders of layer collapsing are shown in Figure 7-11 under two 
crushing speeds. Under dynamic crushing, collapsing starts from bottom layer, as 
shown in Figure 7-13. This layer-by-layer deformation is completely different from 
the response of this structure under quasi-static loading. Under quasi-static crushing, 
all three layers deform simultaneously and result in a smoother load-displacement 
response than that under dynamic loading.       
7.5.2 Multi-layer TTP foldcore 
 
Figure 7-14. (a) Load-displacement curves of multi-layer TTP crushed under different 
speeds; (b) Stress-displacement curves of multi-layer TTP and TSP foldcores crushed 
under different speeds.  
The force-displacement curves of multi-layer TTP foldcores are shown in Figure 7-14 
(a). The crushing stress-displacement curves of TTP foldcores are also compared with 
TSP foldcore in Figure 7-14 (b), where crushing stress is calculated via dividing the 
force by the base area of the foldcore. Initial peak force, average force, uniformity 
ratio and energy absorption of multi-layer TTP foldcore under different crushing 
speeds are given in Table 7-6. Multi-layer TTP foldcore shows a slightly less uniform 
deformation and larger fluctuation of the crushing resistance as compared to TSP 
foldcore, especially under high crushing speed, as shown in Figure 7-14 (b). The 
increase in initial peak force of multi-layer TTP foldcore is 64.8% and 73.4%, 
respectively when crushing speed is increased from 1 m/s to 10 m/s and then to 15 m/s, 
while the corresponding increase in initial peak force of multi-layer TSP foldcore is 
22.8% and 42.7%. This indicates the multi-layer TSP foldcore is less sensitive to 
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loading rate than TTP foldcore, as smaller percentage rise in initial peak force is 
observed with the increase in crushing speed for TSP foldcore. As explained in the 
previous study (146), TTP foldcore has a larger size of triangular interconnection, a 
higher inclination angle and corner/area ratio, resulting in a higher inertia effect and 
stabilization effect of the interconnection than TSP foldcore under dynamic crushing. 
However, comparing to the conventional folded structure, TTP foldcore still 
demonstrates a good performance under dynamic loading. As given in Table 7-6, TTP 
foldcore has a uniformity ratio of around 1.5 under both 10 and 15 m/s crushing, which 
is lower than many conventional folded structures. Slight reduction in average 
crushing force is observed, when crushing speed increases from 10 to 15 m/s, for 
multi-layer TTP foldcore specimen. Three distinct peaks are shown for multi-layer 
TTP folded structures under 1m/s crushing similar to TSP folded structure, and can be 
explained by the layer-by-layer deformation of the foldcores.  
Table 7-6. Initial peak, average crushing force, uniformity ratio and energy 
absorption of multi-layer TTP foldcore under different loading conditions 
Test 
specimen 
Initial peak 
Crushing force 
(kN) 
Average 
crushing force 
(kN) 
U=Ppeak/Pave Energy 
absorption 
(j) 
3TTP-1 1.308 1.223 1.07 44.96 
3TTP-10 2.156 1.426 1.51 52.14 
3TTP-15 2.269 1.264 1.80 46.21 
Damage mode of multi-layer TTP foldcore under 15 m/s is shown in Figure 7-15. The 
dynamic damage mode of multi-layer TTP foldcore is similar to that of TSP foldcore 
shown in Figure 7-12, where the top edges bend inward horizontally. The similar 
damage mode of the TTP foldcore can be identified by observing the remaining shape 
of top openings (as marked out in orange). The top openings at the middle and bottom 
layers deform completely. However, the middle and bottom layers of TTP foldcore 
show different damage modes as compared to the middle and bottom layers of TSP 
foldcore. The lower layers of TTP foldcore show random damage where inner cells 
buckle and outer cells show a combination of horizontal outward bending and vertical 
buckling. No corner lift-up occurs in any layer of this TTP folded structure, because 
the inclination angle of TTP foldcore is larger than that of TSP foldcore. In other words, 
the cell sidewalls of TTP foldcore is closer to vertical than TSP foldcore. With larger 
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angle of the sidewalls, vertical buckling of sidewalls is more likely to occur than 
vertical bending inwards for TSP foldcores as shown in Figure 7-11 (g). Furthermore, 
two inner cells are completely surrounded by other unit cells. These constraints from 
the adjacent unit cells prevent the corners of the inner cells from lifting up. Therefore, 
multi-layer TTP foldcore has different damage mode from the TSP foldcore.  
 
Figure 7-15. Damage modes of top, middle and bottom layer (left to right) of multi-
layer TTP foldcore after 15 m/s crushing 
7.5.3 Multi-layer TSP foldcore with lower density 
 
Figure 7-16. Load-displacement curves of multi-layer foldcores of TSP with two wall 
thicknesses under various loading rates.  
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In this section, multi-layer TSP foldcore with thinner walls is investigated under 
dynamic crushing. This is to investigate the relationship between density and crushing 
resistance, which has been reported in a power relationship for many cellular structures. 
Their crushing resistances increase much quicker than the increase of the density of 
the core (24, 50). TSP foldcore with wall thickness of 0.15 mm and volumetric density 
of 1.6% is compared to TSP foldcore with wall thickness of 0.26 mm and volumetric 
density of 2.7%. The representative force-displacement curves of multi-layer TSP 
foldcores with two densities are observed in Figure 7-16, and other parameters are 
listed in Table 7-7. Thicker foldcore has higher crushing resistance, as expected. Under 
10 m/s crushing speed, the average crushing force increases from 0.667 kN (TSP-0.15-
10) to 1.894 kN (TSP-0.26-10) with the increasing wall thickness. The increase in 
average crushing resistance is 184% while the density only increases by 73% from 
TSP-0.15 to TSP-0.26 mm. Similarly, under 15 m/s crushing speed, the increase in 
average crushing resistance is 182% with 73% increase in density.  
Table 7-7. Initial peak, average crushing force, uniformity ratio and energy 
absorption of multi-layer TTP foldcore under different loading conditions 
Test specimen Initial peak 
crushing 
force (kN) 
Average 
crushing force 
(kN) 
U=Ppeak/Pave Energy 
absorption 
(J) 
3TSP-0.15-10 1.078 0.667 1.97 23.06 
3TSP-0.15-15 0.955 0.632 1.51 21.84 
 
As given in Table 7-7, it is interesting to observe that the average crushing force 
decreases slightly under higher crushing speed, as well as the peak crushing force. The 
reductions in average crushing force and energy absorption are mainly caused by 
sliding out of boundary of the foldcore bottom edges. Similarly, the sliding out of the 
bottom edges may cause the reduction of crushing resistance at around 7 mm 
displacement for the case of 15 m/s crushing, resulting a slightly lower initial peak 
force than the foldcore crushed under 10 m/s. As presented in Figure 7-17, many edges 
in different layers have slid out of the 2 mm high boundary of base plate. The 
approximate position of plate boundaries are marked out in black square in Figure 
7-17. This lack of constraint reduces the crushing force resistance as well as energy 
absorption of the foldcore. When the wall thickness is thinner (0.15mm), it is easier 
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for the bottom corner to be lift-up and to slide out of the boundary under high 
impacting speed. However, this phenomenon is less likely for foldcore TSP-0.26 mm 
due to its thicker sidewalls, which make the failure mode different from that of TSP 
foldcores with 0.15 mm wall thickness. TTP folded structures tested in this chapter 
has the same thickness (0.15mm), but no sliding out or corner lift-up are observed due 
to the higher angle of the sidewall slope. A slightly higher boundary constraint needs 
be used in the future experimental tests.  
 
Figure 7-17. Damage mode of TSP-0.15 mm foldcore under 15 m/s crushing, note: 
black line are the position of the boundary 
7.5.4 Specific energy absorption of multi-layer foldcores 
The specific energy absorptions (SEA) of the multi-layer foldcores are calculated and 
shown in Figure 7-18. Multi-layer TTP foldcores show slightly higher specific energy 
absorption than multi-layer TSP foldcore, despite the fact that crushing process of TTP 
fluctuates more than that of TSP foldcores. It is also noted that the specific energy 
absorption increases for all multi-layer foldcores with the crushing speed increased 
from 1 to 10 m/s. The increase is caused by the change of damage mode under dynamic 
loading. As for the crushing speed increasing from 10 to 15 m/s, the specific energy 
absorption slightly reduces which is mainly attributed to the reduced stroke length or 
compressed distance of the machine crush head under higher speed. In addition, the 
actual traveling speed of crushing head under 15 m/s speed is less than that under 10 
m/s speed in the late stage of crushing, as presented in Figure 7-9 (d). This leads to a 
slight increase in initial peak force but a slight decrease in average crushing resistance 
and the specific energy absorption of the multi-layer structures.  
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Error bar of specific energy absorption (SEA) is also included in Figure 7-18. In 
general, SEA for each loading case from all tests agree with each other quite well, 
especially for the case with low crushing speed of 1 m/s. Maximum difference in SEA 
among all testing scenarios is about 20.4% for TTP multi-layer structure crushed under 
10 m/s.  
 
Figure 7-18. Specific energy absorption (SEA) of multi-layer folded structures under 
various loading speeds.  
The specific energy absorptions of multi-layer TSP and TTP foldcore are much higher 
than that of conventional energy absorbers. For instance, under quasi-static loading, 
eggbox made from aluminium sheet with a volumetric density of 2.8% has a SEA 
around 1 J/g, and Cymat aluminium foam with volumetric density of 3.1% has a SEA 
between 0.5-0.8 J/g (46). The aluminium material used for eggbox is Al 1050 H111 
(46), which is in the same series of commercially pure aluminium as the Al 1060 sheet 
used in this study (150). Both Al 1050 and Al 1060 have a minimum 99% aluminium 
composition and have similar mechanical properties, while the yield strength of Al 
1050 H111 is about 45 MPa (46). Cymat closed cell aluminium foams are made of 
aluminium alloy with Young’s modulus of 93 GPa and compressive yield strength of 
310 MPa (28), which is much higher than Al 1060 used in this study. The SEA of the 
proposed multi-layer TSP and TTP foldcores folded from aluminium sheet are all 
above 2.2 J/g, which greatly exceeds that of conventional structures by more than 
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twice while maintaining a uniform deformation and low initial peak crushing 
resistance. Although both TSP and TTP foldcore have a slightly smaller volumetric 
density of 2.7 % than the studied eggbox and aluminium foam (46). Even for TSP-
0.15 foldcore which has a volumetric density of 1.6%, its SEA (1.3-1.4 J/g) also 
exceeds two common energy absorbers listed above. It is also worth noting that the 
SEA calculated in this chapter are conservative, as the energy absorption is only 
calculated to 36.5 mm for fair comparison as explained in Chapter 7.5.1.1 and 
densification is not yet reached at this crushed distance for many cases. To sum up, 
the foldcores especially multi-layer TSP foldcores show consistent crushing resistance 
and superior energy absorption under different loading rates, comparing with other 
folded structures and conventional cellular structures.  
7.6 Summary 
In this chapter, three types of multi-layer truncated pyramid folded sandwich 
structures, i.e. TSP, TTP and TSP-0.15 are manufactured and tested under impact 
loading condition. The multi-layer truncated pyramid structures show improved 
structural behaviors as energy absorber under dynamic loading condition, comparing 
with conventional cellular structures and other folded structures. Out of these two 
types, multi-layer TSP folded structure slightly outperforms TTP foldcore. It has a 
more uniform crushing behavior with less fluctuation and lower initial peak force than 
multi-layer TTP foldcore. The change in damage mode of the foldcore is observed 
with crushing speed which is consistent with the previous numerical study. The 
average crushing resistance of foldcore is also found increasing with the density of the 
foldcore. Overall these truncated pyramid panels show good performance under 
dynamic loading with uniform deformation and low initial peak crushing resistance. 
In addition, the multi-layer unit proves replaceable after crushing as no bonding 
between core and skins is required for the unit. This replaceable concept of multi-layer 
protective structure could be very promising, as conventional protective sandwich 
structure requires glue or fixed bonding between core and skin of the sandwich panel. 
It takes much longer time to manufacture and the properties of the panel are also 
related to the bonding strength (65, 153). Another advantage of this unit is that the 
foldcore layer can be easily stacked or removed to better suit different loading 
scenarios.   
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Chapter 8. Experimental and numerical study of 
foam filled multi-layer folded TSP folded 
structures under dynamic crushing 
The related work in this chapter has been published in International Journal of Impact 
Engineering. 
8.1 Introduction  
In Chapter 7, multi-layer TSP foldcores without foam filler have been tested under 
dynamic loading and show good performance with uniform deformation and low 
initial peak crushing resistance. In this chapter, the dynamic crushing behaviour of 
foam-filled multi-layer TSP foldcore with different types of foams, material densities 
and foam filler shapes are investigated experimentally and numerically. As 
lightweight material has the ability to undergo large deformation at almost constant 
stress (2, 27), foam materials including metallic and polymeric foams have been used 
as fillers in composite structures to improve their crushing resistance and energy 
absorption (100, 144). It was suggested that the increase in crushing strength and 
energy absorption of foam filled structures was much higher than that of foam filler 
itself (98, 108, 154), due to the interaction between the foam filler and cellular 
structure cell walls. The blast mitigation capacity of single-layer PU filled TSP 
foldcore cladding has been numerically investigated in Chapter 6 as well, with 
promising performance demonstrated.  
In this chapter, five foam filler configurations are considered: cubic expanded 
polystyrene (EPS) foam of three densities (13.5, 19, 28 kg/m3), rigid polyurethane (PU) 
foam (35 kg/m3) of two shapes. Quasi-static crushing tests of single layer foam-filled 
TSP foldcores are carried out, followed by dynamic crushing tests of multi-layer foam 
filled TSP foldcores. Numerical analysis of dynamic crushing of these foam filled 
multi-layer TSP foldcores is also conducted. Key parameters including average 
Li Z, Chen W, Hao H. Dynamic crushing and energy absorption of foam filled 
multi-layer folded structures: Experimental and numerical study. International 
Journal of Impact Engineering. 2019;133:103341. 
DOI: 10.1016/j.ijimpeng.2019.103341 
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crushing force, initial peak crushing force and specific energy absorption are selected 
as criteria to evaluate the crushing responses of these foam filled multi-layer TSP 
foldcores and compare with the samples without foam filler. 
8.2 Geometric parameters, multi-layer setup and material 
properties 
8.2.1 Truncated square pyramid foldcore and multi-layer set-up 
For geometries of the truncated square pyramid (TSP) foldcore specimen, please refer 
to Chapter 4.2. For the multi-layer set-up, please refer to Chapter 7.2.  
8.2.2 Foam filler types  
Two types of foam materials i.e. expended polystyrene (EPS) and rigid polyurethane 
(PU) foam are considered as foam filler. In total five foam filler configurations of 
foldcore are considered in this chapter: TSP foldcore; TSP foldcore with cubic SL 
density grade (density of 13.5 kg/m3) EPS foam; TSP foldcore with cubic M density 
grade (density of 19 kg/m3) EPS foam; TSP foldcore with cubic VH density grade 
(density of 28 kg/m3) EPS foam; TSP foldcore with cubic PU foam (density of 35 
kg/m3); TSP foldcore with shaped PU foam (density of 35 kg/m3). The notation of the 
foam filler configuration includes foam type, foam density and foam shape. For 
instance, TSP-EPS13.5C stands for TSP foldcore infilled with cubic EPS foam with 
density of 13.5 kg/m3. Other notations and mass of each layer are listed in Table 8-1. 
For the dimensions of cubic and shaped foam infill, please refer to Chapter 6.2.2. 
Table 8-1. Foam configurations and mass of each layer (four unit cells) 
Foam filler 
configurations 
Foam 
density 
(kg/m3) 
Foam 
shape 
Foldcore 
mass (g) 
Foam 
mass (g) 
Increment 
in mass 
TSP - - 9.3 - - 
TSP-EPS13.5C 13.5 Cubic 9.3 0.3 3.2% 
TSP-EPS19C 19 Cubic 9.3 0.5 5.4% 
TSP-EPS28C 28 Cubic 9.3 0.7 7.5% 
TSP-PU35C 35 Cubic 9.3 0.9 9.7% 
TSP-PU35S 35 Shaped 9.3 1.9 20.4% 
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8.2.3 Material properties 
 
Figure 8-1. Dynamic compression test under 10m/s speed (a) EPS19; (a) PU35 foam 
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Figure 8-2. Engineering stress-strain curves of EPS13.5 (155), EPS19, EPS 28 (155) 
and PU35 under 1 m/s and 10 m/s crushing speed 
Uniaxial compression tests of EPS19 and PU35 foams were carried out in this chapter 
under both quasi-static and dynamic loading conditions. Properties of the other two 
types of foam material, EPS13.5 and EPS28 are obtained from the previous study 
using the same setting and testing machines (155). The foam specimen with the 
diameter of 75 mm was used and three specimens are tested for each case. Lloyd-
Ametek EZ50 material testing machine was used for quasi-static compression test 
applied with a constant loading rate of 1 mm/min. The dynamic compressive tests of 
foam samples were carried out using INSTRON VHS 160/100-20 high speed testing 
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machine, which is designed to provide constant crushing velocity between 0.1 to 25 
m/s. Crushing speed of 10 m/s was tested for both foam and foam filled multi-layer 
TSP foldcores in the later sections. It is worth noting that the actual crushing speed is 
not constant throughout dynamic crushing. More details of the dynamic test set-up and 
actual crushing speed are provided in Chapter 3.2. Photographs of dynamic crushing 
test on foams are shown in Figure 8-1. Their engineering stress-strain curves under 
quasi-static and dynamic crushing conditions are shown in Figure 8-2. For material 
properties of Al 1060 (used for foldcore) and 5083 (used for interlayer plates), please 
refer to Chapter 7.2.  
8.3 Experimental analysis 
8.3.1 Quasi-static crushing test  
 
Figure 8-3. Single-layer cubic EPS28 foam filled TSP foldcore (a) during quasi-static 
crushing; (b) after crushing 
Single-layer crushing tests were conducted first for these five foam filler 
configurations. As found in the previous study (110), under quasi-static loading 
condition, the single-layer TSP foldcore shows similar overall crushing behaviour as 
the three-layer TSP foldcore. The average crushing force and the initial peak crushing 
force are similar for both cases, although the initial stiffness of multi-layer TSP 
foldcore is slightly lower than that of single-layer foldcore which is caused by the 
accumulated gaps between core and plates in each layer. The same base plate is used 
with a 2 mm boundary to constrain the in-plane movement during lateral crushing of 
the foldcore as shown in Figure 8-3. There is no bonding between the foldcore and the 
base plate. The loading speed is set as 1 mm/min and the specimens are crushed till 
around 80% of the total height. The design height of the foldcore is 20 mm for each 
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layer and 3 mm for the base plate, slight gap between the base plate and the foldcore 
exists due to the imperfect preparation. This leads to a slightly higher overall height 
and a lower initial stiffness during crushing. 
The representative load-displacement curves of these foldcores under quasi-static 
crushing are shown in Figure 8-4. Uniform and smooth crushing responses are 
demonstrated for all foam configurations. Conventional cellular structures such as 
Miura-type foldcore (82), honeycomb (16) and lattice structure (53) often have non-
uniform crushing responses under quasi-static and dynamic crushing, where a 
relatively large initial peak stress is followed by a sudden decrease in crushing 
resistance and fluctuation of crushing load throughout deformation. As shown, single-
layer foam filled TSP foldcore has no obvious initial peak and the crushing resistance 
is rather uniform throughout the deformation till crushed distance reaching 
densification stage at around 60% to 70% of the overall height. This crushing 
behaviour is very similar to foam materials and is ideal to be used as core sandwich 
structure for energy absorption purposes (2). With foam filler, the crushing resistance 
increases without inducing an initial peak force. For the EPS foam filled foldcore, the 
heavier foam yields a higher enhancement in crushing resistance of foldcores and this 
enhancement is much greater than the crushing resistance of the foam itself. For 
instance, the average crushing resistance of foam fillers alone is estimated ranging 
between 180 N and 410 N, from the measured foam compressive strength and the 
cross-section area of foam fillers. As given in Table 8-2, the average crushing 
resistance of TSP foldcore increases from 1.43 kN to 2.55 kN by adding the foam filler. 
The increase of 1120 N is much higher than the average crushing resistance of foam 
fillers alone, indicating the interaction between TSP foldcore and the infilled foam 
further enhances the impact resistance. Similar foam-wall interactions have been 
investigated and sometimes the contribution from the interaction is greater than the 
compressive strength of the added foam itself (98). The foam-wall interaction effect 
also explains the significant increase in crushing resistance of PU shaped foam filled 
foldcore, as the shaped foam filler has the similar geometry as the TSP foldcore. The 
shaped foam provides higher constraint to the entire sidewalls throughout crushing 
than cubic foam filler which has gaps between sidewalls and foam surfaces.   
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Figure 8-4. Representative load-displacement curves of TSP foldcore with different 
foam filler configurations under quasi-static crushing 
The results including peak and average crushing force, Ppeak , Pave , increment in Pave, 
uniformity ratio, U, densification strain εD , and specific energy absorption, SEA are 
listed in Table 8-2. In this chapter, the peak force is taken as the peak value before 
crushed distance reaches 50% of total core height, the crushing force before 
densification is generally higher due to the very uniform crushing response of the 
foldcores. As for many cellular structures, the peak force often occurs at the initial 
stage of the crushing. Densification crushed distance is defined by the sudden increase 
of crushing force at the later stage due to compaction of material and is estimated by 
the starting point of a consistent high slope over a certain distance in the load-
displacement curve. Other parameters are calculated as follows 
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where P is the crushing force, h is the crushed distance, hD is the crushed distance at 
densification, TSPm   and foamm  are the mass of TSP foldcore and foam filler, 
respectively, εD is the densification strain, H is the overall height of the foldcore. 
Table 8-2. Summary of crushing response of single-layer foam filled foldcores under 
quasi-static crushing 
Foam filler 
configurations 
Ppeak 
(kN) 
Pave 
(kN) 
Increment 
in Pave 
U= Ppeak 
/Pave 
εD SEA (J/g) 
TSP 1.78 1.43 - 1.245 0.70 2.16 
TSP-EPS13.5C 2.17 1.65 15.4% 1.312 0.61 2.11 
TSP-EPS19C 2.33 1.82 28.0% 1.280 0.71 2.64 
TSP-EPS28C 2.43 2.06 44.1% 1.180 0.68 2.79 
TSP-PU35C 2.14 1.81 26.6% 1.182 0.68 2.40 
TSP-PU35S 3.01 2.55 78.3% 1.180 0.69 3.14 
 
An increase in average crushing force of foam filled TSP foldcore is observed. Up to 
78.3% increase is observed for PU shaped foam filled foldcore than TSP foldcore 
without foam while the uniformity ratio remains similar. The significant increase in 
average crushing force is due to the inclined geometry of TSP foldcore sidewalls 
which are connected via triangular interconnections. The unique tapered geometry 
reduces the initial stiffness of the structure as compared to straight tubes, honeycombs 
and Miura-type foldcores. The interaction effect between foam and foldcore walls 
remains, resulting in a higher average crushing force. Likewise, the specific energy 
absorption of the foam filled foldcore is higher than that of TSP without foam filler, 
except TSP-EPS13.5C which has a lower densification strain. A 45% increase in SEA 
is shown for shaped PU foam filled foldcore, from 2.16 to 3.14 J/g while the mass and 
density increment is 20.4% over the case without foam filler. For comparison, these 
foam filled foldcores have much higher SEA than many conventional energy 
absorbing aluminium structures with similar relative densities (2.7% for TSP foldcore 
without foam filler), e.g. SEA of CYMAT aluminium foam ranges between 0.5-0.8 
J/g (3.1% relative density), aluminium eggbox with constrained boundary is around 1 
J/g (2.8% relative density) and aluminium eggbox (3.5% relative density) with bonded 
boundary is about 2 J/g (46). The Al 1050 H111 alloy was used for the eggbox 
preparation in the above-mentioned study, which has similar mechanical properties 
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and chemical composition (minimum 99% aluminium by weight (150)) as Al 1060 
alloy used in this study.   
8.3.2 Dynamic crushing test 
For dynamic testing machine and test set-up please refer to Chapter 7.4.1. Core 
densities of foam filled three-layered TSP foldcore are listed in Table 8-3, which are 
calculated using the volume of 80×80×20 mm. It is similar to the volume used in the 
relative density calculation of TSP foldcore without foam infill. Three specimens are 
tested for each configuration. The representative curve from three test results is 
selected for result analysis.  
Table 8-3. Core densities of three-layered foam filled TSP foldcores for dynamic 
crushing test 
Foldcores 
3TSP 
3TSP-
EPS13.5C 
3TSP-
EPS19C 
3TSP-
EPS28C 
3TSP-
PU35C 
3TSP-
PU35S 
Core density 
(kg/m3) 
73 75 77 78 80 88 
 
8.3.2.1 Dynamic crushing speed 
For the information about crushing speeds, please refer to Chapter 7.4.2. The crushing 
speed is set as 10 m/s for all tests. It is worth noting that the actual impact speed is 
slightly smaller than the desired moving speed of 10 m/s when the crushing head is in 
contact with the sample. As the actual crushing speed is not a constant value, the 
crushing speed in this study only refers to the designated speed of the test, instead of 
the actual crushing speed. The maximum strain rate demonstrated in this study is 
calculated around 150 s-1, which is a typical intermediate strain rate (156).  
8.3.2.2 Results comparison  
The load-displacement curves of multi-layer foldcore samples under 10 m/s dynamic 
crushing are shown in Figure 8-5. The results of these six different foam filler 
configurations are shown separately in two charts for clarity. Fluctuations are observed 
in all the curves under dynamic crushing compared to quasi-static loading conditions. 
Distinct enhancements in crushing resistance are observed for TSP foldcore with foam 
filler. As expected, heavier foam provides higher enhancement of crushing resistance 
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to the multi-layer foldcore, as higher density leads to higher plateau stress for the same 
type of foam material. Furthermore, the structure with shaped PU foam filler has a 
much higher crushing resistance than the structure with cubic PU foam filler, as shaped 
foam has a larger mass and provides better support to the tapered sidewalls of TSP 
foldcores than cubic foam filler. It is also noted that the initial stiffness of the structures 
is relatively low at the very beginning of the deformation around 0-3 mm displacement, 
as a result of the incomplete contact of the foldcores and plates. Due to the fabrication 
induced imperfections, slight gaps exist between foldcore and plate at each layer, 
which lowers the initial stiffness at the early stage of the loading.    
 
Figure 8-5. Load-displacement curves of (a) EPS foam filled multi-layer TSP 
foldcores; (b) PU foam filled multi-layer TSP foldcores; under 10 m/s crushing 
Other data of structural response are listed in Table 8-4. Similar to the Chapter 8.3.1, 
the densification strain, εD is estimated by the crushed distance where the sudden 
increase of crushing force occurs, dividing the overall height of the foldcore. The 
average crushing force is averaged from the beginning till the densification of the core. 
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The densification strains of these foam filled foldcore under 10 m/s crushing are 
similar to single-layer foldcores crushed under quasi-static loading condition. The 
uniformity ratio, which is the ratio between peak and average crushing force, remains 
between the values of 1.32 to 2.05, which is slightly higher than the quasi-static 
crushing of the single-layer foldcore. The increase is caused by the dynamic effect of 
the foldcore structures and the interaction with the foam material. The increase may 
be also caused by the fluctuation in recording data under 10 m/s loading rate. However, 
the slight increase in uniformity ratio with increasing crushing speed is minimal 
comparing to many conventional structures, such as honeycomb, cube strip and Miura-
type foldcore, where their peak crushing force as well as uniformity ratio can increase 
several times under dynamic loading (17, 78, 82, 146) as compared to the quasi-static 
loading condition. 
Table 8-4. Summary of crushing response of multi-layer foam filled foldcores under 
10m/s crushing 
Foam filler 
configurations 
Ppeak 
(kN) 
Pave 
(kN) 
Increment 
in Pave 
U= Ppeak /Pave εD 
SEA 
(J/g) 
3TSP-10 3.44 1.94 - 1.773 0.65 2.70 
3TSP-EPS13.5C-
10 
4.38 2.69 38.7% 1.628 0.63 3.53 
3TSP-EPS19C-10 5.44 2.65 36.6% 2.053 0.59 3.20 
3TSP-EPS28C-10 4.76 3.40 75.3% 1.400 0.68 4.62 
3TSP-PU35C-10 4.01 3.04 56.7% 1.319 0.71 4.25 
3TSP-PU35S-10 4.92 3.53 82.0% 1.394 0.70 4.41 
 
Significant improvement in both the average crushing force and specific energy 
absorption can be observed for all foam filled structures. The increases in average 
crushing force and specific energy absorption for foam filled structure range from 36.6% 
to 82% and from 18.5% to 71.1%, respectively. Among the five foam filler 
configurations, shaped PU foam filled TSP foldcore has the highest average crushing 
resistance, i.e., 82% higher than that without foam filler. EPS28 cubic foam filled TSP 
foldcore, however, has the highest specific energy absorption among these foam 
configurations. As shown in Figure 8-2, the EPS28 foam material has higher crushing 
resistance than PU35 material especially at the later stage of the crushing. 
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8.3.3 Damage modes 
 
Figure 8-6. Damage modes of individual layers of (a) TSP foldcore without foam, (b) 
with cubic PU foam and (c) with shaped PU foam after crushing, two damage modes 
are marked out in yellow and green 
Damage modes of these foam filled multi-layer foldcores are shown in Figure 8-6 and 
Figure 8-7. For TSP foldcore without foam filler, two distinct damage modes are 
observed on different layers. On the top layer, the sidewalls bend towards outside 
horizontally, the top edges around the square opening remains its shape as marked out 
in yellow colour in Figure 8-6. The interconnections which connect the adjacent 
sidewalls are buckled and twisted on the top layer. No corner lift-up is observed for 
this damage mode on the top layer. For the middle and bottom layers of TSP foldcore 
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without foam filler, the damage mode of the structure is quite different. Sidewalls bend 
inwards along their vertical middle line of the trapezoid sidewalls as circled in green 
colour. The top edges of sidewalls are also deformed, resulting the closing of the top 
square shaped openings on the middle and bottom layers after crush test. The 
interconnections are less deformed in this damage mode and remain straight as marked 
out. Furthermore, corner lift-up can be also observed in this damage mode. A 
computed damage modes comparison between the top and middle layer of TSP 
foldcore without foam filler is shown in Chapter 8.4.3 for illustrating the difference of 
these two damage modes. The change in damage mode is caused by the increase of 
loading rate and the inertia effect of the top layer under dynamic impact. As previously 
studied (146), the damage mode of TSP foldcore changes from the vertical inward 
bending of sidewalls (marked in green) to outwards horizontal bending (marked in 
yellow) with the increasing loading rate. For these tests, the crushing speed is different 
at each layer. The top layer experiences the highest crushing force once the crushing 
head and foldcore are in contact and the crushing speed is continuously reduced to 
zero once it reaches 45 mm of stroke. 
For the cubic PU foam filled TSP foldcore under dynamic crushing, the corresponding 
damage mode of each layer is similar to those without infilled foam. The square 
openings remain their shapes after crushing and sidewalls bend towards outside with 
almost no corner lift-up observed on the top layer. Other damage mode is observed on 
the middle and bottom layers. The square openings of the middle and bottom layers 
are not fully closed in this case as compared to TSP foldcore without foam infill. The 
remained openings are due to the extra resistance at each unit cell centre provided by 
the added foam material. The shaped PU foam filled TSP folded structure has a quite 
different damage mode as comparing with the cases of no foam filler and with cubic 
PU foam filler. Only one damage mode is presented on all three layers for the shaped 
PU foam filled structure. No inward vertical bending of the sidewalls occurs on the 
middle and bottom layers which are presented in both the previous two cases (no foam 
filler and cubic PU foam filler). The corner lift-up does not occur for all three layers 
either. Due to the presence of shaped PU foam, the damage mode associated with 
sidewalls inwards vertical bending is much harder to occur. Shaped foam provides 
much more support to the sidewalls as they both have similar geometries. Therefore, 
it is easier for sidewalls of foldcore to bend outwards horizontally as in the first 
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damage mode. It is also worth noting that some part of foldcore expends outside the 
boundary after crushing as shown in Figure 8-6 (c). This might be caused by the 
compression of the shaped foam around the outer edges.  
 
Figure 8-7. Damage modes of individual layers of different EPS cubic foam filled 
foldcores under crushing 
As shown in Figure 8-7, EPS foam filled multi-layer TSP foldcore shows similar 
damage modes with the corresponding layers of TSP foldcore and cubic PU foam 
filled foldcore. Both damage modes are presented in all three cubic EPS foam 
configurations. The square openings at the centre of each unit cell better remain their 
square shapes with the heavier foam filler added, as can be seen from EPS13.5C to 
EPS19C to EPS28C. The heavier foam filler has a higher compressive strength which 
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provides more support to the top edges of the sidewalls. Therefore, with the heavier 
foam, it is harder for foldcore sidewalls to undergo vertical inwards bending and the 
top square opening can better remain their shape.  
8.4 Finite element analysis 
8.4.1 Finite element model 
 
Figure 8-8. Numerical model of crushing setup for shaped foam filled three-layered 
TSP foldcore; note: portion of crushing disk and top layer TSP foldcore is removed 
for illustration  
Finite element analysis of the foam filled multi-layer TSP foldcores is carried out. 
Finite element software LS-DYNA is used for the simulations. The TSP foldcores are 
modelled using shell element and the foam material, plates and crushing disk are 
modelled using solid element. 2 mm high boundary of the plates are modelled as well 
as shown in Figure 8-8. The cylindrical crushing disk and base have the diameter of 
100 mm. As observed in the crushing test, the deformation of the interlayer plates 
between foldcore layers is minimal and therefore ignored in the numerical simulation. 
Interlayer plates, base support and top crushing disk are all modelled as rigid block. 
Base support was fixed in all six degrees of freedom and crushing disk is fixed in five 
degrees of freedom with lateral movement in the y direction allowed. No constraint is 
applied on the interlayer plates. 
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To minimize the uncertainties, the actual crushing speed of the crushing disk derived 
from the dynamic crushing test shown in Figure 7-9 (b) is applied on the crushing disk 
in the numerical models to simulate the changing crushing speed. Material parameters 
used for EPS, PU foam, 1060 aluminium sheet and aluminium 5083 alloy are listed in 
Chapter 8.2. Neither glue nor other fixing is considered in the numerical models, same 
as in the experiment. A friction coefficient of 0.25 is considered for all interfaces (87). 
Mesh convergence tests of both TSP foldcore and foam material have been carried out 
in the previous study (136). 
8.4.2 Comparison with experimental results 
The load-displacement curves of the multi-layer TSP foldcores with different foam 
filler configurations under 10 m/s crushing are shown in Figure 8-9. The average 
crushing forces and peak crushing forces from both the FE simulation and tests are 
marked out for all the cases. Overall, the FE results match well with the test data. The 
initial peak force at around 5 to 10 mm displacement match well between the two 
curves for all cases. The first initial peak force corresponds to the initiation of the 
sidewall buckling of the TSP foldcore. The average crushing forces are in good 
agreement as well, while some large fluctuations in the later stage are observed in the 
numerical results. Displacement fluctuations of 3TSP-10 (20-30mm), 3TSP-EPS19C-
10 (28-35 mm) and 3TSP-PU35S-10 (27-37 mm) are captured in numerical 
simulations and well match the experimental data. These fluctuations correspond to 
the collapsing of the layers. However, the initial stiffness of the structures in all cases 
from finite element results is higher than the test data. The gradient of all FE curves at 
initial stage (0 to 2 mm displacement) is higher than the test data, due to the 
imperfections induced during the sample preparation. Minor bending of the sidewalls, 
slight gaps between foldcore and plates can lead to the lower initial stiffness. The focus 
of this chapter is to observe the crushing behaviour and examine the energy absorption 
of the proposed foam filled folded structures, therefore these minor variations between 
the FE and test results can be neglected. The overall crushing behaviour and energy 
absorption from both the numerical simulations and tests match well under the large 
deformation of the structures.   
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Figure 8-9. Load-displacement curves of multi-layer TSP foldcores with five foam 
configurations under 10 m/s crushing 
Parameters including peak and average crushing force, densification strain and 
specific energy absorption from both FE and experimental data of these foldcores are 
listed in Table 8-5. Similar to the load-displacement curves, the average crushing 
forces are in good agreement for the foam filled foldcores, while discrepancies exist 
between FE and test results for TSP foldcore without foam filler. Relatively smaller 
discrepancies of the cases with foam filler indicate that the added foam may help 
mitigate some of the effect caused by imperfection during specimen preparation. For 
the case without foam filler, imperfections on sidewalls may locally change the 
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deformation mode of foldcore. With cubic or shaped foam material added in the centre 
of each unit cell of the foldcore, extra support provided to foldcore sidewalls makes 
vertical inwards bending more difficult to initiate and reduces the influence of local 
imperfections. Higher density of foam filler tends to increase the crushing resistance 
and the specific energy absorption of the structure. Structure with shaped PU35 foam 
has the highest average crushing resistance, while cubic EPS28 foam filled structure 
possess the highest SEA due to the stronger yet lighter EPS foam material as shown 
in Figure 8-2.   
Table 8-5. Comparisons between FE and experimental data of multi-layer foldcores 
with different foam filler configurations Note: Due to large deformation of the foam 
material and the significant difference of elastic modulus between aluminium 1060 
sheet and EPS13.5, the numerical simulation of 3TSP-EPS13.5C-10 terminates half 
way and the numerical results are not presented herein.  
Foam filler 
configurations 
Ppeak (kN) Pave (kN) εD SEA (J/g) 
Exp FE Diff Exp FE Diff Exp FE Exp FE 
3TSP-10 3.44 4.65 35.2% 1.94 2.47 27.3% 0.65 0.71 2.70 3.79 
3TSP-
EPS13.5C-10 
4.38 - - 2.69 2.72 1.1% 0.63 - 3.53 - 
3TSP-
EPS19C-10 
5.44 4.65 -14.5% 2.65 2.87 8.3% 0.59 0.58 3.20 3.38 
3TSP-
EPS28C-10 
4.76 5.46 14.7% 3.40 3.39 -0.3% 0.68 0.71 4.62 4.71 
3TSP-PU35C-
10 
4.01 4.64 15.7% 3.04 3.08 1.3% 0.71 0.70 4.25 4.24 
3TSP-PU35S-
10 
4.92 5.52 12.2% 3.53 3.65 3.4% 0.70 0.69 4.41 4.52 
 
8.4.3 Comparison of damage modes  
The comparison of multi-layer TSP foldcore without foam filler at around 15 mm of 
crushed distance is shown in Figure 8-10. The damage mode from numerical 
simulation agrees well with that observed in the test.  Comparison of the damage 
modes on the top and middle layers of TSP foldcore without foam filler obtained from 
numerical simulation is shown in Figure 8-11. For the top layer of the multi-layer 
foldcore, the sidewall bends out horizontally. For the middle and bottom layers, 
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however, the sidewalls bend vertically towards centre of the unit cell. This damage 
mode leads to lift-up of the corners and the joint lines connecting the adjacent 
sidewalls remain straight in the middle and bottom layers. As shown in Figure 8-6 (a), 
the interconnections are buckled and twisted under the first damage mode of the top 
layer.  
 
Figure 8-10. Damage modes of TSP foldcore without foam fillers in (a) FE simulation 
and (b) crushing test at approximately 15 mm displacement 
 
Figure 8-11. Computed damage modes of TSP foldcore without foam filler under 
10m/s crushing on (a) top layer; (b) middle layer, note: these images are not captured 
at the same time as two layers are not deformed simultaneously 
The computed damage modes of three typical foam filled multi-layer TSP folded 
structures are shown in Figure 8-12. Three sets of damage modes are presented on 
three structures and the similarity in damage mode of each set is demonstrated with 
crushing tests. For TSP folded structure without foam filler, the top layer shows 
different damage mode from the middle and bottom layers. The sidewalls bend 
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horizontally outwards, resulting in the top square opening of each unit cell remains 
their shape and no corner lift-up is observed. As for the middle and bottom layers, the 
outer sidewalls bend vertically towards the centre of each unit cell, therefore resulting 
in the deformation of the top square opening and leading to corner lift-up, which can 
be also observed on the bottom layer shown in Figure 8-10. 
 
Figure 8-12. Damage modes of three layers of TSP foldcores without foam, with cubic 
EPS28 foam and with shaped PU35 foam after crushing 
For the folded structure with cubic EPS28 foam filler, the damage modes are similar 
to the case without foam filler. The square openings are clearly demonstrated on the 
top layer, while these are more or less deformed on the middle and bottom layers. Due 
to the resistance provided by the filled cubic foam, these openings are less deformed 
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after crush, while the openings are almost fully closed due to the deformation for the 
case without foam filler. Less corner lift-up on the middle and bottom layers of the 
EPS foam filled structure is displayed for the same reason. Only one type of damage 
mode is shown in three layers of shaped PU foam filled TSP folded structure. Only 
horizontal bending and buckling of the sidewalls are presented, the top edges of the 
sidewalls remain straight and the square openings are not deformed after being crushed. 
The shaped foam has the almost identical slope as the inclined walls of the TSP folded 
structure, which provides resistance and interacts with the cell walls during the 
deformation. The added foam filler leads to the change of damage mode for the middle 
and bottom layers and the improvement in crushing resistance under dynamic crushing 
as well.  
 
Figure 8-13. Correlation between layer deformation and load-displacement response 
of three layer shaped PU foam filled TSP folded structure under 10m/s crushing 
The correlated deformation modes of three layers of the shaped PU foam filled TSP 
folded structure are shown in Figure 8-13. The side views of the folded structure from 
both high speed camera images and FE simulation are compared. For load-
displacement curve of test result, three peak values can be identified, and correlate to 
the buckling of the middle, bottom and top layer, respectively. Slight tilting of the 
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interlayer plates and uneven deformation of same-layer unit cells are also observed, 
resulting the slight fluctuation of the load-displacement curve as compared to FE 
results. For FE simulation of the shaped PU foam infill configuration, the middle and 
bottom layer deform at same time, while bottom layer reach fully compacted state 
earlier than middle layer at about 27 mm of displacement. After the densification of 
bottom and middle layer, the half-crushed top layer further buckles which results a 
peak load at about the 37 mm marked. This layer crushing order is similar for both FE 
and test results.  
Overall, the damage modes of both computed results and crush tests are in very good 
agreement. However, the deformation in FE results is more symmetric and uniform, 
whereas the deformation in crush tests is not necessarily symmetric and uniform. 
Furthermore, some bottom edges bend over the 2 mm high boundary of the inter-layer 
plates. All the foldcores stay well inside the boundary after the crushing. These 
discrepancies might be caused by the imperfections of the samples and slight tilting of 
the interlayer plates during the crushing. As the slight gaps exist between foldcore and 
plates, sidewalls slightly bend during folding process and the unit cells of foldcore are 
not necessarily at the same height level. These leads to a slight reduction in initial 
stiffness of the structure, as well as the crushing resistance and energy absorption. 
More precise manufacturing process and better design of the multi-layer set-up could 
be applied in the future to minimize these imperfections.  
8.5 Summary 
In this chapter, structural responses of foam filled multi-layer truncated square 
pyramid (TSP) kirigami structures under dynamic loading are investigated in 
experimental and FE analysis. Five different foam filler configurations are considered 
and compared with the case without foam filler. For these five cases: cubic EPS13.5, 
cubic EPS19, cubic EPS28, cubic PU35, shaped PU35 foam filler, the increase in 
crushing resistance and the improvement in specific energy absorption are 
demonstrated. Due to the interaction between the folded structure and the foam 
material, up to 82% increase in average crushing resistance is shown with only 3% to 
20% increment in weight. Among these foam filler configurations, cubic EPS28 infill 
results in the highest increase in specific energy absorption (SEA), and shaped PU35 
foam infill leads to the highest increase in average crushing force under dynamic 
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loading, which is due to the higher compressive strength of EPS28 foam than PU35 
foam. However, shaped foam shows a greater improvement in crushing resistance due 
to better interaction between foam and cell walls. The uniform crushing responses can 
be observed for all foam fillers with a uniformity ratio less than 2.0 under both quasi-
static and 10 m/s crushing, whereas the uniformity ratio can reach 4.0 for some 
existing sandwich structures under dynamic crushing (146). As discussed in Chapter 
8.3.1, the specific energy absorption of the proposed structure (2.16-3.14 J/g under 
quasi-static loading) is much higher than conventional cellular structure such as 
aluminium foam (0.5-0.8 J/g) and aluminium eggbox (1-2 J/g) of the similar density 
and similar material. This indicates great potential of the proposed foam filled multi-
layer TSP kirigami structure for energy absorption applications.  
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Chapter 9. Experimental study of functionally 
graded multi-layer folded TSP folded structure 
with foam filler under dynamic crushing 
The related work in this chapter has been published in Composites Part B: 
Engineering. 
9.1 Introduction 
As demonstrated in Chapter 8 and 9, multi-layer TSP foldcores with/without foam 
fillers have good energy absorption performance under dynamic loads. In this chapter, 
three-layer TSP folded structure with different foam fillers is designed to achieve a 
layer-by-layer functionally graded sandwich structure (i.e. negatively and positively 
graded). Functionally graded materials (FGM), where the material properties vary 
layer-by-layer or gradually within the material, are used as cores for sandwich 
structures. The varying material properties can be achieved by changing cell size, wall 
thickness and density. Many stepwise and continuously graded structures including 
corrugated (68), honeycomb (157, 158), foams (19), stacked Miura-type foldcore (159) 
and lattice (160, 161) were investigated. Improved energy absorption and crushing 
behaviour are shown for functionally graded structures than their uniform counterpart 
under impact or blast loading. It is worth noting that many existing graded structures 
are permanently bonded between layers and some complex graded structures such as 
lattice structures can only be manufactured by additive manufacturing (160, 161), 
which limits the size of the structure and can be costly.  
In this chapter, two sets of foam fillers are used. For the first set, three different 
densities of cubic expanded polystyrene (EPS) foam fillers are inserted into three 
layers of foldcore. For the second set, shaped and cubic rigid polyurethane (PU) foam 
fillers are inserted into two layers with no foam filler added in the third layer. Two 
different foam filling orders including positively and negatively graded are considered 
for both sets of EPS and PU foam. These foam filled graded multi-layer TSP structures 
Li Z, Chen W, Hao H. Functionally graded truncated square pyramid folded 
structures with foam filler under dynamic crushing, Composites Part B. 
2019:177:107410.  DOI:10.1016/j.compositesb.2019.107410 
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along with the uniform TSP structure without filler are tested under different 
impacting speeds. Crushing response and energy absorption are compared for the 
different set-ups.  
9.2 Layer geometry 
9.2.1 Folding geometry of foldcore 
 
Figure 9-1. (a) Surface flatness analysis of one sidewall of TSP foldcore using 3D 
direct image correlation (DIC); (b) sidewall model reconstruction 
For geometries of the truncated square pyramid (TSP) foldcore specimen, please refer 
to Chapter 4.2. All testing specimens are prepared by hand folding the patterned 
aluminium sheets. Imperfections cannot be avoided in this process on the bent 
sidewalls with uneven levelling for unit cells on the same layer which results in the 
gaps between foldcore and supporting plate, as well as uneven initial contact of top 
edges of foldcore to crushing head. The measured height of foldcore specimens varies 
between 21 to 23 mm, slightly larger than the designed height of 20 mm. These 
imperfections could lead to reduction in initial stiffness of the proposed TSP foldcore 
while the overall crushing response and energy absorption are barely affected. As 
shown in Figure 9-1, 3D Direct Image Correlation (3D DIC) analysis is carried out to 
evaluate the surface flatness of the sidewalls of folded specimens. The maximum 
difference on the sidewall is about 0.765 mm (-0.485 mm to 0.28 mm) over the length 
of 40 mm of the bottom edge, as shown in the scale legend in Figure 9-1. Some 
imperfections such as bending or torsion may still exist on triangular interconnections 
between sidewalls and around the crease lines. Overall, the finishing of the TSP 
foldcore specimens is acceptable. It should be noted this manufacturing error is also 
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observed even in some of machine pressed Miura-type foldcores in previous studies 
by other researchers (81), and cannot be completely eliminated. Such errors can be 
reduced by more advanced machine folding.      
9.2.2 Foam filler configurations and multi-layer set-up 
Five different graded configurations are listed in Table 9-1. These include a uniform 
multi-layer folded structure without filler, two sets of negatively and positively graded 
multi-layer folded structures achieved by varying foam filler densities and shapes. A 
total of five different types of foam fillers are inserted into the foldcores: cubic 
expanded polystyrene (EPS) with densities of 13.5, 19 and 28 kg/m3, cubic and shaped 
rigid polyurethane (PU) foam with density of 35 kg/m3. The densities of foam filled 
TSP core range between 75 and 88 kg/m3, where a TSP foldcore without foam filler 
has a density of 73 kg/m3 (2.7% relative density). Based on previous investigation of 
multi-layer folded structure with uniform foam fillers, the crushing resistance of the 
foam filled structure is proportional to the foam strength and the support provided 
from foam to the foldcore (111). The positively graded structure is defined as 
increasing density and crushing strength from top to bottom layer, and the negatively 
graded is defined as opposite. The notations of these structures are listed in Table 9-1. 
For instance, 3TSP-EPS-C-NG represents three-layer truncated square pyramid 
structure filled with negatively graded cubic EPS foam fillers from the top to the 
bottom layer. 
Table 9-1. Five graded configurations and total weight of the foldcore  
Notation 
Graded 
order 
Foam filler (kg/m3) Total 
mass 
(g) Top layer 
Middle 
layer 
Bottom 
layer 
3TSP  Uniform - - - 28.1 
3TSP-EPS-C-
PG 
Positively 
graded (PG) 
Cubic 
EPS13.5 
Cubic 
EPS19 
Cubic 
EPS28 
29.6 
3TSP-EPS-C-
NG 
Negatively 
graded (NG) 
Cubic 
EPS28 
Cubic 
EPS19 
Cubic 
EPS13.5 
29.6 
3TSP-PU-PG 
Positively 
graded (PG) 
- 
Cubic 
PU35 
Shaped 
PU35 
30.9 
3TSP-PU-NG 
Negatively 
graded (NG) 
Shaped 
PU35 
Cubic 
PU35 
- 30.9 
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The geometry of the two shapes of foam filler and the graded multi-layer set-up are 
shown in Figure 9-2. Four units of foam filler are inserted into each layer of foldcore, 
achieving graded effect on different layers. Each layer of foldcore and foam filler is 
separated by interlayer plate made of Al 5083 with thickness of 3 mm. To constrain 
the in-plane movements of foldcore sidewalls, 2 mm high boundary curbs are also 
included on the interlayer plates along the four sides. Thread rods are bolted onto base 
plate and function as guide for interlayer plates to move in the vertical direction. The 
holes located at four corners of the plates have diameter of 8 mm, sufficiently larger 
than the M6 threaded rods of 6 mm diameter. Unlike the common sandwich structure 
designs, where the skins and core are often permanently bonded (43, 82), each layer 
of the proposed graded folded sandwich structure is simply supported. After impact, 
each layer of deformed core can be easily removed and replaced by a new core 
structure. Only one set of plates are used for all different graded configurations 
throughout the impact tests in this study. No noticeable plastic deformation is observed 
on any plate after dozens of impact tests.  
 
Figure 9-2. (a) Dimension of shaped foam filler; (b) dimension of cubic foam filler; 
(c) multi-layer set-up of PU foam filled positively graded folded structure; (d) cubic 
EPS foam filled negatively graded folded structure; Note: quarter of the plates and 
foldcores are cut out to illustrate the added foam fillers 
9.2.3 Material properties 
For material properties of Al 1060 and 5083, please refer to Chapter 7.2. Uniaxial 
compressive tests are carried out for EPS19 and PU35 foam material under the same 
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crushing rate (1 and 10 m/s). Stress-strain data for EPS13.5 and 28 are obtained from 
the previous study (155). Engineering stress-strain curves of these foam materials 
under two loading rates are shown in Figure 9-3. The foam specimens have a diameter 
of 75 mm and height of 50 mm. Multiple tests are carried out for each loading scenario. 
Same testing equipment is used to test the graded structures. Two crushing speeds on 
the foam materials are used for the proposed graded structures. The labelled crushing 
speed is not necessarily the actual moving speed of the impact head throughout the 
crushing, due to the deceleration at later stage. 
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Figure 9-3. Engineering stress-strain curves of EPS13.5 (155), EPS19, EPS 28 (155) 
and PU35 under 1 m/s and 10 m/s crushing speed 
9.3 Test set-up 
For the test set-up, please refer to Chapter 7.4.1. For the information about crushing 
speeds, please refer to Chapter 7.4.2. 
9.4 Results and discussions 
9.4.1 Low-speed impact (1m/s)  
9.4.1.1 Damage mode comparison (quasi-static and 1 m/s crushing)  
Deformations of the crushing of three-layer TSP folded structure without foam fillers 
(three cores and three plates) are shown in Figure 9-4 for quasi-static and 1 m/s 
crushing cases. The loading rate of 2 mm/min is applied for the structure under quasi-
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static crushing. Difference in deformation can be observed between these two loading 
cases. Simultaneous deformations across all three layers are shown for the quasi-static 
crushing case. This simultaneous deformation results in a smoother load-displacement 
response of the structure which is shown in Chapter 9.4.1.2 (Figure 9-8). Furthermore, 
the interlayer plates are tilted in quasi-static condition as a result of the difference in 
crushing strength of the unit cells on the same layer. Due to the very low loading rate 
(2 mm/min), even slight difference in crushing strength of unit cells can cause plate 
tilting and uneven loading to the next layer. Under crushing speed of 1 m/s, the 
interlayer plates are less tilted and the layer-by-layer deformation is shown in Figure 
9-4 (b, d). The foldcore has less time to deform along the weaker portion of the unit 
cells as compared to quasi-static crushing, especially during the initial impacting stage. 
Therefore, foldcore within a same layer is more evenly crushed among unit cells, 
resulting in less tilting interlayer plates.  
 
Figure 9-4. Deformation of three-layer TSP folded structure without foam fillers (a) 
early stage of quasi-static (2 mm/min) crushing; (b) early stage of 1 m/s crushing; (c) 
later stage of quasi-static crushing; (d) later stage of 1 m/s crushing 
In addition, it is observed that only the bottom layer undergoes large deformation 
while the other two layers almost remain their original shapes at the early stage for all 
three tests under the same loading condition. The deformation then propagates to the 
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middle and finally to the top layer. The initiation of the layer-by-layer crushing from 
the bottom layer is caused by stress wave interferences under impact condition (162, 
163). Under the impact of 1 m/s, the stress at top layer is not high enough to cause 
layer deformation at the moment of impact, thus the stress wave propagates 
downwards. When the reflected wave from the stationary base meets with the 
propagating stress wave from the impact end, the superimposed stress exceeds the 
layer buckling stress and thus the damage occurs near the base end. Under higher speed 
impact, the stress at the impact end might exceed the buckling stress of the structure, 
the damage occurs at the impact end rather than the base end. As reported in the 
previous study, the damage initiates from the top layer under 15 m/s impact.  
 
Figure 9-5. Deformation of (a) negatively; (b) positively graded structures with PU 
foam filler under 1 m/s crushing 
Crushing process of the NG and PG folded structure with PU foam fillers under 
crushing rate of 1 m/s is shown in Figure 9-5. The last two digit in the label is the 
specimen number. For instance, 3TSP-PU-NG-1-02 stands for the second test of 3-
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layer TSP folded structure with negatively graded PU foam fillers from top to bottom. 
A layer-by-layer crushing of the graded structures can be observed, similar to the 
uniform TSP folded structure without foam fillers. However, unlike the structure with 
uniform foldcores that crushing initiates at the bottom layer as shown in Figure 9-4 
(b), the crushing initiates at the weaker layer of the graded structure, which is the 
bottom layer for NG structure and the top layer for PG structure as expected. The 
initiation of the buckling of each layer corresponds to three peaks as shown in Chapter 
9.4.1.2 (Figure 9-8). The differences in load-displacement curves can be found among 
structures with different graded configurations. Comparing to the uniform TSP folded 
structure without foam fillers, graded structures have higher local peaks. The foam 
filler provides not only direct compressive strength to the structure but also the support 
and interaction to the sidewalls. As previously reported (98), the interactions become 
more apparent when sidewalls deform. Since more portions of sidewalls are in contact 
with the foam fillers to resist sidewall buckling, the crushing resistance of the structure 
significantly increases. 
 
Figure 9-6. Damage modes of negatively graded structure with (a) cubic EPS foam 
fillers;(b) PU foam fillers, under 1 m/s crushing 
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Figure 9-7. Damage modes of positively graded structure with (a) cubic EPS foam 
fillers;(b) PU foam fillers, under 1 m/s crushing 
The NG and PG folded structures with EPS foam fillers show similar behaviour to the 
PU foam filled graded structures. However, the layers of NG and PG structures show 
opposite crushing order since the crushing of the structure always starts from the 
weakest layer under low impacting speed. Due to the difference in material properties 
between EPS and PU foams, the three peak in the load-displacement curves are not 
the same as shown in Chapter 9.4.1.2 . The layer with shaped PU foam filler has the 
highest peak, as the designed shape (Figure 9-2 a) better fits the slope of the sidewalls 
and enhances the interaction between the foam filler and sidewalls. The added shaped 
foam filler also results in a change of damage mode as compared to the bottom layer 
where no foam filler is added, as presented in Figure 9-6 (b). The added shaped foam 
on the top layer of 3TSP-PU-NG-1-01 provides extra support to the sidewalls during 
deformation. Therefore, the faces of sidewalls bend outwards horizontally, and the top 
openings remain their original square shape. For the layer without foam filler or with 
cubic foam filler (bottom and middle layers), the sidewalls bend inwards, resulting in 
more deformation on the top openings before deformation. The damage modes on 
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three layers of positively graded PU filled structures are shown in Figure 9-7 (b). This 
change of damage mode leads to the highest peak force out of the three peaks in load-
displacement curves when the shaped foam filled layer undergoes deformation. 
9.4.1.2 Structural response and energy absorption (1 m/s crushing tests) 
Structural response and energy absorption are compared in this section. Peak crushing 
load, Ppeak, average crushing load, Pave, uniformity ratio, U, densification strain, D , 
and specific energy absorption (SEA) are selected for evaluation of the crushing 
response and energy absorption capacities of these different graded structures. The 
densification strain, D , is calculated by the displacement at the onset of densification 
divided by the total height of the foldcores. Densification is the stage where crushing 
resistance rises suddenly due to the compaction of structure. The total height of 
foldcore in this chapter is 60 mm which consists of 3 layers of 20 mm high foldcore. 
Total height does not include the thickness of interlayer plates, as deformation of the 
plates are not observed throughout the tests. The average crushing force, Pave, is the 
average crushing resistance of the structure before it reaches densification, and is 
defined as follows: 
0
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
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 (9-1) 
where P is the crushing force and   is the strain, which is calculated by crushed 
distance over total height of foldcores. The peak crushing force (Ppeak) is defined as 
the overall peak force before densification in this chapter. Uniformity ratio is the ratio 
between peak and average crushing forces as: 
peak
ave
P
U
p
  (9-2) 
It is worth noting that the peak crushing force is often defined as the initial peak force 
in many studies (100, 164). As for conventional sandwich structures such as 
honeycomb (164), lattice (53) and Miura-type foldcore (82), sudden rise and fall in 
crushing resistance occurs at initial stage which can be several times larger than its 
average crushing force. However, for the folded structures considered in the present 
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study, this initial peak force is not necessarily the overall peak force before 
densification of the whole multi-layer structure. Therefore in this chapter the 
uniformity ratio is defined by using the overall peak force instead of the initial peak 
force.  The specific energy absorption is defined as  
ave D
TSP foam
P H
SEA
m m
 


 (9-3) 
where H is the overall height of the foldcores, TSPm   and foamm   are the overall mass 
of the TSP foldcore and overall mass of the foam filler, respectively. 
 
Figure 9-8. Load-displacement curves of uniform multi-layer TSP folded structure, (a) 
negatively graded folded structures; (b) positively graded folded structures under 1 
m/s crushing; Marked out local peaks corresponds to initiation of buckling of the three 
layers 
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The load-displacement curves of multi-layer graded folded structures under 1 m/s 
crushing are shown in Figure 9-8. The average crushing forces are also calculated and 
indicated by the same coloured lines as the curves. The end bar of average force line 
represents the densification position of the structure where sudden and consistent rise 
of the crushing force occurs due to the compaction of the structure. The overall 
crushing response of the structures indicates good performances, with low fluctuations 
and a long plateau before reaching densification. The imperfections such as uneven 
levelling and existing gaps between foldcore and plates caused a decrease in the initial 
stiffness of the structure. This can be observed by the lower slope of curves before 1 
to 2 mm displacement. However, the imperfections have little effect on energy 
absorption and overall crushing response of the multi-layer folded structures. It is also 
clear that the graded structures have a higher average crushing resistance than uniform 
folded structures without foam filler. As can be noted, the increment in compressive 
strength of the structure with added foam filler is greater than the compressive strength 
of the added foam itself. The great improvement in compressive strength to the folded 
structure by adding foam filler is due to the interaction effect between foam and the 
walls (98, 100). As marked out in circles in Figure 9-8, three local peaks can be 
observed for all graded and non-graded folded structures under this crushing speed. 
These peaks are associated with the initiation of buckling of the sidewalls in each layer. 
Under quasi-static loading, the load-displacement response is smoother due to 
simultaneous deformation on all layers. Furthermore, the foam filled graded structures 
have higher peak resistance than the case without foam fillers due to both added 
material and foam-sidewall interaction effect. 
Table 9-2. Crushing responses of different graded structures under 1 m/s crushing 
speed 
Graded 
configurations 
Ppeak 
(kN) 
Pave (kN) U= Ppeak /Pave εD SEA (J/g) 
3TSP-Quasi-static 2.30 1.66 1.386 0.70 2.50 
3TSP-1-02 2.96 1.84 1.598 0.69 2.73 
3TSP-EPS-C-NG-1-
01 
3.30 2.33 1.416 0.72 3.39 
3TSP-PU-NG-1-01 4.12 2.55 1.616 0.74 3.67 
3TSP-EPS-C-PG-1-
02 
3.37 2.44 1.381 0.71 3.50 
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3TSP-PU-PG-1-02 4.68 2.55 1.835 0.76 3.80 
 
Structural responses of the graded structures are given in Table 9-2. The differences 
in the crushing response parameters of graded structures are minimal under low 
impacting speed. Both negatively graded and positively graded structures with the 
same set of foam fillers have similar crushing parameters. For instance, under 1 m/s 
crushing, negatively and positively graded structures with EPS foam filler show very 
similar peak, average crushing resistance, uniformity ratio, densification strain and 
specific energy absorption, although the crushing process is not the same as presented 
above. Similarly, negatively graded structure with PU foam filler has almost identical 
crushing parameters as the positively graded structure with PU foam filler. Significant 
enhancement in average crushing force (25% to 39%) is shown for foam filled graded 
structure as compared to uniform unfilled structure, while the mass of foam filler only 
increases between 5 and 10%. Excellent performances in energy absorption are shown 
for all folded structures with or without foam filler. The SEA varies between 2.50 J/g 
and 3.80 J/g, which is higher than 0.82-2.51 J/g of typical graded folded structures 
made of stronger sheet materials and higher core densities (e.g., brass, with Young’s 
modulus 111.1 GPa and yield stress 142 MPa) (159).  
Under crushing speed of 1 m/s, the graded structures have enhanced average crushing 
resistance and energy absorption capacity due to the added foam filler. However, 
difference in positively or negatively graded structure is minimal. For each foam filler 
configuration considered in this chapter, positively graded structures show similar 
crushing parameters as their negatively graded counterpart, due to the layer-by-layer 
deformation of the structure. Under low crushing speed, the deformation initiates at 
the weakest layer, followed by the collapsing of the second and then final layer, which 
are associated with three local peaks in the load-displacement curves as shown in 
Figure 9-8. The graded configuration changes the order of layer crushing but the 
compressive strength of each corresponded layer is the same. Therefore, the general 
trends of load-displacement curves between NG and PG under 1 m/s crushing are 
similar.  
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9.4.2 High-speed impact (10 m/s) 
9.4.2.1 Damage mode comparison (10 m/s crushing) 
Different from the low crushing speed cases, the graded configurations show 
significant influence on load-displacement responses under crushing speed of 10 m/s. 
Figure 9-9 (a) shows the crushing at the instant when the overall peak force of NG 
structure occurs at about 22 mm of displacement as shown in Chapter 9.4.2.2 (Figure 
9-14 a), and Figure 9-9 (b) is at the same instant when the PG structure with PU foam 
fillers reaches the peak resistance. The NG structure has a significantly higher peak 
force than the PG structure with almost a 40% increase. This is because collision 
between the middle and bottom interlayer plates occurs on NG structure as shown in 
the figure, which results in higher force. 
 
Figure 9-9. Complete collapsing of the first layer under 10 m/s crushing speed for (a) 
negatively graded; (b) positively graded structures with cubic EPS foam fillers.  
The plates are larger than the foldcore, slight tilting may lead to collision on the edge 
of the plates. However, the primary reason behind the collision of the plates is the fully 
crushed foldcore layer. For graded structures, the strength difference between layers 
is amplified with graded structure due to inertia effect and extra stabilization by both 
the foldcore and the added foam. The weaker layer is first crushed and fully compacted. 
As shown in Figure 9-9 (a, b), the first deforming layer is completely crushed, resulting 
the contact between two plates. However,  under 1 m/s crushing, the first deforming 
layer still has residual height for further deformation for both NG and PG structures 
as shown in Figure 9-5. The full compaction of the weaker layer leads to large rise in 
force being transmitted to the next layer. For NG structures, the foldcore of the first 
crushed layer is fully compacted (bottom layer), therefore, it leads to huge rise in the 
reaction force, i.e., the force being transmitted to the base where the load cell is located, 
as shown in Chapter 9.4.2.2 (Figure 9-14 a). For PG structures, the fully compacted 
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layer is at the top with two lower layers that further deform to absorb energy. Therefore 
the force transmitted to the base is still relatively small. Similar significant increase in 
transmitted force due to fully compacted layer subjected to dynamic loading were also 
reported in the previous analytical and experimental studies (18, 35).   
 
Figure 9-10. Deformation comparison of positively graded PU foam filled structure 
before first layer is completely crushed under (a) 1 m/s; (b) 10 m/s 
Prior to layer-by-layer buckling, all three layers undergo slight deformation 
simultaneously under high speed crushing, which is slightly different from that under 
low speed crushing. As can be observed, there is almost no deformation on the middle 
and bottom layers when the top layer is fully crushed under 1 m/s impact as shown in 
Figure 9-10 (a). Under 10 m/s crushing, as shown in Figure 9-10 (b), both middle and 
bottom layers experience some slight deformation when the top layer is fully crushed. 
Due to simultaneous buckling initiation on all layers prior to layer-by-layer 
deformation, an increased crushing resistance at initial stage is observed. However, 
the crushing force at later stage is slightly reduced as compared to 1 m/s impacting 
case, as shown in Figure 9-16 of Chapter 9.4.2.2, which is due to the slightly deformed 
sidewalls of foldcores on middle and bottom layers prior to layer-by-layer crushing.  
Damage modes of the two graded structures under 10 m/s crushing are show in Figure 
9-11 and Figure 9-12. Similar damage modes are observed for foam filled layers due 
to foam-sidewall interactions. Comparing with 1 m/s crushing (Figure 9-7 b), larger 
residual opening and more buckled interconnections on the top layer (i.e. no foam 
filler) of 3TSP-PU-PG are observed under 10 m/s crushing as shown in Figure 9-11 
(b). The change of damage mode with increasing crushing speed is due to the inertia 
effect and the geometry of the foldcore causing top portion of the foldcore to deform 
before the lower portion. As each corner of folded structure consists of two triangular 
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interconnections which strengthen the structure, the foldcore corners rotate about the 
base instead of buckling under low crushing speed. Under high crushing speed, the 
deformation of top layer is localized on the top edges of the sidewall where the top 
edges roll towards cell centre and the interconnections buckle instead of rotating. 
Therefore, the interconnection lines are no longer straight as observed under low speed 
crushing (marked out in Figure 9-7 (b) top layer), and the top openings are not closed 
as marked out on the top layer of Figure 9-11 (b).  
 
Figure 9-11. Damage modes of positively graded structure with (a) cubic EPS foam 
fillers; (b) PU foam fillers under 10 m/s crushing 
To summarize the layer deformation of graded multi-layer folded structure under three 
graded configurations and two loading speeds, schematic diagrams are shown in 
Figure 9-13. Under low crushing speed, layer-by-layer deformation is observed for 
both graded configurations. The weakest layer deforms first followed by the second 
weaker layer. Under 10 m/s crushing, however, slight deformation on all three layers 
is observed prior to layer-by-layer crushing for both NG and PG structures. Different 
from that under low crushing speed, the weakest layer is completely crushed under 10 
m/s impact before large crushing starts in the next weakest layer. The full compaction 
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of layer may result in a significant increase in force transmitted to the structure behind 
if the fully crushed layer is the bottom layer. It is also worth noting that the layer-by-
layer deforming order for uniform TSP folded structure under 1 m/s impact starts from 
bottom layer. Random deforming order is observed for 10 m/s impacting case, as the 
impacting speed is not sufficiently high to cause the failure at impacting end while the 
interaction of reflected and propagating stress wave is not necessarily occurs at base 
end under this impacting speed. 
 
Figure 9-12. Damage modes of positively graded structure with (a) cubic EPS foam 
fillers; (b) PU foam fillers under 10 m/s crushing 
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Figure 9-13. Schematic diagram of layer deformation under different loading and 
graded conditions; (a) No foam filled TSP folded structure under 1 m/s crushing; (b) 
No foam filled TSP folded structure under 10 m/s crushing; (c) PG structure under 1 
m/s crushing; (d) PG structure under 10 m/s crushing; (e) NG structure under 1 m/s 
crushing; (f) NG structure under 10 m/s crushing; Note: denser lined layer represents 
the layer with higher compressive strength  
9.4.2.2 Structural response and energy absorption (10 m/s crushing) 
Load-displacement curves of the multi-layer graded structures under 10 m/s crushing 
are shown in Figure 9-14. Crushing responses of these graded folded structures under 
10 m/s are very different, as compared to those under low crushing speed of 1 m/s. 
Fluctuation of the curves can be observed on both the negatively and positively graded 
cases. For negatively graded folded structures, three sudden rises can be identified on 
both EPS and PU foam filled NG structures. Out of which, the second peak at around 
22 mm of crushed distance shows the highest rise and drop in force as marked out in 
Figure 9-14 (a). The peak value is almost twice than the average crushing resistance 
and almost 40% higher than that of PG counterparts. As previously explained, the 
collision of the middle and bottom plates as well as full compaction of the weakest 
layer, which is the bottom layer for NG structures, lead to large force transmitted to 
the structure behind. For the positively graded folded structure, the load fluctuates 
around the average line of the crushing force and the fluctuation is much smaller in 
amplitude, indicating a more uniform crushing response. Clear change in initial 
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stiffness can also be observed. For the first 2 to 3 mm of the crushing, the stiffness of 
all structures is much lower than that after initial stage, which is caused by the gap 
between foldcores and plates. Once the manual folding induced gaps are closed, the 
crushing stiffness rises quickly, which can be observed for PG and NG cases in Figure 
9-14. The slopes of the initial stage of crushing after gap closing are much higher than 
those under 1 m/s crushing shown in Figure 9-8 due to inertia effect and stabilization 
effect of the cell walls. 
 
Figure 9-14. Load-displacement curves of uniform multi-layer TSP folded structure 
and (a) negatively graded folded structures; (b) positively graded folded structures, 
under 10 m/s crushing 
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Table 9-3. Crushing responses of different graded structures under 10 m/s crushing 
speed 
Graded 
configurations 
Ppeak 
(kN) 
Pave 
(kN) 
U= Ppeak /Pave εD SEA (J/g) 
3TSP-10-02 3.44 1.94 1.773 0.65 2.70 
3TSP-EPS-C-NG-
10-02 
6.97 3.19 2.206 0.68 4.37 
3TSP-PU-NG-10-01 6.10 2.67 2.285 0.65 3.37 
3TSP-EPS-C-PG-
10-01 
4.93 3.27 1.508 0.65 4.32 
3TSP-PU-PG-10-03 4.40 3.06 1.438 0.66 3.91 
 
The structural response and energy absorption of the graded structures under 10 m/s 
are listed in Table 9-3. The peak crushing forces for two configurations of negatively 
graded structures (3TSP-EPS-C-NG, 3TSP-PU-NG) are around 40% larger than their 
positively graded counterparts (3TSP-EPS-C-PG, 3TSP-PU-PG) under 10 m/s loading. 
On the other hand, the energy absorption and average crushing resistance of these NG 
structures are similar or lower than their PG counterparts. Both negatively graded 
structures (3TSP-EPS-C-NG, 3TSP-PU-NG) show less uniform crushing behaviour 
than the uniform and PG structures, by yielding a larger uniformity ratio. Positively 
graded structures, however, have smaller uniformity ratios than NG structures and 
uniform folded structures, demonstrating the improved crushing behaviour by adding 
positively graded foam fillers, which not only enhance the energy absorption but also 
lead to a more uniform crushing process. 
Figure 9-15 shows the comparison of the peak and average crushing forces among the 
folded graded structures under low and high crushing speeds. With the increasing 
crushing speed, rises in average crushing forces can be observed for all graded 
configurations and the uniform foldcore without foam fillers. The increase of average 
crushing force is due to the structural stabilization and change of damage mode on 
some layers with the increasing crushing speed. With the increase of impacting speed 
from 1m/s to 10 m/s, the changes of the peak crushing forces are different for the two 
graded (PG/NG) configurations. As shown in Figure 9-15 (a), much higher rise of peak 
crushing force is shown for the negatively graded (NG) structure due to the quick full 
compaction of the bottom layer and impacting onto the base support where the load 
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cell is located. However, for the positively graded structure, the peak force increases 
slightly or even decreases (e.g. 3TSP-PU-PG as shown in Figure 9-15 b) when 
crushing speed increases from 1 to 10 m/s. Under 10 m/s impacting speed, all layers 
deform slightly before layer-by-layer deformation occurs, as shown in Figure 9-10. 
The slight deformation on all layer at initial stage will increase the initial peak force 
at early stage due to initiation of buckling on all layers, while the peak at later stage 
of the crushing is reduced as the layers are slightly buckled prior to layer-by-layer 
deformation.  
 
Figure 9-15. Peak and average crushing forces with the increase of impacting speed 
for (a) negatively graded structures; (b) positively graded structures 
Under 10 m/s crushing, the overall peak force occurs at early stage of the deformation 
for EPS foam filled PG structure (Figure 9-14 b), different from low speed crushing 
where the peak force occurs at later stage of deformation (Figure 9-8 b). For PU foam 
filled PG structure, overall peak force occurs at later stage of the deformation under 
both crushing speeds. For both PG structures (EPS and PU), the deforming orders are 
the same, from top to bottom layer under both crushing speeds, whereas slight 
deformation occurs on all three layers before layer-by-layer deformation under higher 
crushing speed. The slight deformation on all layers leads to the increase in crushing 
force at early stage and reduction at later stage under higher crushing speed, as 
explained in the previous paragraph. Illustration of this change in crushing force at 
early and later stages under 1 and 10 m/s crushing is shown in Figure 9-16. It is worth 
noting that the illustration only shows the changes caused by the slight simultaneous 
buckling on all three layers before layer-by-layer crushing under 10 m/s loading, it 
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does not include other factors such as inertia effect and stabilization of the foam which 
result in a higher average crushing force under higher crushing speed as previously 
explained. For EPS foam filled PG structure, the difference in compressive strength 
from top to bottom layers (EPS 13.5, EPS19, EPS 28) is not significant. Therefore, 
with the increasing loading rate from 1 to 10 m/s, the appearance of peak force changes 
from later stage P2 (10 m/s) to early stage P1 (10 m/s) due to the increase of crushing 
force at early stage as shown in Figure 9-16 (a). For PU foam filled PG structure, the 
compressive strength from top to bottom layers is very different due to foam filler 
configuration (no foam, cubic foam and shaped foam from top to bottom layer). 
Therefore, under 10 m/s crushing, even with the increase in crushing force at early 
stage and decrease at later stage, the crushing force at early stage P1 (10 m/s) is still 
smaller than that at later stage P2 (10 m/s) where bottom layer with shaped foam is 
being crushed as shown in Figure 9-16 (b). Therefore, overall peak crushing force of 
PU foam filled PG structure occurs at later stage and its value is slightly reduced 
comparing to 1 m/s crushing case.  
 
Figure 9-16. Illustration of changes in peak forces at early and later stage of crushing 
under 1 and 10 m/s impact for (a) EPS foam filled PG structure; (b) PU foam filled 
PG structure; note: this graph is only used to illustrate the changes in peak forces 
caused by the change of layer deformation mode under 1 and 10 m/s impact, does not 
represent the actual crushing responses  
9.5 Summary 
Two sets of negatively and positively graded TSP folded structures by varying foam 
filler configurations are experimentally studied. Their crushing behaviours including 
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peak and average crushing force, energy absorption, uniformity ratio and damage 
modes are compared under two different speeds. It is found that the structures with 
different graded configurations show similar crushing behaviors under low crushing 
speeds, indicating the graded configurations have minimum influences on the impact 
responses of the graded TSP folded structures. Under high crushing speed, however, 
significant advantages are obtained for positively graded structure where the core 
strength increases along the impacting direction. More uniform load-displacement 
responses with lower fluctuation, lower peak force and higher energy absorption are 
achieved for positively graded structures with two sets of foam filler configurations 
than their negatively graded counterparts. Different damage modes are observed for 
these graded structures as well. Layer-by-layer crushing with initiation on the weakest 
layer is observed on graded structure under low crushing rate. Under high crushing 
speed, all three layers undergo a slight simultaneous deformation prior to the layer-
by-layer crushing. Due to foam-wall interaction effect, a better performance of graded 
structures can be achieved by inserting lightweight foam, which leads to up to 68.6% 
increase in average crushing force with only a 5.3% increase in structural mass. 
Furthermore, the graded configuration of this multi-layer TSP folded structure can be 
easily modified according to various scenarios by relocating the desired foam filler, as 
no permanent bonding between foldcores and plates is required. The interlayer plates 
of the set-up are also reusable, the core can be easily replaced after each use. Overall, 
with suitable graded configuration, this graded multi-layer TSP folded structure has 
superior energy absorption capacity than uniform TSP folded structure especially 
under dynamic loading conditions.  
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Chapter 10. Numerical study of sandwich panel 
with a new bi-directional Load-Self-Cancelling 
(LSC) core under blast loading 
The related work in this chapter has been published in Thin-Walled Structures. 
10.1 Introduction 
Apart from the folded structure studied in Chapter 3 to 9, a bi-directional load-self-
cancelling blast resistant panel as new structural form is proposed and numerically 
investigated in this chapter.      
To overcome the shortcomings of the uni-directional multi-arched panel previously 
developed(61, 75), a bi-directional LSC sandwich structure is proposed in this chapter, 
the core consists of an array of two-axis-symmetric square domes as shown in Figure 
10-1. This new structural form is believed to have capability of cancelling load in both 
in-plane directions of the panel and therefore further reducing forces that would be 
transferred to the panel boundaries as compared to the uni-directional multi-arch panel. 
With the geometry similar to the proposed bi-directional LSC square dome structure, 
a modified structure named as “grid dome” is also numerically simulated in this 
chapter for comparison. It was originally proposed in (45), where the textile composite 
material and half sphere shape made it easy to deform and absorb energy. The grid of 
half spheres are placed with gaps between each other in the panel (45). The array of 
grid sphere is modified and placed next to each other in this study to make it similar 
to the bi-directional LSC structure proposed in this chapter, since the load can be 
cancelled at the intersection points of the adjacent sphere domes as well. However, the 
adjacent grids of sphere domes are only point connected while the proposed square 
dome structure are connected with intersection lines, which allow more forces to be 
self-cancelled. Therefore, a superior LSC capacity is expected for the proposed square 
dome structure. 
Li Z, Chen W, Hao H. Numerical study of sandwich panel with a new bi-
directional Load-Self-Cancelling (LSC) core under blast loading. Thin-Walled 
Structures. 2018;127:90-101. DOI: doi.org/10.1016/j.tws.2018.02.003 
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Figure 10-1. Proposed square dome as core of bi-directional load-self-cancelling 
structure 
In this chapter, the effectiveness of the new form of LSC structure is numerically 
investigated and compared with an equivalent monolithic plate, and a uni-directional 
multi-arch structure (61) and a modified grid sphere dome structure (45). Finite 
element software LS-DYNA is employed to calculate and analyse energy absorption, 
back plate centre deflection and boundary reaction forces of these structures under 
blast loading. Existing blast test data of a flat plate from other researchers is used to 
validate the numerical model (165). The calibrated numerical model is then used to 
perform numerical simulations of the proposed structure to evaluate its energy 
absorption capacity, blast load resistance capacity and boundary reaction forces. A 
series of parametric studies are also conducted to investigate the effectiveness of 
sandwich panels with different core configurations on their blast loading resistance 
capacities. 
10.2 Numerical model calibration 
Finite element software LS-DYNA is used for numerical simulation. As a widely 
applied FEA tool based on explicit numerical methods, LS-DYNA is dedicated to 
highly nonlinear, dynamic finite element analysis subjected to impact and blast loads. 
To calibrate the accuracy and reliability of the numerical model, a steel plate which 
was tested and numerically modelled by DSTO (Defence Science and Technology 
Organization) of Australia is adopted (165). A series of blast tests were carried out to 
study structural response of a 5 mm thick mild steel plate. The charges of 250 g 
Pentolite (260 g TNT equivalent (61)) were applied with the alternating stand-off 
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distance of 250 mm, 400 mm, 500 mm directly above the centre of the steel plate with 
dimension of 1200 mm by 1200 mm. The steel plates were bolted on to a 1000 mm by 
1000 mm rigid steel frame with 24 equally spaced high-strength bolts. The steel frame 
was simply supported by concrete stands on four sides with some openings. The 
schematic diagram of experimental setup of the steel plate is shown in Figure 10-2. 
Two Endevco 7255A piezoelectric accelerometers, two PCB Piezotronic 109A 
piezoelectric pressure gauges and a Novotechnik TI50 LVDT resistive displacement 
gauge were attached on the steel plate to record relevant data of the plate during and 
after the explosion. The test results are used to calibrate the numerical model in this 
chapter.  
 
Figure 10-2. Experimental setup of a steel plate subjected to blast load 
10.2.1 Element, mesh convergence test and boundary condition 
The numerical model is constructed in Solidworks and LS-Prepost. The steel plate is 
modelled by using the fully integrated shell element to minimize hourglass energy in 
the simulations (128). As an important factor for determining both the computational 
time and simulation accuracy, mesh size convergence tests are carried out with the 
element sizes of 20 mm, 10 mm, 5 mm, and 2.5 mm. Mesh convergence test results 
are shown and discussed in Chapter 10.2.4. 
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Figure 10-3. Boundary condition for finite element model of bolted steel plate 
subjected to blast loading 
Boundary condition can be another critical factor for numerical simulation. In the 
model calibration and mesh convergence test, a simplified boundary condition for this 
steel plate subjected to blast loading is used to reduce computational time while 
representing the test conditions as closely as possible. In the simplified boundary 
condition, as shown in Figure 10-3, 24 nodes are modelled as fully fixed to represent 
the 24 bolts that connected the steel plate and steel frame in the test, other nodes along 
the plate edges are constrained in three degrees of freedom, UZ, Rot X and Rot Y by 
using *BOUNDARY SPC SET. This simplified approach was also adopted in Chen 
and Hao (61), and showed relatively good agreement with the test data. 
10.2.2 Material model used in LS-DYNA 
Table 10-1. Material properties of steel plate in Cowper and Symonds model (165) 
Property 
Young’s 
modulus 
(GPa) 
Poisson’s 
ratio 
Yield 
stress 
(MPa) 
Tangent 
modulus 
(MPa) 
Density 
(kg/m3) 
Hardening 
parameter, 
β 
C 
(s-1) 
P 
Value 203 0.3 270 470 7850 1 40 6 
 
The elastic-plastic material model *MAT 003 PLASTIC KINEMATIC is adopted for 
modelling the steel plate. This material model is commonly used for modelling metals 
with bi-linear elastic-plastic constitutive relationship and isotropic or kinematic 
hardening plasticity which is defined by a hardening parameter β equals to 1, 
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representing isotropic hardening. Material strain rate effect is also considered by 
applying Cowper-Symonds model in LS-DYNA which is defined by Eq. (10-1)  (128) . 
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 (10-1) 
where σd is the dynamic yield stress at plastic strain rate ε̇, σs is the static yield stress. 
Strain rate parameters C and P are Cowper and Symonds constants, respectively. 
Material properties of steel used in this chapter are shown in Table 10-1. Failure strain 
of steel material is taken as 0.3 throughout this chapter. 
10.2.3 Blast load modelling  
*LOAD BLAST ENHANCED via the CONWEP feature in LS-DYNA is used to 
simulate blast load in numerical simulation (129). The enhancement of reflected waves 
in blast event is demonstrated in the blast model. Pressures on the plate are determined 
by the amount of TNT, standoff distance and incident angle as given in the equation 
(10-2) below:  
   2 21 2r iP Pcos P cos cos         (10-2) 
where Pr is the reflected pressure, Pi is the incident pressure and θ is the angle of 
incidence. 
The keyword *LOAD BLAST SEGMENT in LS-DYNA is applied to define the 
loading face of the structure and the keyword *DATABASE BINARY BLSTFOR is 
used to export the blast pressure data. The scaled distance is defined by equation: 
1
3
R
Z
W
  
  
 (10-3) 
where R is the standoff distance in meter and W is the equivalent amount of TNT in 
kg. 
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10.2.4 Results and discussions of numerical model validation and 
mesh convergence test 
Table 10-2. Experimental and numerical results of peak reflected pressure and peak 
displacement 
 
The calculated reflected pressure-time histories from explosion at stand-off distances 
of 250 mm, 400 mm and 500 mm are shown in Figure 10-4. Numerical simulation 
results obtained using the model with mesh size of 5 mm and the experimental data 
under the same loading conditions are compared as listed in Table 10-2. The centre 
point peak displacement (δmax) and the peak blast reflected pressure (Pr) of the three 
different stand-off distances are compared and a good agreement between the test data 
and numerical results is observed.  
 
Figure 10-4. Reflected pressure time histories of steel plates with 250 mm, 400 mm 
and 500 mm stand-off distances 
Event 
TNT 
equivalent 
(g) 
Standoff 
(mm) 
Experiment 
data (165) 
Numerical simulation 
Pr 
(MPa) 
δmax 
(mm) 
Pr 
(MPa) 
difference 
δmax 
(mm) 
difference 
E14 260 500 9.4 -33 9.3 1.0% -31.2 5.4% 
E16 260 400 16.4 -36 15.7 4.3% -33.4 7.2% 
E17 260 250 40.0 -35 44.5 -11.3% -33.5 4.3% 
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The results of mesh convergence test are shown in Figure 10-5. The discrepancy 
between the results corresponding to the mesh size of 20 mm from the rest are obvious 
while the results for the mesh size of 10 mm, 5 mm and 2.5 mm are close. It can be 
concluded that using the mesh size of 10 mm leads to reasonable numerical 
simulations as compared to the smaller mesh sizes, while the calculation on the model 
with finer mesh takes a substantially longer time. Therefore, the mesh size of 10 mm 
is acceptable. However, many structures simulated in this chapter contain different 
curvatures such as square dome, sphere dome, using 10 mm mesh leads to certain loss 
of geometry details. Therefore, 5 mm mesh size is employed in the subsequent analysis 
to ensure simulation accuracy and a reasonable computational time. 
 
Figure 10-5. Displacement time histories with different mesh sizes and experimental 
data from event 14 (165) 
10.3 Numerical simulations 
The calibrated numerical model is used to perform simulations of dynamic response 
of monolithic plate, uni-directional LSC multi-arch sandwich panel, sphere dome 
sandwich structure and the proposed bi-directional LSC square dome sandwich panel 
under blast loading. The structural response quantities, i.e., the peak deflection at the 
centre of back plate, energy absorption and peak boundary reaction forces, are 
calculated and compared to evaluate their blast resistant performance.  
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10.3.1 Panel configuration 
A flat plate with the size of 1000 mm by 1000 mm and the thickness of 5 mm is 
employed for comparison with the uni-directional and bi-directional LSC sandwich 
structures. The core of uni-directional LSC sandwich panel (A5) consists of five arches 
with the same length, width and arch height of 50 mm (H50) as shown in Figure 10-6. 
The proposed bi-directional LSC structure consists of five square domes along each 
horizontal direction (D5), with 25 domes in total. Each dome is 200 mm in length and 
width, 50 mm in arch height (H50). The whole panel has the size of 1000 mm by 1000 
mm. As shown in Figure 10-7, the modified grid dome panel configuration is similar 
to that of the square dome panel, consisting of five sphere domes along each in-plane 
direction. Each dome has a 200 mm diameter and 50 mm height. Uni-directional LSC 
multi-arch, grid sphere dome and bi-directional LSC square dome sandwich structures 
have a 2 mm-thick top plate and a flat sheet attached at back with a thickness of 1.5 
mm. The thickness of the core varies for each example in order to keep the overall 
mass of the panel the same. The schematic diagram of bi-directional LSC panel is 
shown in Figure 10-8. The interfaces between the core and the skins are treated as 
welded.  
 
Figure 10-6. Five-arch uni-directional LSC sandwich panel with half of top plate 
removed for illustration. 
 
Figure 10-7. Grid sphere dome sandwich structure with top plate partially removed 
for illustration. 
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Four panels, i.e. flat plate (F1), uni-directional LSC multi-arch panel (A5-H50), grid 
sphere dome panel (S5-H50) and bi-directional LSC square dome panel (D5-H50) are 
analysed. Parametric simulations are presented in Chapter 10.4 to investigate the 
influences of size, geometry, material and loading condition of the square dome panel 
on its blast resistance capacity.   
 
Figure 10-8. Schematic diagram of bi-directional LSC sandwich structure with five 
square domes in each direction 
10.3.2 Finite element modelling 
The fully integrated shell element with mesh size of 5 mm is used for numerical 
simulations. Boundaries of back plate of the panels are assumed to be fully fixed by 
constraining the nodes on four edges of the back flat plate in six degrees of freedom. 
The top face sheet and core are not constrained. Welded connection is applied for all 
the interfaces between layers using tied contact. The blast load applying onto the front 
flat sheet is simulated using *LOAD BLAST ENHENCED keyword, assuming 260 g 
TNT detonates directly above the centre of the panel at a 650 mm standoff distance 
measured from the back flat sheet centre point. The material model incorporating 
strain rate effect, i.e. Cowper-Symonds model is used. The material properties are the 
same as the ones in the model calibration given in Table 10-1. The peak reaction forces 
at the panel boundaries are calculated as the peak value of the sum of the nodal forces 
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on each edge by defining the keywords *SET NODE OPTION and *DATABASE 
NODAL FORCE GROUP. The termination of the simulations is set at 30 ms since the 
detonation of the explosive.  
10.3.3 Results and Discussions 
Table 10-3. Peak displacements, internal energy, boundary reaction forces of four 
forms of panels 
Category 
Layer thickness 
(mm) 
Energy 
absorption 
by Core 
(kJ) 
 
Peak 
displacement at 
centre of back 
plate (mm) 
Peak boundary 
reaction force (105 
N) 
Top Core Back Fx Fy Fvertical 
F1 - - 5 - 21.7 6.05 6.07 2.31 
A5-H50 2 1.29 1.5 1.47 15.4 2.72 1.51 1.36 
S5-H50 2 1.53 1.5 0.24 13.9 1.57 1.65 1.60 
D5-H50 2 1.20 1.5 1.02 14.2 1.81 1.81 0.71 
 
Figure 10-9. Contour of resultant displacement of D5-H50 square dome panel (a) Top 
layer and core, (b) Back layer, Unit: meter 
Peak displacement contour plots of both the top and back plates of the D5-H50 panel 
are shown in Figure 10-9. Time history curves of displacement at the centre of back 
plate are shown in Figure 10-10. The structural responses of the panels including peak 
displacement, internal energy absorption of the top and back layers and peak boundary 
reaction forces are calculated and given in Table 10-3. To keep the total mass of each 
panel the same, the thicknesses of layers of each panel are calculated as given in Table 
10-3 with a constant 2 mm and 1.5 mm thickness for the top and back layer 
respectively, and varying thickness for the core. The numerical results show that the 
peak displacements at the centre point of load-self-cancelling structures i.e. A5-H50, 
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S5-H50 and D5-H50 are reduced to 15.4 mm, 13.9 mm and 14.2 mm respectively as 
compared to the peak displacement of 21.7 mm of the flat plate. As shown, the S5-
H50 yields the smallest peak displacement among these panels, followed by D5-H50. 
The minimal peak displacement is caused by the two-way symmetry of unit cells of 
S5 and D5 which results in a stiffer structure to deform comparing with the uni-
directional multi-arch panel A5-H50, as can be seen in Figure 10-10 (a) where the 
vibration periods of S5 and D5 are much smaller than F1 and A5. The arches, as shown 
in Figure 10-6, can deform more easily along the x-axis than the y-axis because of the 
configuration of uni-directional arch. The deformation can also be confirmed from the 
internal energy absorption of the core, where the A5-H50 holds a much higher value 
than the other two types. Furthermore, S5-H50 has a thicker core than the other two 
panels, resulting in the smallest peak displacement at centre of the back plate.  
 
Figure 10-10. (a) Displacement time histories of centre point on back plate for four 
panels; (b) Time histories of vertical boundary reaction forces for four panels  
As the numerical models including blast loading, boundary conditions, and geometries 
are symmetrical, the reaction forces Fx and Fy are taken as the sum of nodal forces on 
one edge only. Fz is the vertical reaction force which is taken as the sum of nodal 
forces in Z direction on all of four edges. Figure 10-11 shows the peak values of 
boundary reaction forces in three directions of four panels. Due to the geometrical 
symmetry of the panel F1, S5 and D5, the peak reaction forces along X and Y 
directions are very close in value. As given in Table 10-3, the reaction forces of A5-
H50 uni-directional LSC structure in X and Y directions are 272 kN and 151 kN, 
respectively, which are around 55% and 75% less than the baseline F1 flat plate. The 
boundary reaction force in vertical direction is reduced by 41.1% to 136 kN. S5-H50 
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shows a similar LSC capacity, with a 72.7% reduction of boundary reaction forces in 
the in-plane directions and 30.7% reduction in the out-of-plane direction as compared 
to the flat plate F1. D5-H50 shows a more significant reduction with the reaction forces 
in the out-of-plane direction reducing to 71 kN, which is around 69.3% less than that 
of F1. The bi-directional LSC square dome panel (D5) achieves further 47.8% 
reduction in the out-of-plane boundary reaction force of the multi-arch structure (A5) 
and 55.6% less than that of the grid sphere dome (S5). The significant reduction in 
peak boundary reaction force on out-of-plane direction indicates the bi-directional 
square dome panel (D5) performs the best in cancelling blast loads, since the out-of-
plane boundary reaction force of D5 is the smallest. 
 
Figure 10-11 Boundary reaction forces in X, Y, Z directions and energy absorption by 
the core of four types of panels 
It is worth noting that the boundary reaction force in out-of-plane direction is the most 
critical among those in three principal directions for many blast resistance applications 
such as blast resistant door, shield and sacrificial cladding, where the panels are simply 
supported at the boundary or placed directly on top of the protected structure. An 
example of blast resistant door is shown in Figure 10-12. Under blast loading, the door 
panel tends to bend inwards with reaction force exerting on the door frame mostly in 
the out-of-plane direction rather than the in-plane directions. The load-self-cancelling 
mechanism is shown in Figure 10-13. The blast loading with extremely short duration 
(less than 1 ms in this chapter) is applied onto the front plate. The loading is then 
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transmitted along the arch and to the intersections of the arches where part of the 
loading is cancelled out by adjacent arches before it reaches the panel supports. 
Therefore it reduces the loading transmitted to the back plate and support in the out-
of-plane direction. All LSC structures (A5, S5 and D5) cancelling out partial blast 
loading at the intersections of arches or domes, lead to less blast loads being 
transmitted to the support. The longer and more evenly spread out of the intersections 
between arches or domes can lead to a higher LSC capacity, therefore the square dome 
panel (D5) has higher efficiency in reducing vertical boundary reaction force than the 
sphere domes (S5), in which the intersections between adjacent unit cells are points 
instead of lines. 
 
Figure 10-12. Schematic diagram of a typical blast resistant door panel (166) 
 
Figure 10-13. Schematic diagram of load-self-cancelling mechanism using arch or 
dome structure 
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Figure 10-14. Front view of three panels’ contour plots at their maximum back plate 
centre displacements (a) A5-H50; (b) S5-H50; (c) D5-H50; unit: meter 
Figure 10-14 shows the deformation mode of three LSC panels at their maximum 
displacement level. The uni-directional multi-arch panel (A5) has the largest 
displacement for both the top plate and the core, obvious bending deformation can be 
spotted for the individual arch especially those at the middle of the panel. The bi-
directional LSC panels (S5 and D5) show a different damage mode due to the increase 
in crushing resistance of individual unit. The peak displacement at the back face plate 
is smaller and the individual unit cell is more intact. This can be also confirmed from 
the energy absorption by the core listed in Table 10-3, where the core of A5 absorbs 
more energy than the core of the other two panels (S5 and D5), indicating larger plastic 
deformation of the core. With a 25% thicker wall of the core, S5 shows a slightly lower 
peak displacement of the back plate and a smaller energy absorption than the square 
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dome panel D5. However, the square dome panel (D5) has better performance in terms 
of reducing vertical boundary reaction force than the sphere domes (S5). 
10.4 Parametric studies 
In this section, performances of the LSC square dome panels with different 
configurations and parameters are investigated to evaluate their blast resistance 
capacities. These parameters include the number of square dome, dome height, layer 
material. Unless otherwise noted, the panel considered is 1 m by 1 m with 50 mm arch 
height subjected to 260 g of TNT equivalency detonated at 650 mm directly above the 
centre point of back flat layer, which is the same as the previous section. The top and 
back layer thickness is kept constant while the thickness of the core is varied in order 
to maintain the same overall mass of the panels. To examine the performances, the 
peak displacement, internal energy absorption and peak boundary reaction forces are 
extracted and compared.  
10.4.1 Effect of dome number 
The panels with different numbers of square domes are discussed in this section. D3, 
D4, D5, D6 and D7 represent the number of domes along one horizontal direction, 
therefore the total numbers of domes for these panels are 9, 16, 25, 36 and 49, 
respectively, as listed in Table 10-4. The results indicate that in general the peak 
deflection at the centre of the back layer decreases with the increase in the number of 
domes, except the panel D4 and D6, as more dome numbers lead to more connections 
between the layers. The panel thus becomes stiffer to bend, even though the thickness 
of the core decreases slightly with the increasing dome number. The displacement time 
histories of the panels are shown in Figure 10-15. 
Table 10-4. Peak displacements, internal energy, boundary reaction forces of square 
dome panels with varying dome numbers 
Category 
Layer thickness 
(mm) 
Energy 
absorption 
by core (kJ) 
 
Peak displacement 
at centre of back 
plate (mm) 
Peak boundary 
reaction force 
(105 N) 
Top Core Back Fx Fy Fz 
D3-H50 2 1.38 1.5 1.22 21.3 1.39 1.4 0.88 
D4-H50 2 1.29 1.5 1.12 12.2 2.13 2.13 0.75 
D5-H50 2 1.20 1.5 1.02 14.2 1.81 1.81 0.71 
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D6-H50 2 1.10 1.5 1.16 9.6 2.10 2.10 0.70 
D7-H50 2 1.01 1.5 1.29 10.1 2.10 2.11 0.71 
 
Figure 10-15.  Displacement time histories of centre point of the back plate (a) for the 
panels with different dome numbers; (b) zoomed in for D4-H50 and D5-H50 
 
Figure 10-16. Illustration of the centre point location relative to the dome core 
connections (a) even and (b) odd number of square domes 
The panels with an even number of dome core, i.e., D4 and D6, show smaller 
deformation at the centre point of the back layer as compared to those with odd number 
of dome core, because the centre point locates at the interactions between the adjacent 
domes as shown in Figure 10-16. The local stiffness is higher at centre point where 
four adjacent dome intersects, therefore leads to relatively smaller deformation of the 
point. Whereas the centre point of the panel with odd number of dome core locates at 
the centre of a dome, hence there is no local stiffening effect at the point. Moreover, 
after short duration of blast loading (less than 1ms in this chapter), free vibration 
occurs. As shown in Figure 10-15, only global vibration of the back plate contributes 
to the centre point displacement response when the core has an even number of domes, 
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but both the global response and local response modes, i.e., vibration modes between 
intersection points, contribute to the displacement responses of the centre point when 
the core has an odd number of domes. These are the reasons why the centre point of 
panels with odd number of domes experiences relatively smaller deformations. 
Nonetheless increasing the number of domes makes the panel stiffer and hence reduces 
the global panel deformations.  
 
Figure 10-17. Middle plane cross-section views of square dome panels at their peak 
back plate centre deflection, (a) D3-H50; (b) D4-H50; (c) D5-H50; (d) D6-H50; (e) 
D7-H50; units: meter, note domes are not cut through for (b) and (d) where the centre 
planes are located at the intersection of domes, only top and back plates are shown 
The cross-section view of deformation modes of the panels are shown in Figure 10-17. 
The peak boundary reaction forces for D4 to D7 along the both in-plane directions are 
similar in value, as given in Table 10-4 and Figure 10-18. D3 square dome panel has 
the lowest peak boundary reaction forces in the in-plane directions among the panels, 
which might be caused by the large deformation and energy absorption of the top plate 
and the core as shown in Figure 10-17 (a). Since the peak reaction force in the out-of-
plane direction is more critical in the design as discussed in Chapter 10.3.3, it is of 
more interests in this chapter. As shown, the peak out-of-plane reaction force 
decreases around 20.5% to 70 kN with the increasing number of domes from D3 to 
D6, but increases slightly to 71 kN from D6 to D7. As explained in in Chapter 10.3.3 
regarding the mechanism of using arch for load-self-cancelling, the more uniformly 
distributed loads on the adjacent domes increase the effectiveness of cancellation and 
decrease the peak reaction forces at the boundaries of panels. With the increasing 
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number of square domes, the load can be distributed more evenly onto the adjacent 
domes, resulting in a better LSC performance. However, further increasing the number 
of domes cannot lead to more effective load-self-cancelling of the panel. As the dome 
height is set to be fixed, with the increasing number of domes, the arches of domes are 
becoming closer to a half circle shape as shown in Figure 10-17. The loads transferred 
to the intersections of the arches decreases, which leads to a reduction in load 
cancellation. Another reason is that increasing the number of domes increases the 
surface area of core, and its thickness has to be thinned to maintain the same overall 
mass, which might decrease the bending stiffness of the whole panel. It can be 
concluded that increasing the number of square domes lowers the boundary reaction 
forces in the out-of-plane direction. However, this trend is no longer true when the 
dome base dimension approaches to the dome height, i.e., the dome shape approaches 
to a semi sphere. Among the configurations considered in the present study, D6-H50 
has the best performance, with the smallest peak displacement at the back face and the 
smallest out-of-plane peak reaction force. 
 
Figure 10-18. Boundary reaction forces in X, Y, Z directions and energy absorption 
by core of panels with varying numbers of square domes 
10.4.2 Effect of dome height 
The dome height varies from 30 mm to 70 mm with 10 mm interval. The peak 
responses of the panels are given in Table 10-5, and illustrated in Figure 10-19. It is 
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found that the peak displacement at the back decreases with the increasing height of 
the domes even though the blast load acting on the panel increases owing to the 
reduced stand-off distance from the explosion centre to the panel. The panel D5-H30 
has a similar peak displacement as the baseline F1 flat plate (i.e. 21.9 mm). A relatively 
limited load-self-cancelling effect can be observed when comparing with other square 
dome structures. As compared with F1, the peak displacement of square dome panel 
reduces by 25%, 32%, 35%, 37% and 39% for the panels with different dome heights 
varying from 30 mm to 70 mm, respectively. The reduction in peak displacement is 
because the bending stiffness of the panel increases with the height of the domes.  
Table 10-5. Peak displacements, internal energy, boundary reaction forces of square 
dome panels with varying heights 
Category 
Layer thickness 
(mm) 
Energy 
absorption 
by core (kJ) 
Peak 
displacement at 
centre of back 
plate (mm) 
Peak boundary 
reaction force (105 
N) 
Top Core Back Fx Fy Fz 
D5-H30 2 1.41 1.5 0.83 16.2 2.36 2.36 0.73 
D5-H40 2 1.34 1.5 0.91 14.7 1.88 1.88 0.73 
D5-H50 2 1.20 1.5 1.02 14.2 1.81 1.81 0.71 
D5-H60 2 1.10 1.5 1.12 13.6 1.40 1.40 0.66 
D5-H70 2 1.01 1.5 1.43 13.3 1.12 1.11 0.69 
 
The peak values of boundary reaction forces also decrease with the increase in the 
dome height from 30 mm to 60 mm. However further increase the dome height to 70 
mm leads to a slight increase in the boundary reaction forces in the out-of-plane 
direction as compared with D5-H60 which can be explained by the dome geometries. 
The angle of dome at intersection edge can be calculated as 53 degree, 62 degree and 
70 degree for the panel D5-H50, D5-H60 and D5-H70, respectively. The highest dome 
H70 has the largest angle at the intersection, which leads to less effective load 
cancelling performance. Similar to the results presented in Chapter 10.4.1, the more 
critical vertical component of boundary reaction force first decreases and then 
increases slightly with the increasing number of domes, which is also associated with 
the change of the angle at dome intersections. Moreover, the LSC panels with higher 
domes experience higher overpressure due to the reduction of the distance from the 
front plate to the detonation. Furthermore, the panels with higher domes have a larger 
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surface area of the dome shaped layer, which leads to a reduction on the thickness of 
the core. These combined factors affect the LSC capacity of the structure. Similarly, 
the energy absorption by the core increases with the rising height of the core as shown 
in Figure 10-19. With higher cores, the bending stiffness of the panel is higher, but the 
crushing of each individual dome becomes easier due to thinner dome wall thickness 
and larger crushing distance. Therefore, less bending of the panel but more 
deformation of the core is observed for the panels with higher domes.  It is found that 
D5-H60 performs the best among the panels considered in the present study in terms 
of the effectiveness of load-self-cancelling of the structure using the out-of-plane peak 
reaction force as criteria.  
 
Figure 10-19. Boundary reaction forces in X, Y, Z directions and energy absorption 
by the core of panels with varying heights of square domes 
10.4.3 Effect of blast intensity 
Four different explosive weights are considered to study the effect of blast intensities. 
Four TNT weights of 260 g, 0.5 kg, 1 kg and 4 kg are set to examine blast resistance 
capacity of the proposed bi-directional LSC panel. Scaled distance is calculated based 
on the equation (10-3) and listed with structural responses in Table 10-6. Peak 
reflected pressure and positive phase impulse exerted on the front plate are calculated 
based on the centre element of the panel. The peak displacement, boundary reaction 
forces on the three axes increase with the increment of blast intensity as expected. 
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Increasing trend of energy absorption by the core with the increase of blast intensities 
can be also observed. 
Table 10-6. Peak displacements, internal energy, boundary reaction forces of square 
dome panels under different blast intensities 
Category 
Scaled 
distance 
(m/kg1/3) 
Peak 
reflected 
pressure 
at 
centre 
(MPa) 
Positive 
phase 
impulse 
(Ns) 
Energy 
absorption 
by core 
(kJ) 
Peak 
displacement 
at centre of 
back plate 
(mm) 
Peak boundary 
reaction force 
(105 N) 
Fx Fy Fz 
D5-H50-
0.26kg 
0.94 5.8 389 1.02 
14.2 1.81 1.81 0.71 
D5-H50-
0.5kg 
0.76 10.4 646 3.04 
21.8 1.98 1.95 1.35 
D5-H50-
1kg 
0.60 18.4 1096 8.67 
46.1 4.94 4.95 3.23 
D5-H50-
4kg 
0.38 50.7 3448 51.7 
146 8.39 8.39 11.7 
 
 
Figure 10-20. Damage modes of (a) D5-H50-0.26kg; (b) D5-H50-0.5kg; (c) D5-H50-
1kg; (d) D5-H50-4kg at their maximum deflections, top plate removed for illustration 
Damage modes of square dome panel under different blast intensities are shown in 
Figure 10-20. Both global damage of the panel and localized damage of individual 
square dome can be observed for the cases with higher blast intensities. For D5-H50-
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0.26kg and D5-H50-0.5kg, only slight global deformation of the panels can be 
observed. The panel subjected to the blast loads from the other two cases experience 
severe localized damage of individual square domes at the centre and corners, as well 
as global deformation. The localized deformation near the corner under 4kg detonation 
(Figure 10-20 d) is caused by the global deformation of the panel when the panel bends 
along the in-plane directions. All the domes are crushed under blast load from 4 kg 
explosion, tearing and breakage of the panel appear near the corners of some 
individual domes as shown in Figure 10-20 (d) marked in circles. The plastic strain of 
back plate under blast loading of 4kg explosion is shown in Figure 10-21, where high 
plastic strain of elements at the outer edges and intersections of domes are captured. 
The line of elements at the outer edges are eroded due to stress concentration as circled. 
An increase in the damage of individual square domes and the whole panel can be 
observed with the increase of blast intensity.  
 
Figure 10-21. Plastic strain of back flat plate of D5-H50-4kg, eroded edge elements 
are circled  
10.4.4 Effect of different materials 
The layers made of different materials are considered in this section. Aluminium alloy 
Al-2024-T3 is used to replace the core made of steel. Since aluminium alloy shows 
less evident strain rate effect (65), strain rate effect is not considered in the material 
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model and the rest of the parameters used in the material model are given in Table 
10-7.   
Table 10-7. Material properties of Aluminium alloy Al-2024-T3 (65) 
Property 
Young’s modulus 
(GPa) 
Poisson’s ratio 
Yield stress 
(MPa) 
Tangent modulus 
(MPa) 
Density 
(kg/m3) 
Value 72 0.33 318 737 2680 
 
Structural responses are summarized in Table 10-8 and shown in Figure 10-22 and 
Figure 10-23. The centre point peak deflection of back layer increases from 14.2 mm 
to 16.5 mm by replacing steel with aluminium alloy core. Similarly, the internal energy 
absorption of the core made of aluminium alloy increases 70.6% and the internal 
energy absorption of back flat layer increases as well. It is found that the out-of-plane 
boundary reaction forces increase 42.3% by using aluminium alloy core. It is because 
Aluminium alloy is less stiff than steel and it is easier to deform under the same load, 
which reduces the load-self-cancelling capability. 
 
Figure 10-22. Displacement history of centre point on back plate for panel with 
different core materials 
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Table 10-8. Peak displacements, internal energy, boundary reaction forces of square 
dome panels with different core materials  
Category 
Layer thickness (mm) 
Energy 
absorption 
by core 
(kJ) 
Peak 
displacement 
at centre of 
back plate 
(mm) 
Peak boundary 
reaction force 
(105 N) 
Top Core Back Fx Fy Fz 
D5-S-S 
2  
(steel) 
1.2 
(steel) 
2.5 
(steel) 
1.02 14.2 1.81 1.81 0.71 
D5-Al-S 
2  
(steel) 
1.2 
(Al) 
2.5 
(steel) 
1.80 16.5 1.39 1.39 1.01 
 
Energy absorption is usually achieved by plastic deformation (2), fracture and friction 
of structure (124) during blast or impact event. In this study, the load-self-cancelling 
structure is functioned by the arching geometry of the structure and stress propagation 
after the loading. The excessive deformation of the core leads to the change of arch 
shape, which might undermine load-self-cancelling capability. As illustrated in Figure 
10-23, the panel with aluminium core experiences a much more severe deformation 
than the one with steel core. Hence, the locations with stress concentration and large 
deformation are suggested to be strengthened to maintain load-self-cancelling function 
by using stiffer material or stiffened structure such as stiffened multi-arch double layer 
panels (75).  
 
Figure 10-23. Contour plots of resultant displacement of D5-H50 square dome panel 
(a) with steel core, (b) with aluminium core, Unit: meter 
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10.5 Summary 
A bi-directional load-self-cancelling (LSC) square dome sandwich panel is proposed 
in this chapter and its blast LSC effectiveness is numerically demonstrated in the most 
critical direction (i.e. out-of-plane direction), after comparing with the flat plate, uni-
directional LSC multi-arch structure and sphere dome structure of the same mass. Up 
to around 69% reduction in boundary reaction force is observed as compared with the 
flat panel. Parametric studies on the number of square domes, dome height, blast 
intensity and material are also carried out. It is found that the panel with more numbers 
of domes and stiffer domes has better load-self-cancelling capability. Blast resistance 
capacity of the panel also enhances with the increase of dome height. However, further 
increasing the number and height of domes may reduce the blast resistance 
performance of the panel. The proposed new structural form might find applications 
to fabrication of sandwich panels to resist blast loadings.  
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Chapter 11. Conclusion and recommendations 
11.1 Main findings 
In this thesis, folded structures with different geometries, base shapes, layer 
configurations, foam infill configurations, and graded structures are numerically and 
experimentally investigated under various loading conditions, including quasi-static, 
dynamic crushing and blast loads. Due to the in-directly connected sidewalls of the 
folded structure, the folded structures show superior crushing behaviour and energy 
absorption over conventional core of sandwich panels. It has a high crushing resistance 
without inducing peak force throughout crushing process. The proposed folded 
structure also shows consistent crushing response over various loading conditions, 
thus it is ideal for the applications as energy absorbers. The multi-layer setup has been 
verified as reusable and its layer number can be easily adjusted to provide different 
energy absorbing capacities. Light weight foam infills can greatly enhance the energy 
absorption of the folded structures without introducing initial peak force, due to foam-
wall interaction effect. Furthermore, graded configurations show significant influence 
on crushing responses of the multi-layer folded structures under high crushing speed. 
The proposed bi-directional load-self-cancelling panel demonstrates significant 
reduction in boundary reaction force in out-of-plane direction, comparing to other 
panels under blast loading, indicating potential application as blast resistant panels.  
Chapter 3 presents the geometry effect of truncated square pyramid (TSP) kirigami 
folded structures on crushing behaviours. All four TSP foldcores show uniform 
crushing behaviour under quasi-static loading as compared to the existing cube strip 
kirigami structure. Under dynamic crushing, however, the TSP foldcores with higher 
sidewall slope have a huge increase in initial peak force. Similar observation has been 
also made with closed-top design, due to inertial stabilization effect provided to the 
sidewalls. Open-top TSP foldcore with slightly lower sidewall slope demonstrates 
ideal crushing response comparing with other geometries and the cube strip kirigami 
foldcore.  
Chapter 4 presents the effects of base shape and boundary condition on the static and 
dynamic crushing behaviours of truncated pyramid folded structure. Three base shapes, 
triangle, square and pentagon are considered, which results in different slope angle of 
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sidewalls, size of interconnections, and folded number per unit area. Two boundary 
conditions (fixed and simple boundary) are considered as well. Under quasi-static 
loading condition, boundary condition shows great influence on crushing responses of 
the TSP and TPP but not so much for TTP and Miura type foldcore. TSP shows the 
best energy absorption performance over other three truncated pyramid folded 
structures and Miura type foldcore. 
Chapter 5 and Chapter 6 present the blast mitigation capacity of sacrificial cladding 
with TSP folded structure as core. The TSP foldcore shows similar consistent 
collapsing resistance as aluminium foam but with higher average crushing resistance. 
Therefore, the TSP folded structure is able to absorb higher energy than aluminium 
foam of similar density. However, the density of TSP foldcore has the upper limit due 
to the folding process of the structure limiting its wall thickness. Thus, rigid 
polyurethane foam is added inside the TSP foldcore without increasing the thickness 
of the TSP cell walls, this is to further increase the energy absorption and blast 
mitigation under higher blast intensities. The foam infill greatly increases the energy 
absorption capacity of the structure due to foam-wall interaction effect. Furthermore, 
SDOF analysis is carried out. For each blast intensity, the required height of cladding 
can be calculated based on the blast parameters and cladding properties, which could 
be used as a designing tool for sacrificial cladding.   
Chapter 7, Chapter 8 and Chapter 9 present the experimental study on multi-layer 
folded structures and the effects of different foam infill configurations under impact 
loads. In Chapter 7, reusable multi-layer set-up is proposed, the dynamic crushing 
behaviours of TTP, TSP and the influence of wall thickness are investigated. Foam-
like consistent crushing behaviour with no initial peak force and low fluctuation is 
demonstrated for TSP foldcore under various dynamic crushing conditions, as 
compared to conventional sandwich structures. Different foam infill configurations 
including foam material, density, shape, and graded foam filler are considered. Foam 
infill greatly enhances the crushing resistance of the structure without inducing the 
initial peak during the deformation. With less than 20% increment in mass of the foam 
filler, the average crushing resistance of the structure increases up to 82%. Graded 
foam infill shows little influence on crushing response under low speed impact. Under 
higher speed impact, positively graded structure (i.e. increase density from impacting 
end) shows an enhanced and much more uniform crushing resistance than negatively 
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graded structure. It is also worth noting that the factors such as foam filler 
configurations and crushing speeds, could greatly affect the damage mode and the 
deforming order of the multi-layer TSP folded structure.  
Chapter 10 presents the blast resistance performance of a new bi-directional load-self-
cancelling panel. Its blast resistance is compared with other panels including one-
directional multi-arch panel, grid sphere dome panel and flat plate. The proposed panel 
consists of array of square domes, each dome is two-way symmetrical along both in-
plane directions. Owing to this geometry, the blast loading applying to the arch is 
cancelled out near the intersection of the adjacent arches, resulting in a greatly reduced 
reaction force at the boundary of the panel. Up to 69% reduction in out-of-plane 
boundary reaction force is observed as compared to the flat plate with the same weight. 
This design could be used as blast resistant door panel to reduce the reaction force 
acting on the door frame in the blast event.  
Overall, two types of thin-walled structures are proposed and investigated in this thesis. 
Excellent energy absorption capability with low initial peak force, high average 
crushing force and low sensitivity to loading rate is observed for single and multi-layer 
truncated pyramid folded structures. This indicates the great potential of such 
structures to be used in energy absorbing applications such as highway or bridge 
impact attenuators, sacrificial claddings, helmets, etc. to protect personnel, vehicles 
and structures under impact and blast loads. For the other type of bi-directional load-
self-cancelling structure, a significant reduction in boundary reaction force is shown 
under blast loads. This proposed structure can be used as lightweight blast resistant 
panel or door, which is capable to reduce load transferred to the supporting frames in 
the blast event. 
11.2 Recommendations for future work 
Parametric studies have been carried out in this thesis for both truncated pyramid 
folded structures and bi-directional load-self-cancelling square dome panels. 
Topological optimization could be conducted to optimize the geometries of these 
structures and enhance the crushing resistance of the proposed structures in the future.  
Furthermore, blast tests can be carried out to verify and examine blast mitigation 
performance of the proposed TSP folded structures. Different blast intensities and 
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stand-off distances can be applied to evaluate the blast mitigating performance of the 
proposed structures. The proposed structure may be compared with current protective 
sacrificial cladding structures such as aluminium foam with similar density by 
comparing the peak force transmitted to the protected structures behind the claddings 
under different blast scenarios.  
The damage mode of the proposed TSP foldcore is investigated numerically and 
experimentally under various loading speeds. The change in damage mode is observed 
with the increasing crushing speed. Further investigations on the transition of the 
damage mode and the associated loading rates could be conducted. Analytical study 
on the crushing process of the TSP foldcore could be carried out based on different 
damage modes under different loading speeds.  
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